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British mariners^ all seas over, are

called "Limejuicers" the term hav-

ing originated after a Parliamentary
Act had obliged ships flying the Red
Ensign to fortify their crews against

scurvy -with -weekly allowances of
lime or lemon juice.
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Introduction

THE smell of salt water is strong in my nostrils. Forty-

four of my fifty-eight years have been spent afloat. For

thirty-two years I have been in command of large ocean

going square-rigged ships and steam vessels. I have

rounded Cape Horn forty-one times.

I am a deep water sailor, not an authorl The task of

writing this account of my early years under canvas I left

to my eldest son. Those lonely Cape Horn seas are not

strange to him. On a certain day in the year 1905 when

my command, the British Isles, was battling against a

furious westerly gale to the southward of Cape Horn, the

spark of life was breathed into him. In short, he quickened

off the very pitch of the Cape itself.

Every member of my family my wife, two daughters,

and three sons has been influenced no little by my sea

career; four of them have weathered Cape Horn more than

once, and I feel confident that my wife has more vivid

memories of adventurous voyages in sailing ships than

most living women.

The incidents which my son has recorded under the

title of The Log of a Limejuicer cover actual experiences,

not figments of the imagination. Doubtless there are men

alive today who sailed under me in those far away years,

[
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and should they read this book I am sure many fond

memories will be revived in their minds.

Most horny-fisted "Old Timers", men haunted by lin-

gering memories of more venturesome days, must experi-

ence a certain feeling of sadness with the realization that

the era of the sailing vessel has passed forever. However,

they will all agree that, owing to the course of events of

recent years, it was inevitable.

In a sailing ship's foc'sle there was always discussion and

speculation as to the probable length of the passage; but

the answer lay securely held in the laps of the fickle Wind
Gods. Today it is different, for the world now relies on

the power of harnessed steam to drive its ships across the

turbulent oceans from continent to continent on scheduled

time.

Eight bellsI-Relieve the wheel. That will do the watch.

JAMES P. BARKER

Westfield, New Jersey

September, 1933.
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Chapter i

OFF the nor'west coast of England lies the lonely Island

of Piel, a buttress against the mighty gales that sweep

across the Irish Sea. For many generations my people on

my mother's side had lived there.

I spent my boyhood on Piel Island, and when recalling

to mind those early days I can still picture my grandfather,

Commander James Charnley, with his cocked hat and

buckled shoes. Long before my time he was master of an

East Indiaman, but when I knew him he was volunteer

coxswain of the island lifeboat, A simple tombstone tucked

away in St. James Churchyard, Liverpool, marks his last

anchorage. He lost his life in a vain attempt to rescue the

crew of a Swedish barque which had been wrecked on the

coast in a howling winter gale.

Then there were his twelve sons, my uncles, all of them

captains and owners of the ships they sailed, whose glamor-

ous tales of blue seas and distant lands sowed the seed of

unrest within me. My father, on the other hand, being a

successful engineer of the firm of Pearne & Barker, had

always hoped to place me in the Civil Service; yet, not-

withstanding his fond plans for my future, he offered no

strenuous objections when on my twelfth birthday I told

him of my intense desire to become a sailor.

The house in which we lived on Piel Island was a ram-
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bling old structure, built of stone, which had defied time

and the elements for many years. One evening in the year

1887 as I sat on the front steps watching the sun disap-

pear behind a quickly gathering cloudbank that presaged

wind plenty of it, and a bitter, h9wling nightthe sound

of voices reached me from the living room, and ^hen I

heard my own name mentioned I rightly surmised that

my parents were discussing my future.

The heavy oaken door behind me faced the Irish Sea.

I stood up, and when I pushed it open I felt the film of

salt that covered its worn surface. Even as it swung back

with much groaning and creaking, the wind piped harder

and driving spray, rising above the cliffs, thrashed against

the front of the house and covered the floor of the hallway
with flecks of foam. I leaned against the door and closed it

against the rising gale. Then, walking across the stone

flagging, I entered the living room, in which my parents

and my Uncle Jim Charnley sat before a great open fire

that crackled and roared up the chimney.
The flickering flames cast grotesque fire shadows on the

bare white-washed walls, and revealed the room's ponder-
ous furniture the lantern hanging from a heavy wooden
beam on the low ceiling, the tall grandfather clock that

had ticked a hundred years away in one corner, and next

to it the figurehead of an ill-fated vessel that had been
wrecked on the island's rocky coast

A hush fell upon the figures grouped about the fire

when I appeared. Then suddenly my father broke the

silence. "Jim>" he said, "we have decided to send you to

a navigation school for two years."
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"A navigation school!
"

I exclaimed.

"Aye, Jim," put in my bewhiskered uncle, "that's the

best course for you to steer. Preparatory training in navi-

gation/' he went on, ignoring my dismay, "will give you

a better chance of sailing through your sea life with a

slashing fair wind."

I started to protest, but my father stopped me with a

meaning glance. "If you don't like the plan," he snapped,

"there's always the Civil Service."

The very thought of such a horror banished my rebel-

lious inclinations, and in answer to my meekly voiced

question my mother told me that they had decided to send

me to one of the best institutions in the United Kingdom,
the Trinity House Navigation School in Hull.

A few weeks later I stepped out of a hansom cab with

my luggage, paid my fare, and gazed for the first time

through the great arching portals of the Trinity House

Navigation School, where I was destined to wrestle with

problems in navigation throughout a period of two years.

From the numerous class rooms of the school one could

look down at the docks which were always congested with

vessels of divers sizes, some heavily laden, others light.

There were sailing vessels of all rigs, steamers, and a va-

riety of small river craft. And from most of them the flag

of Britain waved in the wind.

With the windows framing such wonderful pictures it

is perhaps little to be wondered that I was often subjected

to fiery tongue-lashings from exasperated instructors. But

despite my many shortcomings I obtained my certificate
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for having successfully passed my examinations in Navi-

gation and Advanced Nautical Astronomy. At that time I

was fourteen years old.

My father then negotiated with various shipping firms

with the intention of finding me an immediate berth

aboard a sailing vessel. In Liverpool he became acquainted
with Mr. J. B. Warmsley who owned a fleet of small

barques which were then engaged in the Chilean nitrate

trade. Mr. Warmsley, a typical, tight-fisted shipowner of

the time, agreed to find a place for me, and after my father

had signed the indentures and paid over the sum of thirty

pounds I was ordered to report to the master of the barque
Ravens-wood, which vessel was about to put to sea bound
for Valparaiso, by way of Cape Horn.

I will not dwell at any length on my subsequent prepa-
rations for the coming voyage and my fond farewells to

my relatives and friends, most of whom shook their heads

wisely and prophesied that the sea would never agree with
me. At first it certainly did not, for I was deathly seasick

and often wished that I were back on dry land.

In due course I donned a brass-buttoned uniform,

gathered my gear together, and said a last goodbye to old
associations. I joined the barque Ravenswood on a certain

foggy afternoon in the month of June, 1889, as she lay,

fully loaded with a cargo of Admiralty coal, alongside
Princes Dock, Liverpool. A trim little vessel was the
Ravenswood and, despite the dreary afternoon, I paused at
the foot of her gangway to gaze aloft at her tall spars,
and my youthful eyes drank in the symmetrical beauty of
her lines from stem-head to stern-post.
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Panting and struggling with my heavy baggage, I at last

gained the head of the gangway only to be brought up
with a round turn by a piratical looking fellow with a

black beard, who in harsh tones demanded to know the

reason for my intrusion.

"I'm James P. Barker, the new apprentice," I answered

proudly, as I expanded my chest to abnormal proportions.

I felt like an admiral of His Majesty's Navy in my natty

uniform with its shining brass buttons.

"Well, Jimmy/' the answer came like a blast of dyna-

mite "when you address me you'll say 'sir* !" He pointed a

thick, dirty finger towards a deck-house just forward

of the mizzen mast. "There's your new boudoir!" he

snapped, and left me to introduce myself to my fellow

brassbounders.

My first impressions of the half-deck were not very en-

couraging. When I poked my head round the door I saw

that the place contained eight bunks. In the center of the

floor were a table and two bare wooden forms, while a

dingy oil lamp hung from the ceiling on a rusty piece of

wire. A litter of paint pots, together with old clothes, shoes

and sea-boots were scattered about in confusion. Oilskins

and sou'westers hung from nails on the dirty walls, and in

one corner I noticed a bucketful of scummy liquid which

might once have been clear water. The half-deck of the

Ravenswood resembled a veritable Paddy's Market, and I

found myself wondering if I had stumbled upon the

bosun's locker by mistake.

Including myself, there were six apprentices aboard

and, as I was but a mere first-voyager, I was subjected to
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indignities that often made my blood seethe. We were,

for example, allowed one bucketful of water per day which

was shared by all six of us. According to custom the eldest

boy was always the first to perform his ablutions, after

which he would spit in the bucket. And thus it went

right down the line, each boy washing the grime from

his body and spitting in the water in his turn- Being the

youngest, I came last. However, my pugnacious nature

early asserted itself and before we had been a week at sea

no one interfered when I filled a sou'wester with my
share of the precious liquid and took my daily bath

therein.

I unpacked my bags with the aid of my shipmates,

whose interest was no doubt occasioned by the feet that

my mother had provided me with a hamper of good things

to eat; but I suspected the presence of wrinkles in their

bellies, and as I believed that my delectable provisions
would be better appreciated when the Ravenswood was

far at sea, I put them in a sea chest and closed the lid with

a bang.

Early in the morning after my arrival we were aroused

by someone bellowing, "O, ye sleepers, rise and shine/*

We tumbled out of our bunks, dressed hurriedly, and after

I had fetched it from the galley sat down to a breakfast

which consisted of a plate of oatmeal with a few cock-

roaches in it; a Liverpool pantile, meaty with weavils; and
a mug of black coffee. My enquiry as to the whereabouts
of the sugar and milk raised a burst of laughter, and some-
one solemnly suggested that I go and milk the cow which
was kept under the foc'sle head near the hawse pipes, My



Sail plan of the "British Isles," a typical full-rigged ship
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subsequent search for that animal occasioned no little

mirth amongst the various members of the ship's com-

pany, and I returned to my meal feeling as green as a

new born babe.

We had no sooner finished our meagre repast than the

tug arrived alongside, and with the pilot aboard we

singled up and were soon proceeding down the Mersey

undertow. The vessel's way increased with the aid of a

benevolent ebb tide. Soon we approached the lightship on

the Mersey River bar, and rapidly rising wind began to

drone through the gear aloft with an eerie sound.

At this time, in response to an order roared from the

poop by the fierce looking mate with the black beard, all

hands mustered aft and lined up athwartships so that he

and the second mate could clap a weather eye on us ere

they picked the watches.

I rather resented the attitude of these two uniformed

men who were staring at us in such a rude and overbear-

ing manner; and when the mate, noticing the mixed

nationalities amongst the foremast hands, muttered loud

enough for all to hear, "Hum, a hell of a church goin'

congregation!" I felt an urge to let him know that I, for

one, had not come to sea to be insulted.

The mate's remark, however, could not have been more

aptly put, for the men were certainly the strangest look-

ing fellows I had ever seen. The most outstanding char-

acter of all was a tall, broad-shouldered, brown-eyed Dev-

onshire man, named John Trevellyan, known to all

aboard as "Long John". His raven black hair was thick

and curly, his complexion clear as that of a child. Tattooed
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full across his deep chest was a square-rigged ship under

a cloud of canvas. His biceps were enormous, and he could

lift a six hundred pound kedge anchor and heave it over

a ship's bulwarks. This handsome, good-natured fellow

was about thirty years old, and every inch of him a sailor.

The two officers bdgan to pick the watches, and I was

beginning to think that I had been forgotten when the

second mate turned to me with a scowl. "Here, sonny/' he

growled, in a tone that betrayed his contempt for my
ignorance of nautical matters, "I'll have to take you in

my watch. All right, step over there/'

I was sauntering over to the little knot of men who com-

posed the starboard watch when a loud roar directed at

me by the second mate well-nigh caused my hair to stand

on end: "When I give you an order, sonny, you'll take

those lily-white hands out of your pockets!"

At that moment I felt very much like bursting into

tears, and all my visions of romance and adventure were

replaced with thoughts of that wonderful home on Piel

Island which I had been so anxious to leave. Memories of

an abundance of good food, of my cbmfortable bed, of

my happy carefree life flashed across my mind; but a shout

from the poop returned me with a start into this strange

little world of bitter reality.

Soon everything was bewildering pandemonium. That

mysterious being, the captain, roared order after order

from the poop, and all hands suddenly became engaged
in intense activity in which I felt powerless to lend a hand.

Some few men sprang into the rigging, and I was staring

after them vacantly when I suddenly felt the toe of the
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second mate's boot in the seat of my dungarees. "Up aloft

there, star gazer/' he raved, "up aloft, and loose the main

t'gans'l!"

As I climbed painfully aloft, I looked down at the deck

where men were hauling away on ropes to the accompani-

ment of fierce shouts and blood warming songs. I pulled

myself over the main cross-trees, lay out on the t'gallant

yard, and began to loose the gasket which secured the

canvas.

"Stay aloft and overhaul the buntlines," the second

mate bellowed to me from the deck. Almost at the same

moment I heard the captain's booming command: "Let

go the tow line!"

The t'gans'l was sheeted home and set, and when I got

down on deck again a faint cry from the tug floated across

the water: "Goodbye, and pleasant voyage."

The Ravenswood was at sea, the "Old Man" had shaped

his course, and at last I was outward bound on my first

voyage under canvas.



Chapter 2

M.UCH has already been written about the life of ap-

prentices in the days of sail, but I am tempted to speak

my own piece on the subject. A boy usually began his sea

career at the age of fourteen or fifteen; he donned a brass-

buttoned uniform in the mistaken belief that he would

continue to strut about in it like a young peacock, and

was henceforth known as a brassbounder. In my case dis-

illusionment was sudden and complete. When I had a

brief spell of seasickness I fully expected sympathetic

treatment; instead, I ran afoul of the second mate, 'Tight-

ing Tom" Hodson, who clasped me against his hairy chest

and rammed down my throat a dough pill which had been

dipped in the cook's slush barrel.

Among countless jobs it was the duty of the apprentices
to hand and reef sail along with the foremast hands; to

heave the log and the sounding lead; to keep the poop
spick and span; and, while the ship lay in port, to man
the gig whenever the captain desired to go ashore.

In the Ravenswood the apprentices were equally divided

between the port and starboard watch, and the hours were
six on deck and six below. Each boy was obliged to take

his two-hour trick at the great, unsheltered wheel on the

poop, and to stand lookout on the foc'sle head, in all

kinds of weather, fair or foul. In my day all lights were

[12]
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"doused" at eight bells, and for the sake of excitement we

usually staged a blind free-for-all in the half-deck ere the

watch below turned in. Sea-boots, old shoes, and other

heavy objects made very effective artillery, as was evi-

denced when the light of the new born day sometimes

found one or more of us looking as though we had been

engaged in a Scotland Road brawl.

In the event of quarrels, which were rare, a ring would

be set up behind the forward part of the house, and the

belligerents then squared off to each other and settled their

differences in Marquis of Queensberry fashion, with one

of the officers occasionally acting as referee.

^ To those who could stand the gaff the long ordeal made

men of blubbering schoolboys, and towards the closing

days of apprenticeship there were sailors in the half-deck,

husky, shaven headed brutes, strong as colts. At the termi-

nation of the service the apprentice was expected to ap-

pear before the Board of Examiners in England and pass

rigid examinations, despite the fact that his knowledge of

seamanship and navigation was for the most part entirely

self-acquired. Later on during my own years of apprentice-

ship I had reason to thank my parents for having had the

foresight to give me the benefits of a preparatory course

jin navigation. Indeed, throughout my whole life at sea

k

the training which I received from competent instructors

at the Trinity House Navigation School proved invalu-

able.

Captain Thomas Swarbrick was new to the Ravenswood,

and consequently was widely talked about by all hands
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But while the older, more experienced men freely criti-

cized the "Old Man" in the privacy of the foc'sle, we ap-

prentices, being comparative greenhorns, looked upon

him with a feeling of awe. To us he was the master to be

feared and obeyed implicitly, despite the beliefs of the

men-before-the-mast. It was whispered about the ship that

he was a "hard case", meaning that he feared neither man

nor devil, and that he was a "bust-or-bend-her" sail carrier.

Indeed, his reputation hinted at promising possibilities

for a lively voyage.

From the Lizard to the NE trades the passage was un-

eventful to my fellow brassbounders, all of whom were

already familiar with hard work, poor food, and loss of

sleep. Many times our marmalade and butter were docked

at the captain's orders, and the cook's promises to treat us

to an occasional dandyfunk seldom took form in reality.

During this period of the voyage I broached my sea-

chest of eatables which were greedily shared by my hungry

shipmates. But to have permanently ironed the wrinkles

out of their bellies I would have needed ten such chests

full to overflowing, so that it was not very long ere we
were once again subsisting on salt junk, Harriet Lane, and

Liverpool pantiles.

The Ravenswood had become involved in the doldrum

belt, which intervenes between the NE and SE trade

winds, when the ship's company began to suspect that Cap-
tain Swarbrick was fond of his liquor. One wet morning
this suspicion was verified when he came up on deck

bleary-eyed, giving orders in the manner of a madman.
When he also revealed himself to be a man of uncontroll-
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able passions, that confidence which had previously been

placed in him by all hands quickly turned to complete

disillusionment.

However, the "Old Man's" frequent alcoholic lapses did

not prevent the Ravenswood from successfully doubling

Cape Horn, and from that time on the vessel ran before

a strong SW gale up the coast of Chile until she was abeam

of Punta Gallia, thirty-six miles from Valparaiso. As she

gradually came under the influence of the land, then dis-

tant about ten miles, which at that point towers three

thousand feet above sea level, the wind began to moderate.

Then, with disconcerting suddenness, it gave out alto-

gether, leaving a very high sea. The vessel swung to in spite

of her helm until she brought the sea abeam, and with her

sails slam-banging against the masts she rolled both rails

under in the deep troughs of the seas.

All this happened during the dark hours of the mid-

dle watch, and every soul aboard realized that, should the

calm last until daylight, our position would become very

serious. Indeed, we might easily be driven hard ashore on

the jagged coast which ranged from four points on the star-

board quarter to dead ahead. If that did occur it was evi-

dent that the Ravenswood would become a total wreck

before the boats could be launched, and all hands knew

full well that the anchors would be of no avail in the

deep water which extended to the very foot of the cliffs.

In this dire extremity it was expected that Captain Swar-

brick would vindicate himself, and we all looked to him

to do something that would be the means of saving both

the ship and our lives; but imagine our horror when we
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saw the captain stagger awkwardly through the companion

doorway onto the poop. Nor was this all; he made for the

port rail, but his legs suddenly gave way under him and

he fell in a drunken stupor on the deck beside the cabin

skylight.

At that moment I felt very much afraid, and I bitterly

berated myself for having -allowed my romantic imagin-

ings to give me ideas of sea-life which were entirely false.

During the days when I had stared longingly at the sea

from the shores of Piel Island I had known nothing of the

trials and vicissitudes which fill a sailor's life to overflow-

ing; but when the Ravenswood was off the Horn I soon

found out that muzzling a tops'l in a snorter was far from

being a glamorous task. And now I was to learn a lesson

which I have never forgotten.

It was indeed fortunate for us that the mates had proven
themselves good seamen, reliable officers, and worthy re-

cipients of that confidence which all hands placed in

them. If the Ravenswood could be saved, these two men
could lead and show us how to save her.

As was the ordinary custom aboard sailing vessels which

weii& approaching land after a long voyage, the chain

cables had been roused on deck and their ends shackled

onto the anchors, which were then placed over the bows

and kept in position with ring ropes and shank painters
so that they could be dropped at a moment's notice. The
Rwuenswood was fitted with the old style barrel windlass

which was used for heaving in the chain, breaking the

anchor out of ground, and heaving it up to the pipe by
rack and pawl pinions to which were attached reach rods
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that led up through the deck and were connected to a

cross head.

There seemed to be a tenseness in the atmosphere-
like a hush before impending calamity as the Ravens-

wood's desperate company awaited orders from the poop.
Our anxieties were somewhat allayed, and we were elec-

trified into instant activity when the mate finally bel-

lowed, "Haul the fores'l upl Brail in the spankerl Clew

up the royals 1 And take the spare lashings off the an-

chors!"

All hands worked in a fever of excitement, for there

down on the starboard beam, at no great distance off, the

seas dashed against and receded from the line of coast,

their booming reverberations plainly heard. And be-

tween us and the shore the water was said to be an hun-

dred fathoms deep.

My own youthful mind was filled with speculations as

to the mate's intentions. What could he do? Some of the

able seamen expressed the opinion that he would let go
both anchors, for, as they put it, no sailorman would per-

mit his ship to drive ashore without first putting up a

fight. Then too we clung to the faint hope that the an-

chors might take hold on some providential, never-before-

fathomed ledge.

When daylight at last appeared in the sky the glow of

the sun rising over the mountainous range to the east-

ward unfolded a terrifying scene. The unabated seas

rolled onward, and between the Ravenswood and the

shore there was only a mile of water water which was

spumed into a milk-white foam by the rushing and reced-
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ing seas that smashed on the rocks, throwing spray far up
the face of the gaunt, forbidding cliffs.

On the foc'sle head a number of men were placing the

"normans" in position, the function of the latter being to

lock the windlass and separate the turns of the chain cable

as it winds round the windlass barrel. On the poop two

men with grim, set faces stood by the useless wheel. They
cast never a glance at the captain who still lay on the deck

near the skylight, entirely oblivious to the threat of de-

struction.

The Ravenswood continued to drift and sag in the long

seas, and the distance between us and the rocks was grad-

ually diminishing when I perceived the mate walk for-

ward over the slippery decks. Suddenly he called out,

"Stand by to let go both anchorsl Together now, when I

give the wordl"

Two men, each armed with a heavy topmaul, appeared
on the foc'sle head, and I plainly heard one of them mut-

ter in subdued tones, "My God, is he never going to let

go?"

Then, as if he had heard the man's remark, the mate

roared, "Mr. Hodson, muster your watch aft and swing
out the boats. See that they're provisioned and watered/'

"Ay, ay, sir!" came the deep throated answer.

While the members of the starboard watch, including

myself, jumped clear of the jumble of gear about the

windlass, the port watch stood by to pay out chain.

Suddenly the mate's welcome order rang out like the

crack of a pistol shot: "Let go both anchorsl"

The men with the topmauls pounded at the ring rope
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locks; these were released, and with a harsh roar the an-

chors plunged down together. The range of chain before

the windlass flew out with a rattle and a display of sparks

forty-five, sixty, seventy-five, ninety fathoms! The anchors

had found bottom!

"Give her more chain, pay out port and starboard!

Hold all at one hundred and twenty fathoms well abaft the

windlass!" the mate's voice rose above the din.

We wondered, "Will she hold?"

The chains, eagerly watched, were seen to stretch out

until not less than thirty fathoms of their lengths were out

of water. They shook, sagged, then became taut almost to

breaking point as the ship's weight surged and tugged

against them.

Thank God she held, swung around, and finally was

seen to ride at anchor with her stern actually less than

half a cable's length from destruction. What relief! All

hands sighed as the load was momentarily lifted from our

minds.

Lashings were then passed around the chains abaft the

windlass, and the mate, satisfied that all possible had been

done on the foc'sle head, bellowed, as he cast an anxious

eye shorewards. 'Tort watch lay aft and lend a hand with

the boats!"

The boats were swung, provisioned and watered, and

secured with trappings. Everything was ready, ready for

the last order abandon ship!

But suddenly the voices of the men clustered on the

quarterdeck were hushed. The silence could have been

cut with a knife, as all eyes turned aft. A man, wabbling
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unsteadily, was seen clutching the rail at the break of the

poop. It was the captain!

"Man the windlass!" he yelled.

All hands moved doubtfully forward, their instincts of

seamanship prompting them to heed the order from the

man in command. But meanwhile the mates entered into

heated discussion with the captain who threatened in

boisterous tones to clap them in irons for daring to oppose

his authority.

At last realizing the futility of argument the mates went

forward, and the captain, staggering drunkenly, followed

them. "Man the windlass, men," he yelled again. "Man
the windlass, and when those anchors are up /'// give ye
a case of whiskyl"

A grim silence greeted Captain Swarbrick's offer. He
became frenzied and, with a devilish light in his eyes,

seized a chain hook. Then, bellowing like an angry bull,

he rushed among the men and, catching some of them by
the legs with the hook, brought fhem hard to the decks.

Suddenly his bleary eyes focussed themselves on the hand-

some Devonshire man, "Long John" Trevellyan.

"Long John" backed away. "What be 'e a doin' of, Cap-
tin?" he demanded. "Don't *e be a fule nowl"

But Captain Swarbrick ignored the warning and, with

an expression of fiendish delight on his face, he slowly ap-

proached the big sailorman. Then he lashed out wildly
with the hook.

I held my breath, but "Long John" evaded the blow
with ease and, with cat-like agility, he grabbed his tor-

mentor by the collar, picked him up, and slung him across
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his broad shoulders. "Now, now, Captin," he said sooth-

ingly, "better 'e go aft, abed, where 'e belongs, sir." Not

a soul aboard the Ravenswood raised a hand to interfere

as "Long John" walked aft with his struggling burden. A
few minutes later the Devonshire man reappeared to in-

form us that he had undressed the captain and put him

to bed. We learned afterwards that he had been obliged

to subdue the demented man with a well-directed blow

on the jaw.

By noon-time the sea had gone down considerably and

our imminent danger was thereby lessened. At eight bells

the mate ordered Mr. Hodson to select a boat's crew, and

one of the lifeboats was put into the water for the pur-

pose of proceeding to Valparaiso in order to engage a tug

to come to our assistance with all possible dispatch. To
the united cheers of those of us who remained behind, the

second mate took his place in the stern sheets, and at his

word of command the men shipped their oars and gave

way. Mine was not the only anxious eye that watched the

boat's progress until it was finally lost to sight behind the

horizon's undulating rim.

We aboard the Ravenswood were fearful that the sea

might rise again, the anchor chains part, and the vessel

become beyond human aid, for her danger still lay in the

fact that the lack of wind would have made it impossible

for her to claw off the land, and even if wind had come

the vessel would have been driven ashore before we could

have got sail on her.

After a lapse of twenty-four hours the smoke of the ap-

proaching tug caused us to shout with relief, for the wind
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had commenced to moan fitfully through the rigging and

the sea was again rising. All sail had been previously

clewed up and left hanging in the gear, hawsers had been

brought on deck, and the buoy ropes made fast to the

chain cables, all ready for slipping when the tug made

connections, for the mate intended to recover the Ravens-

wood's chains later on when wind and weather permitted.

Finally the tug steamed to a position ahead and a small

line was floated down to us. The hawser was made fast to

this messenger and it was not long ere the Ravenswood
had slipped her cables and was being slowly but surely

drawn out of danger.

Eight hours later we arrived in the port of Valparaiso,
and thus ended my first passage in a sailing vessel.



Chapter 3

\VHEN the Ravenswood arrived back in Liverpool, after

a passage devoid of untoward incident, a cousin of mine

came down to the ship one day and persuaded me to ac-

company him on a pleasure trip to the Isle of Man. Cap-

tain Swarbrick refused to grant me the desired leave of

absence and, in defiance of his attitude, which I felt was

entirely unwarranted, I packed my bag and decided to

take the consequences of my actions.

The result of my ill-advised escapade was that Mr.

Warmsley summoned me to his dingy little office upon my
return. He informed me in the most fiery language that

I was a bad lad and that, as he felt I would have an evil

influence over the other apprentices in the Ravenswood,

I would have to seek about me for a berth with another

company in case I had not already tired of the life.

I immediately wrote a long letter to my father, *#ho

met me a few days later at the Lime Street Station in a

towering rage; but, to my relief and astonishment, his ire

had been aroused, not by my wayward action, but by Mr.

Warmsley's treatment of me which my parent considered

as a personal reflection. Without wasting any time he

went straight to Mr. Warmsley's office, and told the ship-

owner what he thought of him.

The outcome of this explosive interview was that I

[23]
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rejoined the Ravenswood, which was at the time loading

general merchandise for American ports. I spent the rest

of my apprenticeship in that vessel and when I was nine-

teen years of age I went before the Board of Examiners

and passed for second mate. In this capacity I joined the

barque Lurlei in 1894. She was commanded by Captain

Simon Gunn, a fiery little man of Devon, to whom I im-

mediately reported for duty. Old Gunn, as I fondly re-

member him, was then in his fifty-third year; but he

looked much younger, for the hair on his head and his

enormous moustache and whiskers were still a vivid red.

Although short and very light, with a port leg two inches

shorter than the starboard one, he believed himself to be

a big fellow. Indeed, I often heard him say that he would

never take the back-water of any foremast hand he ever

saw at sea.

"By gorra, mister," he said, after I had made myself
known to him, "he be little better than a boy; but he

looks strong. He's got a man's job afore he, and 111 expect
a lot."

Captain Gunn paused and fixed his steely blue eyes

upon me. "And, by gorra, mister," he went on, with his

fists clenched, "don't he ever let any sailorman get to

wind'ard of he. Keep your weather eye lifting, watch the

weather, your men, and those lads in the half-deck."

"Thank you, Captain Gunn, I'll do my best," I said,

and turned towards the cabin door.

"Mister, do he ever read the Bible?"

"No, sir!"

"Well, by gorra, mister," he snapped with a reproving
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glance, "I do. I reads it three times a day; it was writ-

ten by God, man's best shipmate. I ain't no man o' book-

learnin', never went to school in my life. All I knows I

learned m'self. The smart fellows call me an 'old eighty-

nine forty-eighter'. No, mister, there ain't no frills on

Simon Gunn. I can work a latitude by meridian altitude

of the sun, find a longitude by chronometer, and keep a

good dead reckonin'. I've been master over thirty years,

and I've never stranded or lost a ship, or caused the under-

writers any expense. Book learnin', mister," he rattled on,

as I shuffled uneasily, "may be all right to them as needs

it, but I takes no stock in it. And I reckon Simon Gunn's

as good if not better than the rest."

Many times during the three voyages I served under

the old man I was the object of his friendly solicitude and

advice. His interest in me ofttimes led him to broach

intimate matters.

"Mister," he enquired on one occasion, "has he ever

been in love?"

"No, sir!" I said, frightened at the very thought.

"Never been in love, mister?"

"No, sir!"

"Then, by gorra, he's got the greatest experience of all

dead ahead. I've got two daughters, mister ... he can

have one o' them for a wife."

"But, Captain Gunn, sir. . . ."

"No, mister? Well, then, if one ain't enough, he can

have the two to wife. The Bible says Solomon had over

nine hundred of 'em and, by gorra, a young fellah like he

ought to be able to handle two o' the creatures."
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Now, as I invariably experienced a horrible choking

sensation and was stricken as one dumb when in the pres-

ence of "creatures in petticoats", I replied to Captain
Gunn's generous offer with a hoarse whisper: "Oh, 111

never get married, sir. No, never!"

Captain Gunn made much of his total abstinence and

loudly boasted that he was not wedded to nicotine. In-

deed, he sought solace in tobacco only during bad weather,

when he would crouch under the lee of the weather cloth

on the monkey poop. On such occasions, however, he

seemed to derive great pleasure from an old, short-

stemmed, Dublin clay pipe.

"Mister," he would say to me, "I ain't no miser, but I

do hates to burn my money in the bowl of a pipe." And
sniffing with disconcerting vigor, he would tickle his nos-

trils with the warm pipe stem and glare hard at me as the

ends of his red moustache, waving in the wind, caressed

the lobes of his ears.

Born about 1840, he began his sea career at the tender

age of nine years. Having lived at a time when supersti-
tion among seamen was rife, he had absorbed all the be-

liefs of the period. To catch a Cape pigeon, molly-auk, or

albatross, and do any of them to death, he felt convinced,
meant certain disaster. The moon on its back, with its

horns uppermost, was a sure sign of tempestuous weather,
as was also a cock's-eye around the moon. Furthermore, to

him, Father Neptune was an actual, living entity.
He was very proud of his ability to sail his ship through

the eye of a needle by dead reckoning. Indeed, I often
heard him boast that he did not care whether he obtained
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sights or not. However, there came a time when I believe

he would have willingly parted with his much-prized

whiskers in exchange for a glimpse of the sun.

It was during my first voyage as second mate of the

Lurlei, and we were homeward bound, running before a

fresh gale towards Cape Horn. For several days, we had

been sailing beneath frowning, leaden skies. That Captain

Gunn was uncertain of his position was evident to me

when he called me over from the lee side of the poop and

gave me very definite instructions for a dirty night that

was rapidly closing down upon the heaving gray sea.

I can still hear the echo of his gruff voice reaching out

across the span of years.

"Mister," he shouted above the whine of the wind, "I'm

steering a course to clear the Diego Ramirez by about five

miles, not to smash up on 'em. If he sights another ship

bound our way, sail close to her and get her longitude;

but, by gorra, mister, don't he run her downl"

When I relieved the mate and took charge of the deck

at midnight the vessel was making nine knots under fore

and main upper tops'ls and fores'l. The wind was piping

hard, a fresh gale from the westward; and we were making
bad weather of it before a high following sea. Overhead

the moon occasionally shone through the storm clouds

scurrying away to the eastward. The visibility was good,

and I knew that should there be a sail within five miles

of us, we would have no difficulty in sighting it.

The Lurlei was something of a slow-coach and it was

considered an occasion for great elation among the mem-

bers of the ship's company whenever she managed to pass
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a vessel bound in the same direction as herself. I had not

been long on deck, however, when the light of the moon

revealed the storm canvas of a stranger topping the heav-

ing horizon. She was two points on our starboard bow,

and steering to the eastward.

I went below immediately, knocked on the door of the

captain's room, and called out: "Captain Gunn, we've a

stranger in company, three miles off on the starboard bow,

sir. She's bound to the eastward."

"He'd better get back on the poop, mister," came the

quick reply. "Sail close enough to hail her, get her longi-

tude; but by gorra, don't he run her down!"

"Ay, ay, sir!"

Pulling my sou'wester well down over my ears, I

clumped up to the poop, picked up the binoculars and

stared at the stranger. The Lurlei was actually overtaking
her!

The helmsman was Billy Kendall, eldest apprentice, to

whom I gave orders to "port one point", at the same time

warning him to watch his steering carefully.

"Kendall, m'son," I said to him, "we'll pass that ship in

less than half an hour. Keep your eyes lifting!"

But despite my remark, I was obliged to admonish him
several times, for the Lurlei, never a good ship when run-

ning before a strong wind, was taking the bit in her teeth

and swaying over an arc of faur points of the horizon.

Both ships were carrying an equal spread of canvas,

and the space between us was rapidly decreasing; but I

was not in the least nervous on that score, being quite
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confident of my ability to sail the Lurlei close enough to

the stranger to hail her.

"Kendall, watch that steering!"

I was not prepared to make any allowances for the

stupidity of the helmsman, who, when the space between

the two ships was less than a quarter of a mile, forgot all

about his steering and my admonishments. His gaze was

fixed on the vessel we were so rapidly overtaking, and his

thoughts were evidently far removed from his task of

steering the Lurlei in that wild sea.

Before I realized it, we were almost afoul of the

stranger. Our bowsprit swept round in a wild arc, and as

the other vessel slid down into the deep troughs of the

seas we towered above her, one moment seeming to reach

out for the lowered skies, the next threatening to rush

headlong and crash down upon the two sou'westered fig-

ures who stood at the great unsheltered wheel on her

streaming poop.

Nearly paralysed with the magnitude of the scene and

the impending calamity, I still had enough voice left to

shout: "Starboard your helm there! Put it over, q-u-i-c-k!

Don't you see what you're doing?"

There was no response. Kendall's mouth was agape. His

eyes showed wide in the moonlight.

"My God, well be into her!"

Petrified with fear, Kendall was stiff as a dead man.

With my own knees all a-tremble and my throat dry as

that of a wooden god, I dashed to the wheel, elbowed

Kendall hard enough to knock him off the grating, and

took the spokes in my hands.
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Hard a-starboard!

As the Lurlei slid down into a tremendous hollow, her

fore upper tops'! yard was level with the heaving horizon.

Between the two ships there was now but a few feet of

water smoking with driving spume.

With all my strength on the wheel, I wondered, "Will

she never smell her helm?"

Suddenly I felt as though the weight of those Cape

Horn skies had been lifted from my shoulders. "She's com-

ing/' She'll clear. But, by God, she's answering her helm

so fast that, unless I ease this wheel, we'll hit the stranger

with our starboard quarter and tear him asunder fore

and aft."

When I steadied the wheel the Lurlei raced on the crest

of a sea, slipped down into its hollow and as she rolled

to starboard it seemed to me from where I stood at the

wheel that our starboard yardarms would run afoul of the

other vessel's port tophamper. I distinctly remember see-

ing the white faces of the two men at her wheel, and close

beside them two oilskin clad figures motionless with stark

fear.

Concentrating on my steering I still had a corner of my
eye for detail aboard the stranger, for as our poop came

almost abreast of her topgallant foc'sle, I saw her lookout

man gazing at us, with an expression of dumb amazement,

from behind her port sidelight tower.

At the same moment the Lurlei rolled heavily to star-

board and even then threatened to drive her flank at the

very spot where that man was crouching. I am sure he

must have thought his death was imminent, for he ran
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desperately across the width of her foc'sle head.

We cleared her, passed her; but what a close shave 1

"Here, Kendall, if you think you can steer, take this

wheel. The course is E i^ S, and steer as you've never

steered before."

Releasing the wheel to him, I walked to the break-of-

the-poop and was about to call out, "Lay aft the watch",

but ere I opened my mouth the four able seamen and

two apprentice boys had already appeared through the

swirl of water on deck and were mounting the poop lad-

der. A seaman named Karlson stood out from his ship-

mates and addressed me: "My God, Mister Barker, what

were you trying to do? Do you think we all want to go

to Davy Jones' locker?"

"No, Karlson, I don't. I admit that was a close one, but

let me tell you this, I'm the second mate of the Lurlei and

when I want you on the poop I'll order you to come. Now,

get away for'ard where you belongl"

Even as I finished speaking a faint, long-drawn-out cry

was borne down to us on the wings of the gale: "A-b-

e-o-n-al" Nothing else.

I went below and reported to the captain that though

I had obtained the stranger's name, I had been unable to

get her longitude.

"All right, mister," came the muffled reply, "thankee.

How's the weather up there?"

"No change, sirl"

Evidently Captain Gunn had been oblivious to the re-

cent threat of a quick passage to the bottom of the sea.

Returning to the deck, I had ample time before eight bells
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and the end of my watch for reflection, and decided to

inform the "Old Man" at breakfast of what had occurred,

for I did not want the story to reach him through other

channels.

I was sitting in my room the following morning when

he appeared in the doorway. "What was he a-tryin* to do

in the middle watch, mister was he a-tryin' to run t'other

ship down?"

"It was not my intention, sir, but I nearly did it."

"Tell me all about it, mister."

When I had related the story to him in detail, his be-

whiskered face broke into a fleeting grin: "By gorra, mis-

ter," he said, "I've always told he to give other ships a

wide berth and plenty o' water. Let this be a lesson to he

as long as he lives."

I had fully expected to hear a scorching denunciation

of my seamanship but instead I received sound advice,

couched in tones almost fatherly. I served under Captain
Simon Gunn for about three years, and was mate of the

Lurlei when I said a last goodbye to her in the port of

New York, in order to proceed to Liverpool to sit for my
master's ticket.

My memories of the "Old Man" still emerge clearly from

the shadows of time. Now long returned to the dust from

whence he came, he was a character in keeping with an

almost forgotten era, and never more as long as ships sail

the seas will men see his like.



By the wind, on the starboard tack

Deck view of a full-rigged ship at sea during a stiff breeze. This type of

vessel has been largely hunted from the seas, and most of the men who
manned them have gone to their eternal watch below.



Chapter 4

UPON my arrival in the United Kingdom I again went

before the Board of Examiners and passed for master. It

was, of course, my great desire to obtain command as

early as possible; but as the tang of brine was stronger

than ever in my nostrils, I accepted a mate's berth in the

beautiful full-rigged ship Dovenby Hall. Not long after-

wards I was outward bound again, pacing the poop be-

neath a cloud of swelling sail.

I will not dwell at any length on my experiences as

mate of the Dovenby Hall, though God knows they were

colorful enough, what with having my ribs kicked in by

an unruly sailorman and being knocked overboard into a

lighter by a sling of nitrate in the port of Iquique.

The apprentices of the Dovenby Hall were a fine lot of

boys, most of whom went into steam and attained com-

mand in later years. There was Percy Turner, son of Cap-

tain Turner of Lusitania fame, who afterwards distin-

guished himself on the battlefields of France; and Edgar

Bent, a quiet, undemonstrative fellow but an efficient

seaman who became master of the P. & O. liner Malwa.

The second mate was a humorous little fellow named

W. C. Jones, affectionately known among the members of

the after-guard as "Water Closet". He was a splendid offi-

cer, and the possessor of a voice out of all proportion to

[33]
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his size. I learned recently that he left the merchant Serv-

ice before the War and joined the British Navy, being

appointed to a unit stationed in the Far East.

The vessel was commanded by a man of thirty-five,

whom, I considered at the time, to be quite old. During

my watches on deck he would sometimes call me over

from the lee side of the poop and order me to get my

boxing gloves.

"Come on, mister," he would say, as he stood on the

high side of the poop to wind'ard of me, "I need a little

exercise. I'm going to knock your teeth out this morning."

And without further warning he would rush at me with

his long arms swinging like a windmill.

On one occasion I smashed him in the kidneys and,

much to the amusement of the man-at-the-wheel, he

slumped to the deck like an empty sea-boot. For two

weeks thereafter he never once set foot on deck.

My recollections of the foremast hands as individuals

become mingled with fleeting memories of hundreds of

other deep water seamen with whom I have been asso-

ciated during over forty years of life afloat. One face, how-

ever, a yellow face, the face of Lemon Curtis emerges

clear from the shadows.

Lemon Curtis was an American negro of superb phy-

sique, a superstitious, simple fellow whose voice re-

sounded like the beat of a bass drum. As a chantyman he

was worth his weight in gold. I can see him yet, towering

head and shoulders above his shipmates, his head thrown

back and the words of an unforgettable halliard chanty
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a chanty which I have never heard sung by any other man
at sea booming melodiously from his cavernous mouth:

"Somebody wants to know mah name,

Hello, Somebody, h-e-l-l-o!

I'se Nigger Dick from New Brunswick,

Hello, Somebody, h-e-l-l-o!

Somebody's knockin' at the gates of heaven,

Hello, Somebody, h-e-l~l-o!

It's Nigger Dick from New Brunswick,

Hello, Somebody, h-e-l-l-o!

There came a certain day when the Dovenby Hall was

down off the Horn. It was blowing very hard with a very

heavy sea running. At four p.m. the captain came on deck

and ordered all hands to furl the mains'!. I remember see-

ing Curtis among the men who filed aloft to begin the

struggle with the frozen canvas. He had gone up there in

dungaree trousers and a thin cotton shirt. From where I

stood under the lee of the weather cloth on the poop I

could see him on the icy footrope, leaning with his belly

on the yard and clawing at the glassy sail.

The job was done in two hours. At four bells the port

watch, of which Curtis was a member, went below. Not

until eight p.m. when I went on deck to relieve the second

mate was I aware of anything being wrong with the negro.

At that time, however, I was advised by the relief helms-

man that Curtis was lying in his bunk groaning with pain

and that he was asking for me.

I accordingly went down the poop ladder, made my way
for'ard through the rushing water on deck, and entered
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the port foc'sle. No sooner had I stepped inside than I

heard a horrible groaning coming from an upper bunk.

Mounting a sea-chest, I leaned over the colored man and

called out softly: "Tell me, Curtis, what's the trouble?"

The answer came in a sibilant whisper: "O-o-h, Mr.

Barker, mah insides feels like the fires of hell, suh! Can

yuh give me some brandy?"

"I'll see what I can do, Curtis, m'son," I said as I took

hold of his wrist and felt his madly racing pulse beat. One

look at him had been sufficient to convince me that he

was a very sick man. Beads of perspiration had gathered

on his brow, his breathing was heavy and labored, and at

times his teeth were clenched like a vice.

Hurrying aft, I sought the captain to whom I said: "I've

just come from the foc'sle, sir. Old Lemon Curtis Is in a

very bad way. Pneumonia, I think. He pleaded for a

drink of brandy/'

The captain looked at me coldly. "That man is no more

sick than you are, mister," he sneered. "Why, I saw him

aloft on the main yard not much more than an hour ago.

He's only soldiering. Now get to hell out of my cabin, go
for'ard and pull him out of his bunk. Brandy, eh? No,

not a drop! Here, wait a minute, take him this dose of

salts. That's all he needs."

I remonstrated with him without avail. In a loud voice

he again told me to take myself for'ard and "pull the

lemon-skinned son-of-a out on deckP*

There was now nothing else for me to do but to go to

the foc'sle again, where I was greatly concerned to find

Curtis much worse. Indeed, I feared he might be dying.
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I returned aft in great haste to the captain and this time

was unable to control my temper. We had high words

which culminated in his bellowing, "I tell you, mister,

the man is soldiering, and if he doesn't tumble out on

deck I'll clap the irons on him/'

Enraged at his unjust attitude I ordered the third mate,

Bob Postlethwaite, to take the poop and watch the ship.

Then I went for'ard and applied hot fomentations to the

belly and chest of Curtis. By this time it was evident to me

that the poor fellow was about to pass away.

"In the name of God Almighty," he kept whispering,

"help me with a drop of brandy. I'se comin', Gabriel! I'se

sailin* across the Line! I'se goin' quick! Hold me in your

arms, Mr. Barker ease me over!"

I put my arms around his bulky frame and tried to allay

his fears by saying: "Now, now, Curtis, m'son, you're not

that bad yet. Well pull you through. By tomorrow noon

you'll be eating pea soup and salt pork again."

"No, suh! No, suhl I'se as good as a dead man," he an-

swered faintly. Then, with a whistling sigh: "Goodbye-

I'se gone!"

And thus did the soul of Lemon Curtis slip away

across the Line.

I took my arm from beneath his shoulders, and with a

feeling of intense sadness, mingled with fierce indignation

for the captain's disregard for the colored man's suffer-

ings, I covered the body with a damp blanket, stepped out

on deck, and closed the foc'sle door behind me.

A few moments later I went to the captain's room
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where I found him lying on the settee. "Well, sir," I said

reproachfully, "Lemon Curtis has gone."

He jumped up and a frightened look flashed across his

face. "That man isn't dead!" he shouted. "Why, he can't

be dead!"

"He's gone all right, Captain," I replied, "but he might

have been alive now if you'd been human enough to give

him that brandy."

"You must be crazy, mister! Come along with me and

I'll soon see whether he's stiff or not."

We both went forward, and after he had glanced at

Lemon Curtis I heard the captain muttering to himself:

"By God, by God Almighty!"

The sailmaker was turned out and ordered to make a

canvas shroud. At midnight, while the Dovenby Hall was

headreaching to the west'ard in the teeth of a raging gale,

an inert form enshrouded with canvas and weighted at the

feet was carried onto the poop deck. The captain mumbled
a few words of prayer, and that which had been Lemon
Curtis was committed to the depths of the lonely Cape
Horn sea.

I made four voyages as mate of the Dovenby HalL By
this time I no longer felt tongue-tied when in the presence

of women, and shortly after my return from a long voyage
to the China Seas I became very happily married. In 1900
I passed for extra-master, and was fortunate in securing
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command of the vessel, my wife and I rejoining her in

Antwerp.

Mrs. Barker was intrigued with the Dovenby Hall. She

had not been aboard for more than a few hours before

our quarters were transformed by her woman's touch.

"Jim," she said to me one morning, "there's just one

thing I don't like about this cabin those stains on the

floor near the sideboard. They're dreadful. Please ask the

steward to scrub them out. A good housewife would never

allow her uncovered floors to look like that."

"Very well, Mary," I answered quietly, "I'll tell him to

do it while we're ashore this afternoon."

But Mrs. Barker had never heard of the grim tragedy

which had been enacted in the cabin of that ship; she did

not know that the corpse of Captain Bailey once lay there

on the floor in a swelter of gore, with the sunlight shining

through the skylight windows to light up the ghastly

picture.

Many times had the stains been attacked with power-

ful acids and liberal applications of sand-and-canvas, but

these efforts to erase the constant reminder of the death of

the "Bucko of the Seven Seas" always proved futile.

To most seafarers under the British flag the story of the

murder of Captain Bailey by his negro steward was well-

known, the consensus of opinion being that, while

Bailey's premature death under such circumstances was

lamentable, there was some justification for the steward's

deed.

Captain Bailey, the "Bucko of the Seven Seas", was a

hard inhuman brute who never thought of anybody's
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feelings or welfare but his own. To hit a man with his

fist, down him with the shock of a hard-wood belaying pin,

wreak his rage on some poor sailorman's anatomy with the

toe of his boot, gave him a feeling of fiendish exultation

and power.

The Dovenby Hall was returning from Calcutta to

Dundee with a cargo of jute when the tragedy happened.

Among her company of thirty-two souls was a West Indian

colored steward, who had had a good record in other ships.

In the Dovenby Hall on this passage, however, nothing

less than a magician could have pleased Captain Bailey.

Mental and physical punishment were a daily oQwr-

rence in the steward's life, for the nature of his duties,

brought him in hourly contact with the captain. As time

went on his resentment became a grim determination to

revenge himself.

One fine morning at five o'clock two bellshe went to

the galley and made coffee and toast which he placed

neatly on a napkin-covered tray. Then, making his way
aft, he walked through the messroom and transom cabin

to the captain's bedroom. He paused, knocked on the

door timidly, and called out in subdued tones: "Good

morning, Captain. Coffee's ready, suh."

Awaiting the usual hoarse demand, "Come in and step

lively", and not getting it, he stepped into the room. He

approached the berth and found its huge occupant in a

deep slumber. He hesitated for a moment, then again
called out: "Captain, coffee and toast, suh." In a louder

tone-"Two bells, Captainl"

Captain Bailey sat up and reached out greedily for the
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mug of steaming coffee which he raised to his snarling

lips. "You black son-of-a ," he suddenly roared, hurling

mug and contents at the mute face before him, "get me a

cup of hot coffee, or I'll tear your bloody heart out."

A piercing scream escaped the steward's throat, as the

hot liquid scalded his face and chest. Running from the

cabin to the pantry, he picked up a large bread knife and

fingered its edge. Evidently it was not sharp enough, for

he ran along the deck to where the grindstone was kept.

A few turns of the handle sufficed, then he returned to the

pantry. By this time he had worked himself into a frenzied

Hearing nothing but the footsteps of the mate on the

deck above, he concluded that Captain Bailey was again

asleep. With panther-like strides he approached the bed-

room door, where he paused for a moment only. From

within came the loud snoring of the sleeper. He stepped

over the doorsill, and crept quietly to the edge of the

bunk in which the captain was lying flat on his back with

his mouth wide open and his body naked to the waist.

The black man's hand closed on the handle of the knife,

then suddenly he sprang, striking downward with all his

weight and power.

One frightened glance he cast at his victim, and as the

light of reason penetrated his brain he fled to his room

and closed and locked himself in.

In the meantime Captain Bailey, being a man of power-

ful frame and not lacking in physical courage, held his

hands over the terrible wound in his belly and staggered

into the saloon. A gasping cry escaped his lips, then he
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collapsed on the floor beside the sideboard. He was stone

dead when the mate, having heard that alien sound,

dashed down the companion ladder to the cabin.

An ever widening stain on the white pine planking told

its grim story. The mate glanced briefly at the prostrate

form; then, mastering his feeling of horror, he ran to the

second mate's room and quickly aroused its sleeping oc-

cupant. The two officers immediately suspected the stew-

ard, for he had been seen returning from the galley with

the early morning coffee; furthermore, it was known that

no one else had been near the captain since the previous

night. Accordingly they went to the steward's room, and

when the latter refused to open the locked door they burst

the paneling to find the colored man sitting on the edge

of his bunk with his head in his hands.

He offered no resistance when the irons were clapped

on his wrists, and from then on until the vessel arrived

in the United Kingdom he was kept in close confinement.

When he was tried in the court of the Liverpool Assizes he

pleaded guilty; but, as his previous record had been un-

tainted and as Captain Bailey's reputation was very well

known in maritime circles, the steward of the Dovenby
Hall was convicted on a charge of second degree murder

and sentenced to ten years' penal servitude. His subse-

quent behavior gained him a commutation to seven years,

and at the end of that time he became a free man.

Fate weaves strange patterns in the lives of men. I was

sitting with my wife in the saloon of the Dovenby Hall a

few days after she had spoken to me about the ugly stains

on the cabin floor when the mate opened the door and
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informed me that there was a man out on deck who

wished to see me. "Very well, mister," I answered, "tell

him to come in."

A moment later a tall, gaunt negro entered the cabin.

He was dressed in a well-pressed checkered suit, and on

his feet was a pair of highly polished yellow shoes. As he

removed his black bowler hat he bowed respectfully and,

with a broad smile that revealed his white, even teeth, ad-

dressed me in booming, hollow tones: 'Tse a qualified

steward, suh. Does you need one?"

"You're too late," I told him. "I already have a satis-

factory man."

'Tse very sorry, Captain. Sho wanted to sail in the

Dovenby Hall again."

I raised my eyes questioningly, as he stood in the door

way. "So you've sailed in this ship before, eh?"

"Yas, suh," he replied in a lowered voice, and at that

moment he seemed to be staring hard at the stains that

disfigured the floor in front of the sideboard, "I shipped

to Calcutta in her some years back."

"Well," I said, with an air of finality, "you're just too

late this time; but, anyway, come back and see me again

before we sail."

"Thank you, suh," he said with another wide grin.

Then, with a word of goodbye, he closed the door be-

hind him.

Five minutes after the negro had gone the boss steve-

dore came into the saloon. "Do you know who you have

just been entertaining?" he asked with a grin. "That nig-
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ger is none other than the man who killed Captain

Bailey!"

The Dovenby Hall was certainly a vessel with a remark-

able history. Upon our arrival in Portland, Oregon, after

an unexciting, but very pleasant voyage I became ac-

quainted with a young Englishman, named Rufus Barnes,

who was employed as a clerk in a ship chandler's office.

Several times my wife and I accompanied him to his home,

and in return for his hospitality we often entertained him

aboard the ship. One evening we were talking in my cabin

when he ventured to remark that the Dovenby Hall had

seen more bloodshed than most vessels.

"You're referring to Captain Bailey, of course/' I said.

"Not only that/' he answered, "there was another little

affair while the ship was lying in Calcutta about ten years

ago. I am the only man alive who is familiar with the

precise details/'

"You don't say," I put in, sensing an interesting revela-

tion. "By all means, let's have the story."

In answer to my request he cleared his throat and

launched into a most gruesome tale. "You are probably

aware," he began, "that Calcutta is hot, hot as the hobs

of hell. When a British ship with a white crew is lying

there the mates are usually easy on the men, knock *em

off early and let 'em go ashore every night. The mate of

the Dovenby Hall, however, was a stickler for work. To
him Calcutta was no different than any other place; there

was work to be done and little enough time to do it in.

But one sweltering afternoon he did relent enough to

permit the crowd to go ashore, all except the carpenter
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who was busy repairing the cabin skylight which had been

damaged by a sea during the previous passage. Quite

naturally the carpenter desired to join his shipmates on

their rounds of the various water-front dives and, with

that intention in mind, he went to the mate and asked

for time off. For reasons known only to himself the mate

boisterously refused the carpenter's request; but the latter,

having already fortified himself with a few potent drinks,

threw down his tools and a few minutes later slipped

away unobserved.

"At about ten o'clock that night he arrived back

aboard the ship in a state of intoxication, only to be met

at the head of the gangway by the mate. A loud alterca-

tion ensued, both men roundly cursing each other. Sud-

denly the mate disappeared into the darkness, and in a

moment returned with a fire-axe; he strode up behind the

unsuspecting carpenter and, raising the weapon above his

head with both hands, struck him a mighty blow on the

back of the neck. This done he effectively weighted the

body with a heavy iron snatch block and threw it over the

side into the waters of the Hooghly."

Rufus Barnes paused to light a cigarette and I noticed

that his forehead was wet with perspiration and the hand

that held the lighted match trembled visibly. "Everyone

else was carousing ashore, or so the mate assumed. How-

ever, he was not aware of the fact that a young apprentice

had remained aboard and that this lad had witnessed the

bloody affair. The carpenter was of course missed when

he failed to turn to on the following morning, but it was

not even remotely suspected that the man had been mur-
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dered, and when sailing day came and he had not shown

himself all hands believed that he had merely deserted/*

"But what about the apprentice?" I asked. "Why did

he keep silent?"

"Gratitude," came the startling answer. "The mate had

previously done him a little service, saved his life back

home during a mad brawl in a Garston saloon.

"On the voyage home the Dovenby Hall ran into bad

weather, and one morning the mate and three men of the

port watch were washed overboard from the foc'sle head.

It seems that the man-at-the-wheel luffed his helm and

the vessel shipped a heavy sea. / was below at the time."

"You were below?" I exclaimed.

"Yes, Captain Barker," he answered, "and I was the

apprentice who remained aboard the same ship that night

in Calcutta/'



Chapter 5

IHE ghosts of Captain Bailey and the carpenter, how-

ever, never once condescended to appear to me. I had al-

ready observed that the Dovenby Hall embodied most of

those qualities that are dear to a sailor's heart. That she

was very smart under canvas may be judged by the fol-

lowing account of our several meetings with the British

four-poster, Peter Iredale. And so, despite a certain chilly

sensation which I invariably experienced when I looked

at the stains on her cabin floor, my admiration for the

Dovenby Hall persisted. . . .

When we were crossing the Columbia River bar bound

inward for Portland, we passed the Peter Iredale as she

was proceeding to sea, bound for Falmouth for orders.

The Dovenby Hall discharged three thousand one hundred

fifty tons of cargo in Portland, loaded three thousand one

hundred seventy-five tons, lost a couple of days picking up
a crew, for every head of which one hundred five dollars

blood money was paid the infamous Larry Sullivan, and

then proceeded down the river. However, there was a tre-

mendous sea running outside and the Dpvenby Hall) un-

able to cross the bar, was obliged to lie at anchor close by
Sand Island for two full weeks ere the weather moderated.

Upon coming to anchor the men were mustered aft on

the quarter-deck and the officers found that only one man-

[47]
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before-the-mast out of a crew of twenty had been to sea

before. Ex-soldiers, cowboys, lumberjacks, and farmers all,

they had been made gloriously drunk by Larry Sullivan's

satellites, and when I ordered a crew they were shanghaied

aboard my ship with next to nothing but what they stood

up in. During our long spell of waiting for a favorable

change that would permit us to get started on the home-

ward voyage, it was decided that the officers should spend

the whole of their .time training the greenhorns to loose

and set sail, clew up canvas and furl it, reef the topsls and

courses, shake reefs out and masthead the tops'ls to chant-

ies sung by the apprentices.

At first a full-rigged ship was a strange animal to my
new crew; but nearly all of them were young huskies,

eager to learn, so that ere a week had gone by they were

quite able to tackle any sail in the ship. Their progress

was so encouraging that I had the pleasure of telling the

mates that I had never seen a more likely crowd.

Eventually getting under way we crossed the Line fifteen

days out, rounded Cape Horn in fair time, and picked

up the Peter Iredale in the heart of the SE trades, having

made over six weeks' gain on her. But the Peter Iredale was

a renowned slow-coach and, despite the saying "more days

more dollars", which is in any case no consolation to a

shipmaster, she must almost have broken the hearts of the

several men who commanded her. At the time of which I

speak her captain doubtless felt very glum indeed when

the Dovenby Hall overtook and passed him little more

than a cable's length away. He must have pictured the

passing o my command inward bound over the river bar,
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The four-masted barque Peter Iredale,

wrecked on the coast of Oregon
"In sail one never knows. A passage that lies ahead may be just as full of

ebbs and floods, sunshine and fog, as is the very voyage of life."
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her discharging and loading in Portland, and then follow-

ing rapidly in his wake.

No signals were exchanged between us. Before night-

fall the Peter Iredale was below the horizon astern and,

for the time being, an almost forgotten memory. But for

all the licking we had given her up to that time she was

not beaten, and upon recalling that incident and its suc-

ceeding events I am reminded that "the race is not always

to the swift". Not when sailing ships are involved!

Continuing with a slashing fair wind the Dovenby Hall

quickly ate up the mileage separating her from the dol-

drum belt, through which she was worked in not over

forty-eight hours. She then encountered fresh NE trade

winds and was carried to the parallel of twenty-seven north

and fifty-two west longitude, where she was held up for two

weeks by calms and baffling light airs, making but a scant

two hundred miles during the whole of that time. On the

morning of the fifteenth day she was still lying becalmed,

with all three courses hauled up in their gears to prevent

them slamming to shreds as the ship rolled in the oily swells,

when a cry arose from an apprentice overhauling bunt-

lines on the mizzen t'gallant yard: "Sail ho, two points on

the starboard quarter, sirl"

Picking up my binoculars I focussed them on that part

of the horizon which the boy had indicated and barely

discerned a tiny white speck that positively increased in

size until it could be plainly seen with the naked eye. The

stranger was evidently coming up with a breeze of some

strength which I expected would reach us in a few hours.

She rapidly lifted above the horizon until she showed
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the fore and aft ends of her hull structure. So far not a

whisper of a breeze had reached us, yet onward came this

"Flying Dutchman" impelled by a wind that seemed to

blow for him alone. Climbing aloft to the cro'jik yard I

directed my gaze astern and, to my inexpressible joy, saw a

great black line mingled with curling breakers stretching

at right angles to our keel, unmistakable signs of wind at

last. Would it arrive in time to enable us to keep our lead

or would it advance reluctantly and bring the stranger

within signalling distance?

As I sat on the cro'jik yard watching the approaching

whitecaps and the vessel astern I felt faint breathings

from the southward. Here was the breeze at last!

"Square the cro'jik yards, and set everything!" I shouted

from aloft.

By the time the mate and his watch had carried out my
orders the oncoming vessel had sailed near enough for

me to recognize her as none other than the plodding old

Peter Iredale. I found myself wondering where the Dov-

enby Hall had slipped up to enable the "slow-coach" to

regain so much lost ground. The memory of the regret-

table calm of the previous two weeks, during which the

four-poster must have been favored by a fresh breeze, was

my only answer.

As the wind increased, filling our sails to rounded full-

ness, the Dovenby Hall gathered way through the water

until she was making a good eight knots. No longer did

the Peter Iredale threaten to leave us in her wake; she was

seen to drop astern, and at sunset we lost sight of her com-

pletely. With her disappearance on the second occasion I
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fondly hoped that she had been shaken off for good and

all.

From this day on we made good time to the chops of

the Channel and were within a hundred miles of Fal-

mouth when the SW wind died out to be followed by a

fresh easterly gale that held us up for three days. On the

fourth day, with the wind then at NW, we raised and

soon afterwards passed the Lizard, then the Manacles,

from where we proceeded into the inner anchorage of

Falmouth Harbor, having made the passage in one hundred

twenty-five days from the Columbia River bar.

Four hours later the Peter Iredale ambled into port and

came to anchor in the outer harbor; so that from the

heart of the SE trades we had made but a paltry four hours

on that well-known slow-coach. In the long run, however,

we had beaten her by forty-two days.

When I went ashore I met her captain who informed

me that he had not been held up by the calm of two

weeks' duration which had befouled the Dovenby Hall,

neither had he met with the easterly winds which we had

encountered on the Bank of Soundings. In sail one never

knows. A passage that lies ahead may be just as full of ebbs

and floods, sunshine and fog, as is the very voyage of lifel

Some ten months later, after I had made another voy-

age to Portland in the Dovenby Hall, I arrived in Fal-

mouth to receive the news that I was the father of a baby

girl then five weeks old. Imagine my joy when in response

to a telegram my wife advised me that she and the baby

were well enough to travel down to Falmouth to join me

and make the passage from there to Hull in the old ship.
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My daughter therefore smelled the tang of salt water at a

very early age.

I was sold out of the Dovenby Hall at the end of this

voyage when the vessel, with her stores and furniture,

silverware excluded, was purchased by Germans. Upon
our arrival in Hull my wife and daughter took train for

Liverpool and I was left alone to attend to the final clear-

ing up of the ship's business. One morning, as I was hav-

ing my breakfast in the saloon, the door opened and in

walked Captain Kay, the overlooker for the owners.

He was a tall, well-preserved man with hard blue eyes

that seemed to drink in every detail of his surroundings.

His face, strangely unwrinkled by time and exposure to

the elements throughout a period of nearly fifty years of

seafaring, was adorned with a thin gray moustache and a

goatee neatly trimmed and pointed. Only his gray hair,

still plentiful, and an occasional tremor in his mild, well-

modulated voice gave evidence of his sixty-five years. He
was clad in a dark suit, and a white carnation in his coat

lapel gave an unique touch to his appearance. As he stood

before me, with soft hat and kid gloves in his hand, he

looked more like a distinguished diplomat than an ex

master mariner. I found it hard to realize that this man
had in years gone by been something of a sea bully whose

pride and pleasure lay in his ability to soften the pates

of unruly sailors with a whisky bottle; but I well knew
this to be a fact.

"I'm glad to see you, Captain Barker," he greeted me
with outstretched hand. "This, I presume, is to be your
last meal in the saloon of the Dovenby Hall?*
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"I'm not so sure about that, sir," I answered. "I've not

yet heard of her acceptance by the Germans."

Captain Kay smiled. "Well, I've come purposely to in-

form you," he announced, as he stroked his moustache,

"that the purchase price will be paid over today and the

bill of sale put into foreign hands/*

"Then I suppose it's now up to me to pack my traps

and turn over my command to Captain Sauermilch. How-

ever/' I added, with a rueful smile, "not before I wish the

old ship good luck and Godspeed on all her future voy-

ages."

For a moment Captain Kay was silent and then, divert-

ing his penetrating gaze from me to the sideboard, he

queried, "What does that piece of furniture contain, sir?"

"All the ship's silver, Captain/'

"Silver? and you haven't done anything about it?"

"No, sir," I answered. "What would you have me do

with it?"

"You still have a lot to learn," said Captain Kay in the

manner of a schoolmaster addressing a child. "With the

purchase of the ship the Germans acquire all her stores,

equipment, and furniture," he paused meaningly, "all,

mark you, but the silver in that sideboard. You will pack

every piece of it in your leather kit bag which you will

then take to Liverpool. That silver, Captain, must be de-

livered to its rightful owners. The Germans never use such

stuff anyway, and they would only keep it stored away to

tarnish and depreciate in value."

"But, Captain Kay," I began.

"The time by my watch is now nine o'clock," he went
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on, ignoring my remark. "At ten a.m. the German captain

is expected, so you have only a short time to get started.

Open the sideboard and fill your bag as quickly as pos-

sible/'

"That doesn't seem right to me, sir/'

"I'm old enough to be your grandfather/' he snapped.

"Furthermore, I'm the overlooker, and I'm giving you an

order, not making a request/' And with this terse state-

ment the bewhiskered old man shot a glance at me that

bespoke volumes of contempt for what he no doubt con-

sidered my timidity and lack of experience in such matters.

Inwardly quaking, and filled with misgivings as to the

ethics of what I was about to do, I produced my bag,

dropped it on the floor, with its jaws yawning wide open,

and unlocked the sideboard. There on the shelves lay a

large quantity of silver, all the original pieces which had

been put into the ship upon the commencement of her

maiden voyage. They were covered with non-tarnishing

paste and wrapped in soft tissue paper. It did not seem

possible that I could squeeze all of it into the bag, but I

managed somehow.

My first task was to carry my heavy load from the cabin

along the main deck, over the rail and down the gangway
without arousing the suspicions of the German mate who
had been detailed by Captain Sauermilch that very morn-

ing to watch every move of the Englischers.

The contraband in the bag weighed at least a hundred

pounds, and when I lifted it my starboard shoulder

drooped several inches, while beads of perspiration-

brought to the surface by my unwholesome feeling of
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guilt gathered thick and fast on my forehead. Great

Scott what a job for an upright young shipmaster!

Feeling and doubtless looking like a thief I staggered

onto the dock, found 3. telephone and arranged for a four-

wheeled cab to be in attendance alongside the ship as

soon as possible. I did not relish the idea of being met by

the German captain who, I felt sure, would not hesitate

to question me as to the bag's contents and my unseemly

haste. On tenter-hooks I kept a close lookout for the cab,

and in a few minutes was very much relieved to see it

ambling along the dock. To carry the bag and get it

stowed safely away in that cab was a difficult task, and I

was just about to jump in beside it when Captain Sauer-

milch himself came rushing up.

"Captain Barker, vhat iss?" he exploded, between heavy

pantings. "Vhat you do? Vhat's in der bag my broperty?

So dot's der game!"

"Why, Captain Sauermilch," I said, assuming an expres-

sion of profound innocence, "you're mistaken. That bag

contains my private effects; my navigating instruments,

sextant, pelorus, chronometer, and oh, lots of other

things." With a hasty goodbye to my unconvinced inter-

locutor and a frantic wave of my hand to the grinning

cabby, I took one brief glance at my old ship. Captain

Sauermilch was still staring after us as we clattered down

the pier, but when we reached the roadway his portly

figure and the ship in the background were lost to my

sight behind a huge warehouse. And then only did I fully

realize that the ties which had bound me in a spirit of
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loyalty and devotion to the Dovenby Hall were severed

forever.

But my adventures with the silverware were not yet

over. As I sat back in the cab I decided to stay the night

at Donkerly's Hotel near the pier head. The proprietor

was a friend of my mother, a certain Miss Curwen who

had once lived on Piel Island. Not having seen her for

many years I instructed the cabby to pull up, and after

having tipped him the price of a toddy I struggled with

my heavy burden into the foyer of the hotel where I espied

the austere Miss Curwen.

"James P. Barkerl" she ejaculated, hurrying towards me

as quickly as her long, tight skirts would permit. "What

ever are you doing here? What have you got in that bag?"

"Silver, Miss Curwen, silver from the Dovenby Hall/
9

I answered, and I wiped my brow with my handkerchief.

The smile of welcome left her face suddenly. "Silver?

does it belong to you?" she demanded sternly. "I hope you

haven't done anything for which you ought to be

ashamed."

I tried to assure her of my integrity, but for all the im-

pression I made I might have been trying to move a moun-

tain. She laid down the law, quoted extracts from the

Scriptures, and ended by declaring that I had better be on

my way*

"Please, Miss Curwen," I begged, "you're all wrong,
and as I'm staying in Hull overnight I'll need a room."

"You can't have one here," she announced stonily. "And
what's more, I'd advise you to square your actions with

your conscience."
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On to Liverpool, then no more dallying! As soon as I

arrived in that city, after a five hour train ride, I made

straight for the office of the owners, and delivered the con-

tents of my bag into their final keeping. No comments
were made and it seemed as if the continued ownership
of that silver was quite in order with my employers. How-

ever, I had my doubts.

Since those far away days I have become more familiar

with the ways of my fellow men. Though I met Captain
Sauermilch several times in later years he never once re-

ferred to my hurried departure from the Dovenby Hall,

nor did he express curiosity as to what the bag had con-

tained. Under the German flag the Dovenby Hall sailed

as the Sy Iphide; I never learned how she came by her end.

She was a noble ship and I have always been proud of the

privilege of having commanded her, but I have since had

cause to wonder if my mental unrest in connection with

the episode of the silver was in the nature of a premoni-
tion.



Chapter 6

IN the year 1903 Mr. Thomas Shute o Liverpool en-

gaged me to take charge of the ship British Isles, one of

the finest vessels that ever sailed salt water under the

British flag. The British Isles was launched from the ways

of John Reid's yard on the banks of the Clyde in 1884.

Having been authorized to build the finest full-rigger

within his power, John Reid spared no effort and his

finished product was indeed a tribute to his master crafts-

manship. The vessel's construction and outfit embodied

the most up-to-date improvements; her after-quarters were

beautiful in design and equipment; and, from stem-head

to stern-post, her hull was a thing of graceful symmetry.
She was built of steel at a cost of twenty-one pounds per
ton.

In addition to being the biggest vessel of her type ever

launched from Clyde shipyards, the British Isles was,

under certain conditions, as fast as any ship afloat at that

time. When I state the fact that her main yard measured
one hundred and three feet in length it will be readily
understood that her sail area was proportionately enor-

mous. On one voyage under my command the vessel made
three hundred and eighty-three nautical miles in twenty-
four hours, and the record of this superb feat of sailing is

to be found in the ship's log book which is to this day

[58]
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preserved in the archives of the late owner, Thomas Shute.

During my first voyage in command of the British Isles

I sailed a stirring race with the German ship Preussen,

a race that has never before been chronicled except in the

log books of the British Isles. Ask any old sailor, espe-

cially a German or a Scandinavian, if he remembers the

Preussen and he will immediately launch into voluble

praise of her glorious merits; a description that will de-

velop into an enthusiastic tale of how she queened the

seas and was capable of showing her heels to any square-

rigger that sailed salt water during her own lifetime. The

Preussen, five thousand eighty-one tons, built at Bremer-

haven in 1902, was indeed a credit to the pre-war might of

the German nation.

There were many sailing ships afloat on all the seven

seas in those days, some with reputations for smart pas-

sages that filled rival mariners with envy; and others,

notorious slow-coaches such as the Peter Iredale, which

usually had a hard struggle getting out of their own bow

vomitings. I had many opportunities of sailing and test-

ing out the qualities of my new command against many

ships of all sizes and rigs, and I soon learned that, while

the British Isles could not sail for sour apples when ham-

strung with her yards on the backstays, she was a wizard

in speed with a fair wind. This was proved beyond the

shadow of doubt by her performance against the Preus-

sen, a vessel that had won for herself a reputation second

to none and was most arrogan en of by those Ger-

mans and Scandinavians who 1 privilege of serving

in her.
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The British Isles was outward bound from the Bristol

Channel to the west coast of Chile, her position being

some two-hundred miles WSW of the Lizard, when an ap-

prentice called my attention to a sail a couple of points

on our lee quarter. At that time we were close hauled on

the port tack, under reduced canvas, with a moderate

SSW gale and a nasty high sea. We were not making much

time and, as always under the same conditions, the British

Isles was floundering about obstinately and stupidly.

It was evident to me that the strange vessel was making

dashing speed, for her sails began to lift over the horizon

until her courses showed up. Soon her superstructure ap-

peared, and finally I recognized the black hull of the gi-

gantic German Preussen.

On she came in a most irresistible and majestic manner,

shouldering and smashing the seas into a smother of

foam, as she sailed across our wake to windward. Heading
a good point higher than my command, the Preussen was

an object of the greatest beauty as she showed us her

flashing heels, leaving us to wallow in our own juice far

down to leeward.

While the German ship made an inspiring picture and

one never to be forgotten, I was filled with envy; I felt

that the British Isles had suffered a deep humiliation, one

that could never be wiped off the slate.

But meanwhile a change of wind in the shape of a

strong nor'easter had favored us and, at fourteen knots,

with a bone in her teeth, the British Isles swept across the

Bay of Biscay. This sort of weather never failed to trans-

form her into a dynamic creature eager and ready to show
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her paces against the best fashioned ships afloat. Her

moods were infectious and though she was capable of

casting one down into the very pit of despair, more often

was she a sublime inspiration. On this particular morning
she excelled herself and retrieved her reputation as the

finest and swiftest ship ever turned out from the Clyde

yard of John Reid.

The mate had finished his coffee, three bells had been

struck, and the sun was beginning to peep over the rim

of the horizon. In ordinary fine weather three bells is the

general signal for the watch to lay aft and wash down;

but on this clear morning it was unnecessary, for the decks

were flooded fore and aft.

Custom and practice had trained the mate to search

the sea for vessels in company and, as the sun broke

through a cloudbank, his gaze became riveted on a tiny

white speck just visible on the lee bow. He came below

immediately, knocked on my room door, and called out

in a loud voice: "Sail on the lee bow, sir."

"Very well, mister," I answered, "keep your weather

eye lifting, and let me know if we make anything on her."

"Ay, ay, sir," he grunted, and clumped up the com-

panion stairway in his sea-boots. Half an hour later he

called down through the skylight, "Sir, we're coming up

on her all right!"

I went up on deck and, picking up my binoculars,

focussed them on the distant canvas which reflected the

glare of the rising sun. The stranger's upper t'gans'ls and

royals were now plainly visible, and it was evident that

the British Isles was overhauling her. As time went on
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the vessel ahead rose higher above the horizon until I

became aware that her hull was black. Imagine my ela-

tion, however, when she revealed herself as the Preussenl

My spirits began to rise and my pride increased, for

there was the most talked of sailing ship in the world

being rapidly overhauled by the British Isles. By noon the

German was on the lee beam and falling astern; at four

p.m. she was hull down and still dropping away. By this

time the wind had increased to a fresh gale with a very

high sea and, with a press of swelling canvas that seemed

about to crush her under its weight, the British Isles

scudded before it until her body warmed up and her

bilges began to boil. She had certainly done a good job in

wiping out the sting of previous defeat.

There was great elation among the members of the

after-guard, but I learned that several ill-humored men-

before-the-mast made disparaging remarks and prophesied

that ere long the Preussen would get her own back. One

long, lanky, ill-favored Dutchman drew his sheath knife

and threatened to do for the second mate who, God bless

his Scotch soul and indomitable spirit, licked the stuffing

out of the soured fellow. The Dutchman was obliged to

take to his bunk for over a week, and when he finally

reappeared on deck it was as a much chastened member

of the ship's company. He afterwards deserted in Callao,

which port we made in eighty-nine days from Cardiff,

while the Preussen made Valparaiso in seventy-two days

from the chops of the Channel.

Several months later we sailed from San Francisco with a

cargo of general merchandise shipped by Balfour, Guthrie
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& Company, and said to be the most valuable ever to leave

that port in a sailing ship's bottom. Our destination was

London and we were, of course, bound around the Horn.

The British Isles made fair time through the NE trades

and across the doldrum belt; but getting the SE trades in

an unusually high latitude she crossed the Line on the

meridian of one hundred twenty-two west. With the wind

blowing steadily from about SE by S, she was horsed away

to the westward until she became entangled in the clusters

of small islands that dot those southern seas.

Having constantly scanned the Blue Back track chart,

now out of date, I knew that we were approaching a dan-

gerous island, half-encircled by a ledge of coral in six

fathoms of water. On the chart this ledge was shown to

stretch for fifteen miles north and south on the island's

western side, and to be ten miles off shore. The vessel was

sailing close hauled on the port tack and, provided the

wind remained from the same direction, I felt confident

that we would pass safely by this danger.

On the evening of the day when my chronometer

showed us to be almost on its longitude, I had been pac-

ing the poop for perhaps fifteen or twenty minutes when

I felt a strong desire to smoke. Taking my pipe from my

pocket, I walked over to the lee quarter and tapped the

bowl on the taffrail. The ashes fell onto the newly painted

half-round and while stooping to brush them away I in-

stinctively gazed down at the water in order to get an idea

as to the vessel's speed.

There, but a scant five fathoms down, were the waving

plumes of marine growthand we were to the eastward
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of the island! The chart was in error. To make doubly

sure that my eyes were not playing me tricks I looked

again and my first discovery was verified beyond doubt.

Then to an apprentice boy who was sweeping the poop

with a banister broom I said quietly, "Hawkins, m'son,

put your head between these storm rails, lean far out-

board, and tell me what you see."

The lad did as he was told and then said in a matter-

of-fact manner, "Captain Barker, I see the bottom quite

plainly, sir/*

"Thank you, Hawkins/'

Then, to the manrat-the-wheel: "Sail her one point

closer! Get all you can out of herl"

I next turned to the mate who was at that moment

mounting the poop ladder: "Mr. Sinclair, I want a cast

of the lead at once. Get all hands on deck, and swing out

the starboard lifeboat!"

"The lifeboat, sir?" he questioned in astonishment.

"The lifeboat, mister," I repeated emphatically, "lower

it to the rail, provision and water it. Now, step lively!"

For a brief moment the mate looked at me as if I were

a crazy man; but he had been trained to act quickly in

response to an order, no matter how startling it might be,

and without a further word he ran down the poop ladder

to follow my instructions.

A cast of the lead giving a half-five was obtained, the

boat was swung out and lowered to the rail. Among the

members of the ship's company there was great specula-

tion as to my intentions. I distinctly heard someone call
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out, "Well, bullies, he isn't going to maroon us, there's no

land in sight."

"He's gone loony," said another.

Their curiosity was soon satisfied, however, when the

apprentice, Hawkins, went down to the lower deck and

spread the word that the vessel was in shoal water, and

that there was a possibility of disaster. The boy's informa-

tion created great consternation of which I was not at the

moment aware, for I had stationed myself by the man-at-

the-wheel and was intent on watching that the British

Isles did not lose an inch of ground by falling away from

the wind. I hoped that by holding her present course she

might yet avoid the threatened calamity.

But on the lower deck some half-dozen seamen, giving

way to the instincts of self-preservation, rushed forward

to the foc'sle, hastily collected all their worldly belong-

ings, came aft again on the run, and began to make prep-

arations for an unceremonious departure.

Hearing a deep murmur of excitement I peered under

the foot of the cro'jik and was aroused to anger when I

saw six of them in the lifeboat. Evidently the mate had

been ignored. Raising my voice I ordered them to get

out, but their only answer was a grim silence. Once again

I repeated my command and when my words seemed to

fall on deaf ears I hurried to my cabin and seized a loaded

gun. Dashing out on deck through the companionway

door I pushed aside the various members of the ship's

company and roared at those in the boat: "Get out! This

is the last time I'm telling youl"

Seeing the gun which I was leveling at them menac-
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ingly the men, mumbling foul epithets, jumped onto the

deck and mingled with those of their shipmates who had

shown more courage and manhood than themselves. It

was in my mind that the boat might be rushed, and to

prevent such an occurrence I handed myself onto the pin

rail and fired six shots through its bottom. "Now, men/'

I said, casting my eyes over them, "you may use that boat,

and be damned to you!"

"Throw the overboard!" one of the men muttered.

I jumped down from the rail, strode up to the speaker,

and struck him hard amidships. He fell face down on

the deck, and the desultory murmuring was suddenly

hushed. When no one else seemed anxious to question

my authority I returned to the poop without a backward

glance.

During this incident the third mate and three appren-

tices had been taking soundings. For the first ten minutes

they reported from five to seven fathoms, after which the

depths slowly increased to ten, fifteen, twenty, and finally

to a hundred fathoms, no bottom. Only too well I realized

that it was by the very skin of her teeth that the British

Isles had escaped striking and becoming a total loss. Over

those uncharted shoals there had been a deadly heave to

the sea, and had she struck doubtless her tophamper
would have come crashing down, in all probability with

serious loss of life.

At the report "No bottom at one hundred fathoms,

sir" I ordered the man-at-the-wheel to steer full-and-bye,

and the mate to hoist up the lifeboat and replace it on the

skids. During this grave situation not a rope yarn had
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been lost, not a brace hauled on, not a sheet nor tack

started.

Before the watch below was dismissed, all hands re-

mained mustered on the quarter-deck, and while stand-

ing at the break of the poop I addressed them briefly, at

the same time promising to keep my weather eye on those

men who had disgraced themselves. I had in mind the

long passage still before us, with its gloomy days and

longer nights, and the British Isles, under shortened can-

vas, rolling down towards Cape Horn before heavy gales

and monstrous seas.

"Any deviation from what is expected of you/' I warned

them, "will not be tolerated. You are all aware of your
duties. That will do the starboard watch!"

Then, to the mate: "Mr. Sinclair, have you a man on

lookout? Have the sidelights been put in place?*'

"Yes, sir!"

"Very well, mister, keep your men on the quarter-deck.

Sail her full-and-bye, and let me know of any change."

Whereupon I went below to work and plot on the Blue

Back track chart the approximate location of the danger-

ous reef, with the resolve to report the chart's inaccuracy

to the publishers immediately upon reaching our port of

discharge.



Chapter 7

UPON my arrival in London after my first voyage in

the British Isles I was the recipient of wonderful news

my wife had given birth to a son. Ascertaining that she

was well enough, I immediately wired and requested her

to join me in London with the children, for I was anxious

for them to accompany me on the next voyage.

I was indeed a very proud young man when we again

put to sea, bound for Port Townshend on the Puget
Sound. The voyage was one of the happiest of my life,

and it seemed as if the newest addition to my little family

had brought me good luck, for the British Isles was fav-

ored by the Wind Gods throughout almost the entire

voyage.

Running before fair winds we ate up the parallels of

latitude and reached far to the southward, rouftded Cape
Horn in fair time, and thereafter snored away until we
were well into the North Pacific, above the limits of the

trades. One day the wind shifted ahead and, with a hard

norther filling her sails, the British Isles, under reduced

canvas, staggered along close hauled on the port tack. At

about four p.m. of that same day the wind died away and

out from the southward there developed a strong breeze

which urged us, driving bows under, into the heavy

northerly sea. The weather had become gloomy, the sky

[68]
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was overcast, and the visibility limited. Just as the sun

was setting, a large full-rigged ship under fore and main

upper t'gans'ls was seen some three points on our port

bow and perhaps four miles off. She was steering about

one point more easterly than was the British Isles.

As I looked across the gray space separating us I became

deeply interested in the vessel to leeward, for there was

something about her that was strikingly familiar. No

other ship afloat was rigged just like her. No, I could not

be mistaken. I was so certain that I had rightly recognized

her that I walked to the companionway door on the poop

and in a loud voice called to my wife who was with the

children in the cabin below: "Mother, come on deck

quickly before the light fails us, come on deck and take

a look at your old ship, Dovenby Hall"

My wife came onto the poop and from the lee forward

corner we together gazed on that ship which held for us

both so many happy memories. Our hearts were filled

with emotion, and our thoughts leaned to sadness when

the fast falling darkness of night blotted her from sight.

Only then did we reluctantly turn away from that link in

the voyage of our lives that destiny had broken.

At daylight the following morning I was u'p on deck to

look for the Sylphide, ex Dovenby Hall) but slightly

diverging courses had separated us and she was nowhere

to be seen. Only a vast expanse of heaving water, gloomy

under a leaden sky, met my searching gaze.

Not many days later we were in the vicinity of the

treacherous approaches to the Puget Sound, and the end

of the passage was at hand. On a certain never-to-be-for-
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gotten evening the British Isles, with her canvas bellying

out and her lee bow wave snoring sonorously, was speed-

ing onwards before a fresh westerly breeze that droned

through the gear aloft with a melodious sound. At night-

fall a full moon, shining like burnished copper, shed a

soothing glow on the crests of the following seas, and

phantom-like wisps of cloud glided across the heavens to

obscure momentarily the brightness of the stars.

Eight bells struck on the poop was followed by the an-

swering, deep-toned bell on the foc'sle head and by the

lookout's cry, "All's well, sir!" The watches mustered aft

on the quarter-deck; the mate ordered relief of the wheel

and lookout, and the men dispersedthe port watch to

turn in and the starboard watch to stand by. Shortly after-

wards the lookout reported a light dead ahead, and when

the mate had taken a bearing I went below to plot our

line of position on the chart.

Returning to the poop some minutes later I ordered the

ship hove to, to await the arrival of a tug. None appeared,

however, and since the wind was favorable and the visi-

bility excellent I decided to sail into the Straits of Juan
de Fuca and there seek an anchorage. The sails which

had been hanging in the gear were clapped on her again,

and once more we were making way through the water.

We had Tatoosh Island abeam when the wind sud-

denly gave out and, without any warning whatever, a

thick blanket of impenetrable fog settled down upon us

like a funereal pall. It was almost impossible to see beyond
three short paces, and as the officers and men groped

blindly about the decks, the British Isles rolled helplessly
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in the grip of a long ground swell. The oppressive still-

ness was broken by the noise o the limp sails slamming

against the masts and stays, and the creaking of the ship.

Suddenly the mate called my attention to the sound of

eternal sighing, which could have been caused by nothing

other than the assaults of a fierce surf beating against the

distant coast of Tatoosh Island.

Soundings by the officer of the watch indicated deep

water; yet I suspected, with a stifling feeling of impotency,

that we were drifting crab-like towards the shore. As the

minutes dragged slowly by my suspicion became a grim

conviction, for the ominous noise increased in volume

like the hum and drone of a rising gale of wind until it

was nothing less than a harsh roar.

I snapped out an order to the mate to have the port

lifeboat swung out and adequately provisioned with food,

water and blankets; then I went below to awaken my wife

and children. When I entered the cabin they were sound

asleep, oblivious to the threatening danger. It seemed a

pity to disturb them, but time was precious better to

arouse them now, for eternal sleep might come all too

soon. My wife showed no outward signs of alarm as she

and the children were placed in the lifeboat.

"I hear a bell, Jim/
1

she said.

"That's the bellbuoy of Tatoosh," I answered. And

even as I spoke it was tolling its warning.

I made up my mind to stand by the ship until the last

possible moment; but the time finally arrived when I

deemed it necessary to muster the men around the boats,

for we were still drifting, and the roar of the breakers had
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a peculiarly expectant note. Now was the time, if ever,

to abandon ship! Realizing that the anchors would never

hold in the long rolling swells, I raised my cupped hands

to my mouth but the intended order was never given.

With uncanny suddenness the fog lifted and rolled

away. In its wake an offshore wind reached us. The light

of the uncovered moon revealed the surf less than a

quarter of a mile off, and involuntary gasps escaped from

some thirty-odd throats. No one looked twice.

The yards were squared in and the courses set; the

helm was jammed hard aport, and as the vessel gathered

headway she was steadied on a course that took her sea-

ward.

This time I determined to await the arrival of a tug.

I felt sure that one would certainly show up within a few

hours, as a fleet of ships, most of which were inward

bound for Port Townshend for orders, was known to be

within reasonable distance of the Sound's entrance. At

dawn a plu'me of smoke was seen rising above the horizon,

and not long afterwards there was a length of stout tow-

line between us and the belated tug.

The Puget Sound is a very difficult waterway for square-

rigged ships to navigate, and the feat has seldom been

accomplished by vessels the size and tonnage of the

British Isles. Early explorers, however, in small, well-

manned craft, with plenty of time to spare, did manage
to overcome the difficulties which beset the mariner on

the waters of that inland arm of the sea. Shortly after my
own harrowing experience off Tatoosh Island I met a

British captain who openly boasted that he had succeeded
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in beating with his command, a large four-poster, right up
the Sound to an anchorage off Port Townshend; but then

he was a notorious "wind-bag" and I took his tall yarn

with a grain of salt.

When we arrived off Port Townshend at least twenty-

four large ships were lying at anchor in the harbor, await-

ing orders to proceed to Seattle or Tacoma. My first advices

from Mr. Shute led me to believe that the British Isles

would be lying idle for perhaps several months, for there

was little freight moving at the time and rates were con-

sidered unremunerative. Later, however, I was most agree-

ably surprised when I received orders to apply to Kerr,

Gifford & Company, of Tacoma, for instructions.

I subsequently learned from them that they had char-

tered the vessel overnight to load a full cargo of grain for

the United Kingdom, and that I was to speed her move-

ments to the best of my ability. Within two weeks of my
having received this advice we were again towing down

the Sound, homeward bound for Queenstown for orders.

This passage would have been practically uneventful

but for the fact that I had in the foc'sle a doughty young
Welshman named Dave Williams whom, despite the pass-

ing of many years, I have never forgotten. Though but

eighteen years of age he was an able seaman, a splendidly

built young man, and one <jf the finest athletes I have

ever seen. However, his cocky disregard for danger, while

being a source of constant entertainment to his shipmates,

sometimes caused me considerable annoyance.

On one occasion the British Isles was lying becalmed

in the Pacific Equatorial Stream. The sea looked like an
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immense glass disc with not even the tell-tale ripple of

a cat's-paw to be seen anywhere on its placid surface.

Occasionally a short, oily swell, the aftermath of some

previous disturbance, caused the vessel to roll heavily.

The sun burned down upon us as though through a huge

magnifying glass, making the pitch bubble and creep in

little rivulets from the deck seams. The numbing monot-

ony, the stillness, heavily oppressed our little world. Ever

and anon I scanned the horizon for that darker line which
%,

never appeared, and all hands whistled for wind.

Time and again the sun had disappeared over the hori-

zon's rim in a veritable blaze of tropical glory, and in its

wake dense cumulus clouds, the very portent of wind in

other latitudes, had gathered threateningly to the nor'west

only to disperse in phantom-like shapes with the coming
of night. The prospect of a long passage loomed in my
mind, and I felt as one behind bars of iron as I paced the

poop of the British Isles. Only a slashing fair wind could

inject ginger into the ship's vitals now.

When pausing to lean over the taffrail I counted no

less than seventeen sharks, ranging in length from six to

fifteen feet, gamboling about in the oily swirl of the

rudder, and I could barely suppress a shudder at the

thought of the terrible death that would befall anyone
who might be so unfortunate as to fall overboard.

"By gad, sir," said Mr. Sinclair, walking to the rail at

that moment, "I'd hate to take a bath with those brutes."

"You'd soon be mincemeat, mister," I answered. "Let's

try 'em on a piece of salt pork instead. Bait the biggest

shark hook we've got."
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The man-at-the-wheel sniffed enquiringly and grinned

in anticipation when the mate returned to the poop with

the hook, on which was lashed with steel wire an odorif-

erous chunk of pork. The tempting bait was lowered to

a depth of about ten feet, being clearly visible just under

our counter, and almost immediately there was a silvery

flash as a shark, turning over and exposing its white belly,

swallowed hook and all.

"Shark, shark!" yelled Mr. Sinclair. "Lay aft the

watch!"

Paint brushes, marline spikes, seizing wire, everything

was dropped, as the men, headed by Dave Williams,

rushed up the poop ladder ready and eager to lend a hand.

The bosun managed to slip a running bowline over

the shark's tail during a brief let-up in its violent

struggles, and with wild yells the men dragged it over the

poop rail, down the ladder, and away forward to the break

of the foc'sle head, where they began to mutilate the

snapping brute, believing that so deserving a deed would

gain them favor in the eyes of the Wind Gods.

To tempt the appetites of the other sharks alongside

the carcass, excepting the tail which was later nailed to

the tip of the jib-boom, was thrown overboard, and a ter- '

rible cannibalistic feast ensued. When the decks were

again cleared up I had the men summoned aft and told

them to be careful in case it became necessary to throw

the sheets out of the beckets, and to use "one hand for

themselves and one for the ship" when jumping onto the

topgallant rail. With this warning I felt that I had suc-

ceeded in impressing those who were apt to be more care-
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less than their fellows; but I had no sooner finished speak-

ing than up spoke Dave Williams: "Will it be all right,

sir, if I take a swim with a line around my waist?"

I could hardly believe my ears. "One more peep out

of you, Williams/' I said, "and I'll clap you in irons and

feed you on hardtack and water for a month. Ill have no

damned fools in my ship!"

Thinking that I had said enough I went aft to join

my wife and children in the cabin; but I had been below

only fifteen minutes when I heard a succession of throaty

murmurings that suddenly exploded into yells of con-

sternation. I rushed out on deck just in time to hear the

mate bellow: "By God, you're a blasted fooll Come aft

here!"

"What's the trouble, mister?" I demanded.

"It's that man Williams, sir he's crazy! I think we'd

better put the irons on him."

I gasped when I saw Williams, naked and dripping

wet, stepping inboard over the rail just forward of the

main rigging. "Put on some clothing and come aft here,

you/' I ordered.

A minute or two later Williams, enveloped in a blanket

which alone hid his naked form, came very jauntily along
the deck. "Do you want me, sir?" he asked innocently.

"Yes! What the devil have you been up to?"

"Taking a swim, sir. Tommy Ryan bet me a piece of

plug tobacco I wouldn't have the guts to jump overboard

from the starboard cathead." He paused and looked at me
for signs of encouragement.

"Go on," I said stonily.
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"I won my bet, sir" he added, proudly expanding his

tattooed chest.

"Yes, and something else" I put in, "a pair of steel

bracelets, and a diet of Liverpool pantiles and water for

one month. We still have Cape Horn weather to face, and

I can't afford to have any suicides."

Turning to the mate, I ordered him to muster all hands

aft. "Men," I said, when they had assembled under the

break-of-the-poop, "the welfare of this ship depends on

your obeying orders."

The youthful culprit was far from being cheerful when

the mate slipped the irons on his wrists, but his grinning

shipmates were highly amused at his discomfiture.

"I've got no clothes on, sir," he wailed, as the mate be-

gan to lead him away to the after 'tween decks.

"You'll get a better welcome from the rats without

them," I answered relentlessly. With a brief word I dis-

missed the men and, ignoring Williams's pleading stare,

returned below to my wife.

On the morning following this little episode I in-

structed the mate to release the prisoner, and it was a

much chastened Dave Williams who thankfully resumed

his duties. From that time on he showed no inclination

to disregard my lawful authority, neither was he ever

again seen on deck minus his trousers. The remainder of

the passage was without untoward happening.

Upon our arrival in Queenstown I received orders to

proceed with my ship to Limerick to discharge. At this

news I was far from feeling elated, for to sail from Queens-

town to the westward, out beyond Cape Clear and up the
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wild coast of Ireland in the month of March, when furi-

ous gales blow and seas roll mountains high, was no allur-

ing prospect and, quite frankly, I disliked the task. The

picture of hard westerly gales and small canvas, high seas,

decks full of water, and a lee shore, was not one to foster

in the mind of any mariner a feeling of bounding con-

fidence.

In that unfriendly coastline the estuary of the Shannon

appears like a hole in a wall. To square away for it,

under lower tops'ls and reefed fores'l, before a raging

gale, demanded no little nerve, and although I believed

myself to be reasonably gifted with that quality I disliked

the prospects of the rough passage before us. However,

when putting to sea from Queenstown I had in mind the

old maxim, "Obey orders and break owners/*

The British Isles was worked to the westward and be-

yond Cape Clear in fair time, but not before she and her

company had been roughly treated by a succession of

hard gales and high seas. Her position by account was

some forty miles west of Cape Clear when the wind,

which had been blowing a fresh gale from the westward,

backed to the SW.

At this time, feeling that our position was good enough

to take advantage of the change, I called all hands and the

ship was wore round and steadied on a course to the

norrard. With the shift in the wind there was an increase

in its force from sixty to ninety miles an hour, before

which the British Isles scudded until I considered that

she had gone far enough. She was then hove to with her

head to the westward for several hours, when the wind
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took off only to begin raging again as it shifted from SW
and blew harder than ever from the west.

A fatal shore to leeward was a possibility if this wind

persisted, for without sights our position was uncertain,

and I had been unsuccessful in my attempts to obtain

soundings. Dare I square away for the hole in the wall?

To do so would be a risky undertaking; yet it was obvious

that we could not remain hove to under lower topsIs with

the wind blowing directly ashore. Knowing that the

Shannon's estuary bore approximately on our lee beam

and distant perhaps thirty miles, I decided to square

away and shape a course for Loop Head which I hoped

to raise on the port bow.

"Mr. Sinclair, get all hands on deck, sir. Well square

away and run for it. We ought to raise Loop Head before

dawn. Watch those men of yours and warn 'em to be

careful shell fill herself up in this sea. Send another

good man to the lee wheel. Let me know when you're

ready and 111 put the helm up. When I say the word you

can square away, sir."

"Ay, ay, sir!" And the mate disappeared down the

poop ladder, being lost to sight in the smother and wrack

of water on the main deck; but I knew he was all right,

for I heard his voice above the roar of the gale.

Standing by the man at the weather wheel I awaited

Sinclair's word that his men were ready, and within a few

minutes I heard him shout, "All ready, sir!"

I then directed my attention to the lee helmsman.

"Johnson, come up that watch tackle, unhook the block
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from the tiller, and hang the tackle on the pin rail to

leeward."

"Ay, ay, sir!"

This being done I gave the order to put the helm hard

up. For a long time the ship paid little attention to her

rudder; there she lay in the great sea, rolling to a forty

degree angle, with her lee rail a fathom deep, and back

again to windward with a jerk, carrying with her hun-

dreds of tons of sea water that surged and rushed across

the decks like a swirling maelstrom. At long last she was

compelled to respond for, as she paid off a couple of

points, she gathered way. The after yards were then

squared in, the mizzen lower tops'! shook itself hoarse in

the wind, and in another ten minutes she was off before

the gale and racing away on a course which, if I had cal-

culated well, should bring her into a haven of refuge be-

hind Scattery Island.

Two hours of this wild running before the gale, blow-

ing force ten-eleven, with an increasing wickedness in the

oncoming combers as they rushed up to and swept past

the ship towards the land, would, I thought, see enough

ground sailed over to bring the Loop Head light within

our range from the poop deck. The mate had, of course,

emphasized to the man on lookout the need for extra

vigilance.

All hands were on deck, the men-before-the-mast stand-

ing by forward where the least violent water was reaching.

All were filled with a tenseness of expectancy mingled
with some fear, for every man-jack was aware that no

sights had been possible, soundings out o the question,
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"The bosun managed to slip a running bowline over the shark's tail, and

with wild yells the men dragged it over the poop rail, down the ladder,

and away for'ard to the break of the foc'sle head, where they began to

mutilate the snapping brute, believing that so deserving a deed would

give them favor in the eyes of the Wind Gods."
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and position a matter of doubt; yet all were ready and

eager to give their best in this desperate attempt to cheat

Davy Jones and his sharp-fanged rocks of possible victims.

Theirs was to obey orders and break owners, and to trust

in good luck and the "Old Man". Thirty pairs of eyes

forward anxiously pierced the darkness for signs of the

light on Loop Head which the mate had told them bore

approximately from two to four points on the port bow.

We on the poop, myself, the mate and second mate, had

stretched a lifeline across and along the deck to which my
two officers were holding fast, for the seas were combing

high and sweeping viciously over the poop rail. The two

men at the wheel had lifelines around their waists, while

for myself, although in danger of being swept overboard

or along the deck and maimed beyond recovery, I had,

by reason of practice and tradition, to move about with-

out that feeling of security which a lifeline imparts.

Standing between the binnacles, directing the steering

and infusing courage into those two sturdy old time sailor-

men at the wheel, I was several times nearly swept away

and was once brought up against the lee rails with such

force as to knock the wind out of me and fracture two

ribs, which caused me great agony. However, I felt the

situation too serious to give much thought to myself; my
attention was concentrated on the more momentous mat-

ter of saving my ship and her complement.

Running for a veritable hole in the wall was no child's

job; and I looked to the immediate future to prove that

I had not been a fool for squaring away for it on

such a night. If my position by account was within half
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a dozen miles of the truth I expected to raise the light in

less than an hour.

"Mr. Sinclair, send one of the apprentice boys aloft

to the upper tops'! yard. The loom of that light ought

to be showing up now. Warn him to be careful, for

there's enough wind to blow him clean across Ireland and

into the Irish Sea/'

The mate was just about to carry out my instructions

when there was a cry from the lookout: "Light two points

on the port bow, sirl"

Electrified into instant activity, Mr. Sinclair made for

the mizzen lower rigging, which he climbed to about the

second sheer ratline. There he stopped, for from that

slight elevation he plainly saw Loop Head light. "The

light, sir," he bellowed, "two points on the port bow! You

ought to see it from where you are in less than five

minutes. We've struck it fine, thank God."

"All right, Mr. Sinclair, thank you. Come down out of

the rigging and stand by on the poop. I'm going below to

take another look at the chart. Keep her on the same

course utatil I return on deck."

"Ay, ay, sir/' answered the mate in a jubilant tone,

and when he stepped to the deck he was muttering his

thanks to God.

I went below and hastily cast off my oilskins and cloth-

ing, for I needed some parcelling around my trunk to keep

my fractured ribs from breaking through flesh and skin.

Under my gasping directions the steward applied some

adhesive tape and several rounds of bandage over all, after

which I felt a little better. Having dressed again I scanned
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the chart, satisfied myself as to the courses to steer, pen-

cilled them out on a scrap of paper, and again clumped

up to the poop.

The guiding light, then plainly visible, was an assur-

ance of all being well. Only seamanship and coolness were

now needed to sail the British Isles up to and around

Scattery Island, where I felt sure a positive refuge from

the violent storm would be found.

At daylight Loop Head was brought abeam, and all

hands, no longer gravely anxious, acquired a feeling of

freedom and lightheartedness which was plainly evi-

denced by the smiling expressions on their bewhiskered

faces. After they had carried out my order to set the

reefed fores'l the British Isles made great time. Scattery

Island with its ruined monastery was soon raised, sailed

up to, and rounded. There the water was calm and the

vessel glided to a safe spot where the sails were snugly

clewed up, the anchor let go, chain paid out, windlass

screwed up, after which all hands went below to a break-

fast of Irish stew, soft bread, and coffee. Before leaving

the deck, however, they mustered aft and expressed their

relief by giving three rousing cheers for the old ship.

The ensign and ship's numbers were mil up to the

monkey gaff, and for the time being there was nothing

more to be done but patiently await a Jolliffe tug, which I

presumed was already on her way down the Shannon with

orders to pick up and tow us to Limerick. In due course

the tug arrived, and I felt thankful that a most difficult

and dangerous passage had drawn to a successful conclu-

sion.



Chapter 8

MY adventures in the British Isles did not come to an

end with the incident related in the previous chapter. On

the other hand, the immediate future was proof enough

that the visions of my childhood had barely begun to

take form in reality. Some short time after discharging in

Limerick the British Isles arrived in Antwerp to load a

general cargo for San Francisco. We tied up at no great

distance from the American barque Homeward Bound,

commanded by Captain Thompson and loading for the

same port.

I knew Captain Thompson slightly, and had heard from

several of my acquaintances that he was a great driver

and a hard man to sail under. Indeed, he was spoken of

in terms of both admiration and awe by sailonnen, who

said that he even went so far as to lock the fore and main

tops'l halliards to prevent the yards from being lowered

away no matter how the wind might howl and rage. Cap-

tain Thompson told me himself that he had once com-

manded the American four-masted barque Roanoke, and

that he had invariably driven her so hard that she leaked

like a basket, giving him no end of trouble and his foremast

hands ceaseless work on the pumps. I did not doubt this

for a moment and, although I had not known him long,

I gathered the impression that he was "some man'*.
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While in Antwerp we returned visits to each other's

ships on more than one occasion and talked of seafaring

matters, but never a suggestion of a race between us was

referred to. Personally the subject was far removed from

my thoughts, for upon the arrival of the British Isles in

that port the Homeward Bound was more than three-

quarters loaded.

Several days after one of Thompson's visits to my ship

I was chatting with my employer, Mr. Shute, in the

foyer of the Queen's Hotel. We had just finished an appe-

tizing dinner, and were about to take leave of each other

when I heard footsteps behind me. Before I could turn

around to see who was so close aboard me I was nearly

felled to the floor by the weight of a heavy, bony hand

slammed between my shoulder blades. Gasping for breath

I turned on the intruder with my fists clenched to find

myself staring into the grinning face of the celebrated

American captain.

"Barker, you Limejuicer," he roared, "when do you

expect that old wagon of yours to sail?"

I recovered from this cyclonic interruption sufficiently

to gasp out, "In about three weeks' time, Captain/'

"Tough on you/' he said patronizingly, "I'm getting

away on Saturday which means that I will have already

left Frisco by the time you arrive there with your old tub."

"The devil you say! Old tub be damned!"

"That's what I mean, Barker," he reiterated. "But,

listen, what do you say to a race? I'll bet you five pounds
the Homeward Bound makes the passage in less time than

the British Isles. Come on. Where's your money?"
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"Five pounds, Thompson!" I exclaimed. "Why, appren-

tices in British vessels bet that much. Make it twenty-five

and I'm on. Here, let me introduce you to Mr. Shute

hell be a witness.

"Captain/' said Mr. Shute, addressing me, "why don't

you make it a hundred pounds, and give this Yankee a

run for his money? I'm sure my British Isles, with you

sailing her, can run rings 'round that old scow Homeward

Bound. Under the British flag, even before being cut

down to a barque, she never sailed three hundred miles

in twenty-four hours from the time she was built until

Hind, Rolphe & Company of Frisco bought her. She must

be more sluggish as a barque." And waxing eloquent,

Shute challenged the American by offering to bet him

two hundred fifty pounds that his ship would beat the

Homeward Bound by no less than ten days.

By this time Thompson had lost some o his boisterous

enthusiasm. "Twenty-five pounds is enough for any

master mariner to risk on a ship when owners are so tight-

fisted," he said, "and that goes for you too, Mr. Shute."

"All right, Barker, m'son," he went on, "when you

arrive in Frisco I'll be there to greet you and show you

the Olympic Club, where you can buy me a dinner and

hand over the money."

There was a good-natured grin on his face and a re-

served smile on my own when we shook hands and wished

each other good luck and Godspeed. A few days later he

sailed without my having seen him again. The subject

of the race, however, was of mutual interest to Mr. Shute

and myself during the rest of my stay in Antwerp, and
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well do I remember his parting words on the morning

when the British Isles was locked into the river: "Captain,

I'm looking to you to beat the Homeward Bound; and if

you succeed I'll make you a present of one hundred

pounds. Good luck, sir."

"Thank you, Mr. Shute. I'll do my best."

Then with a wave of our hands we parted; he to re-

turn to Liverpool, and I to begin the long voyage via Cape

Horn, every moment of which I knew would be filled

with speculations as to the fortunes of my rival, Captain

Thompson.
While towing to Beachy Head all plain sail was clapped

on the ship, and at length the tow line was cast adrift. The

British Isles began a run down Channel with a slashing

fair wind on the starboard beam, and in less than thirty

hours the Lizard faded into the distance astern. Heading

a more southerly course, we continued with this wind to

make good time across the Bay of Biscay. On the parallel

of the Straits of Gibraltar we ran into a flat calm, being

held up for three days, after which fortune favored us

with strong NE trade winds and, with square yards and

flowing sheets, we ran down the trade latitudes in gallant

style.

I could not but wonder if the Homeward Bound had

been favored with such luck. The mate, to whom I had

related the details of the race wager, was not nearly so

enthusiastic as myself; he was some years older than I,

and his optimism had died away with his advancing years;

so that the more jubilant I became the more gloomy was

his outlook.
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"Captain Barker/' he said to me one day, "don't you

know, sir, that a good beginning in a sailing ship always

means a bad ending? I've never seen it fail yet." And

with a shake of his head he cautioned me not to count

my chickens before they were hatched.

Despite his pessimism, however, I learned that he had

told everybody aboard about the race and urged them

one and all not to spare themselves or to withhold one

pound of their beef when hauling on braces, and making

or taking in sail. "For the sake of the 'Red Duster'," I

once heard him say to them, "don't let it be said along

the Barbary Coast of Frisco that the Stars and Stripes

trimmed us once again."

With a view to arousing the enthusiasm of the appren-

tice boys, I mustered them aft in the cabin, where I prom-

ised, in case of success, to share amongst them the full

value of the twenty-five pound wager.

Ever after that, blow high, blow low, each apprentice

proved himself the equal of two ordinary lads. They were

always before-hand on the braces, and the first aloft when-

ever I was forced to shorten sail after having long carried

a cloud of canvas with a recklessness which threatened dis-

aster.

At last we sailed out of the NE trade belt to fall in

with exasperating doldrums that put a stopper on our

progress and caused a temporary atmosphere of gloom to

pervade the ship. For about five days, if memory serves

me correctly, we lay wallowing in our own juice. The

heat of the sun was terrific and there was not a sign of a

breeze. Our luck seemed to have deserted us, and I had
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visions of being carried helplessly to the westward in the

embrace of the Equatorial current and being unable, even

though favored with a SE trade wind, to weather Cape
San Rocque the bugbear of the Western Atlantic to all

south bound sailing ships.

If that did occur I would be faced with the necessity of

sailing close hauled on the starboard tack through the

NE trade winds, across the doldrum belt and into the

brave westerlies. I would then have to run down sufficient

easting again to attempt to cross the Line pn a longitude

which would insure enough margin to make up for any
drift in the Equatorial Stream. During my apprenticeship

days I had often heard of leewardly vessels being horsed

away to leeward of San Rocque and being compelled to

follow this track over the ocean.

However, "it's a long lane that has no turning", and at

the end of five anxious days we were struck by a heavy

squall. It came from the southward, but lasted from that

point for a few minutes only, for during a heavy down-

pour of rain it backed to SE by E, and with everything

set and the yards eased slightly off the backstays, the

British Isles again began her run. This insured our suc-

cessful weathering of Cape San Rocque and an uninter-

rupted passage through the SE trade region.

When off the estuary of the River Plate we suffered a

setback for a few days. A rapidly falling glass, and the

dying away of a NE wind which we had carried for five

hundred miles, indicated bad weather, possibly a SW
pampero. All hands were called and the ship was short-

ened down to lower tops'ls, which had no sooner been
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done than the first blast hurled itself upon us. The ship

heeled over to leeward at a forty degree angle, and the

force of the wind was so terrific as to threaten to drive

one's teeth down one's throat. In less than four hours a

howling gale was raging and the British Isles, hove to on

the starboard tack in a heavy sea, was losing rather than

making ground.

What a rotten piece of luck! I pictured the Homeward

Bound in the South Pacific, running before fresh SE

trade winds and hourly increasing the distance between

us. The mate was very glum and more than once said to

me, "What did I tell you, sir? A good beginning spells

bad luck. We're in for it now, all right!"

Despite his pessimism the pampero blew itself out at

last, to be followed by a strong NW wind with clear sky

and rising barometer. Such a change of fortune gave me
the confidence to crowd every inch of canvas on the ship

in an endeavor to make up for lost time. This she did in

great style, as she snored away with a bone in her teeth

that rose to the eyes of her hawse pipes.

During the first twenty-four hours, that friendly wind

blew the British Isles across three hundred miles of salt

water. Now what about the Homeward Bound"} I found

myself hoping that perhaps she was not yet around Cape
Horn, despite Thompson's wild driving, and that she

might even at the moment be snugged down to lower

tops'ls and hove to in the stormy regions to the southward.

We had made good time and continued our progress in

such a satisfactory manner that the men, as well as the

apprentices, were often heard to remark when they were
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pulling on the braces, "Less days less dollars, bullies. But

what do we care? There's more wind in the jibs of the

Homeward Boundl" The older men amongst the crew

forward felt so pleased with the performance of the British

Isles that they were seen to skylark and razz each other

like a lot of schoolboys, and not even the hardest work had

any dampening effect on their bubbling spirits. I felt that

I could depend upon every man to give his best in any

emergency, or when opportunities arose to make and

carry sail.

At last we found ourselves within a hundred miles N

by E from St. John's Point, with the weather unsettled

and gloomy. The mate and myself were on the poop

discussing and forcasting a change in the wind, and while

peering out to windward towards the eastern horizon

where a bank of clouds was forming he said to me: "Cap-

tain, it looks like this NNE wind will peter out and be

followed by a breeze, perhaps a strong one from the east-

ward. Look at those clouds rising on our port beam. We
haven't had a sight for four days now, and we're uncer-

tain of our longitude. If the wind should come out from

there/' he pointed to the eastward, and wagged his head

solemnly, "the weather will be dirtier than ever."

As I gazed intently in the direction he indicated I al-

lowed that the signs did not look too promising. "But,

mister, just think what we could do with an east wind fill-

ing our sails, the yards square, and we to the south'ard of

St. John's Point! We could double Cape Horn and sail

away to the westward like greased lightning."
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"Yes, sir, we could/' he answered, "if we had any

luck. But did you ever do it in that style?"

"No, I never did; but I hope to have the luck some time,

and I'd like to enjoy that 'poker hand' on this passage.

The wind is changing, sir right now it isn't more than

a point abaft the beam, and it will go still farther before

it steadies. Brace the yards, easy up on the backstays, board

all the tacks and, when that's done, haul the weather

fore and main braces tight, clew up all three royals and

stow the flying jibl"

Turning to the man-at-the-wheel I ordered him to steer

full-and-bye. I now had reason to suspect that I would have

some difficulty in weathering the eastern end of Staten

Island, for the wind was now already before the beam and

my order to the helmsman had not resulted in any altera-

tion in the course previously being steered when the yards

were squared in.

The night wore on without any change in the wind's

direction, but it increased in force and compelled a con-

siderable reduction of canvas. The mizzen t'gans'l, as well

as the fore and main upper t'gans'ls, cro'jik and outer jib

were the first sails to be taken in; they had been carried

to a point where had they not been furled they would

certainly have blown away. The wind was still increasing

when the lower t'gans'ls were clewed up and made fast,

and at one bell in the morning watch all hands were

called to haul up, reef and reset the mains'l, for by that

time a fresh E by S gale was kicking up a nasty rugged sea,

causing the ship to stagger drunkenly as she took tre-

mendous quantities of water over the weather rail.
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Pressed nearly to bust-or-bend-her point and still steer-

ing full-and-bye, the old ship sped along at an eight knot

gait; she rapidly decreased the distance separating her

from St. John's Point, which at six a.m. was estimated to

bear Si/W, distant forty miles. The weather was thick

and the visibility limited to about five miles. The half-

hearted daylight, barely lighting up the leaden sky, re-

vealed to us on board the British Isles that we were not

alone on that wild sea, for away to windward were counted

no less than nine Cape Horn bound ships, some before

and others abaft our beam, amongst which I recognized

two Frenchmen, the full-rigged ships Crillon and Desaix.

Both had been in Antwerp and had sailed Frisco bound

several days before the British Isles. The nearest ship

seen on that morning long ago was about three miles to

windward of us a position I greatly envied.

All the vessels to windward were standing close hauled

on the port tack, under even more reduced canvas than

was the British Isles; consequently we were making better

time through the water, and at noon the leading ship

was abaft our beam. I wondered if any one of those nine

captains was less certain of his position than I was, and

whether any of them would dare to square away in such

weather and run through the Straits of LeMaire. To my-

self I owned that I would be afraid to tackle it, as the

numerous outstanding rocks lying to the norrard of Staten

Island might easily be encountered perhaps no more than

a ship's length away before being seen. Then, ere a single

order could be carried out, the ship would run afoul, be-

come holed and collapse with all her tophamper tumbling
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down like a pack of cards. What a picture for a sailorman!

No, not one of the ten captains, including myself, would

brave the uncertainties of the entrance of the Straits of

LeMaire in that weather!

There was nothing for it but to stand on in the hope
of raising the Point on such a bearing as would permit

the British Isles to safely weather it. The moments were

becoming tense, not only to myself but to the mate also,

and we had unconsciously communicated our anxiety to

every man and boy aboard. All hands were gathered in

the lee corner of the main deck abaft the foc'sle head, one

and all gazing through the gloom for what they knew

would be, at the very best, a hazy outline of the eastern

end of the island.

Like a willing thoroughbred the British Isles took that

weight of wind in her sails, and the heft of the rugged
seas across her decks; and in spite of the remorseless

assaults of the elements she continued to comply with all

that was being demanded of her, though the demand was

no small one. Rather was it an ultimatum "do or be

damned" for half a point to leeward of our center line

the hazy, indistinct loom of the point was suddenly seen

and estimated to be but a scant six miles oft

All the other ships to windward had, on sighting the

point, wore round and were standing away to the norrard,

having given up the idea of weathering It that day. I

asked myself the question, "Shall I stand on and take a

chance or shall I wear ship while there's time and stand

to the norrard in safety's wake behind those nine ships

already retreating?"
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At this crucial moment the mate approached me with

a look in his eyes and a quaver in his voice that betrayed

his dread. "My heaven, Captain/' he said, "let me haul the

mains'! up! Don't you see those rocks to leeward? Look at

the seas breaking over them! God Almighty, what's to

become of us all?"

"Mister, I'll tell you when to haul the- mains! up; I'll

let you know when I want to wear ship! There's St. John's

Point now better than one point to leeward of our jib-

boom; the bearing is altering in our favor, and I'm stand-

ing on. This ship will clear that point by the skin of her

teeth and the length of her lower yardarm plugs."

All the mate could do was to look at me and mutter,

"Captain Barker, you're a crazy man. But don't forget, if

we go, you go too."

"Don't bother me with that old woman's talk now,

mister. I've something more serious to think about this

dire fix I've so recklessly sailed into. The time has gone

by for wearing ship," I added. "We've got to weather

that point! And we'll do it! Look ahead. Do you note the

bearing right now? Why, I tell you the ship's come up
better than a point, and she's going to come up more yet,

for the wind striking the face of those cliffs is being de-

flected in our favor. From where I'm standing the head-

land is now in line with our sidelight tower. She doesn't

have to come up any more to insure a safe passing we've

only a mile to go, and it's either hell or square yards in

less than another ten minutes!

Encased in oilskins, sou'wester and rubber boots, and

all tied up with soul-and-body-lashings, the mate clumped
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over to the lee forward corner of the poop where he clung

grimly to the rail the better to control his pent-up emo-

tion.

The British Isles, heading south, swayed and lurched

in the wild seas; one moment she would open and the

next shorten that small arc of rugged horizon between our

jibboom-end and that grim point which threatened to

thrust itself through our iron vitals. Nothing could be

done now but to stand on and take all that was coming to

us, either for or against.

"Muster every soul aft on the poop, mister. Let's all

share this together. I believe it's never been experienced

on the deck of any Cape Horner sailing round this point-

well pass it by no more than a full cable's length. When

we get into the rougher water tell all hands to hang on,

for it's every man for himself1 Those seas recurving from

the rocks will sweep her fore and aft Another man to

the wheel!"

"Watch that helm, sailormanr

And back came the acknowledgment in a voice now

expressing confidence and exultation, "Ay, ay, sir!"

The headland three points on the bow, and two cable's

lengths off! A couple of minutes later it was abeam,

smothered with seas that dashed up on the rocks and broke

into wild spray at an elevation of not less than two hun-

dred feet. What a sea, and what a noble shipl The men,

clad in yellow oilskins, were stunned into silence 'by the

awe-inspiring magnitude of the scene.

But we were no longer threatened by destruction.
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"At the wheel there, port your helm, and keep her away

two points!"

"Keep her away two points, sir."

Then, to the mate: "I'll be squaring away in ten

minutes, mister!"

To the man-at-the-wheel again, "Keep her away an-

other two points!"

"Another two points, sir."

When the ship was steadied on this new course the wind

was found to be full three points abaft our beam, and

there was a decided decrease in its pressure and the weight

of the sea from the favorable quarter. The British Isles,

one ship in ten, had successfully rounded St. John's

Point. And the events of that far away day left an imprint

on my mind which even a lapse of twenty-eight years has

been unable to erase.

"Square the cro'jik yards! Loose the fore and main

lower and upper t'gans'lsl Shake the reef out of the mains'!

and set it! Then muster everybody aft, for I'm going to

see that all hands 'splice the main brace'."

I shaped and steered a course to pass Cape Horn, dis-

tant twenty miles, and when it was abeam, that strong

easterly wind drove the British Isles under all plain sail

with ever increasing speed, until she was making an aver-

age of fourteen knots. Ramping and snorting along, with

the wind on her port quarter as it gradually veered to the

southward, the old ship sailed eleven hundred nautical

miles ere she was brought up with a round turn by a

nor'west wind that developed into a raging gale and in-

terfered with our progress for three days; but, by this
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time, Cape Horn with its menace was far astern as doubt-

less were those other nine ships whose masters had de-

clined to take a risk, though a chance less desperate than

the one I had resorted to.

Looking backward and picturing our own good for-

tune, I could not make myself believe that Captain

Thompson had been so favorably blessed by the Wind
Gods of those latitudes, whose benevolence is not often

bestowed upon Outward Bounders. There was every rea-

son to think that the long miles of ocean separating the

two ships had considerably decreased, and that I had
more than a fair chance of winning my wager and Mr.
Shute's bonus of one hundred pounds. The enthusiasm of

the apprentice boys was shared by the men in the port
and starboard foc'sles, for I had let the word be passed

along that none of them would be forgotten in case of

victory.

Following the delay of three days, occasioned by the

strong nor'west gale which had kicked up a heavy sea, a
wind from the SW reached us and developed into a moder-
ate gale. The mate, who was in charge of the deck when
the shift came, was supervising heaving down the fore tack
when the vessel, gathering speed, plunged her nose deeply
into the trough of an oncoming sea. The water swept
aboard and rushed aft like a cataract. On that pitch black

night the mate, of aU those fourteen men on the foc'sle

head, was the sea's chosen victim-he was knocked down,
washed through the guard rail and carried onto the main
deck, where he sustained an injury to his left shoulder
which put him in his bunk for the rest of the passage. I
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was unable to determine the nature of his injury, and in

spite of all I could do the poor fellow suffered great agony.

After crossing the Line and proceeding up through the

NE trade winds we were held up by an easterly gale that

blew for over a week, and in all that time we averaged less

than twenty miles a day in the direction of OUT destina-

tion. But even wind pockets carry small change, and

though the change was not worth much, it lasted long

enough to enable the British Isles to sail up to the Farral-

lones, leave them astern, and finally pick up a pilot, hav-

ing made the passage from Antwerp in one hundred and

twelve days.

When the pilot came aboard he mounted the ladder

and ere he set foot on the poop I fired my question at him:

"Pilot, has the Homeward Bound arrived?"

"Why, yes, Cap', she arrived a week last Sunday."

"A week last Sunday?" I repeated.

"She sure did, Cap'; I brought her in myself."

"How many days was she on the passage?" I asked

anxiously.

The pilot scratched his head. "Now, I'm not so sure

about that," he answered, "but I think Thompson told

me it was a hundred and five days."

"A hundred and five days!" I exclaimed with dismay.

"By the Great Horned Spoon, what a licking he's given

met"

"Well, never mind," said the pilot consolingly, 'It's

all in a lifetime. And who ever heard of a Limejuicer

winning a race anyway! The Homeward Bound is a wizard

for speed when Thompson's on her poop. Say, man, he
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told me that he sometimes made up to seventeen knots

and a Chinaman with that ship. Yes, siree, he's a great

skate. He's called the Hell-Driver of the West Coast. How
much did he win from you?"

"Oh, about a hundred and twenty dollars!"

"What! Say, listen here, you and me's going to have a

banquet at the Poodle Dog at Thompson's expense!"

"You're wrong, Pilot/' I answered, "I'm afraid that

banquet will have to be paid for out of my own pocket,

and my apprentices will lose the chance of ironing some

of the wrinkles out of their bellies, for I was to have

shared the amount of the wager between them. I'm sorry

to have to inform them," I went on, "that this Limejuicer
has been licked. Even my men forward, Pilot, will lose

a fiery passage of strong liquor down their throats."

"Cap*, you don't want a tug?"

"No, sir," I answered, "the wind is nor'west and fair,

and we can sail right up to an anchorage off the Presidio."

When we at last came to anchor the pilot's tidings of

the Homeward Bound had already been circulated

throughout the ship and, needless to say, the expressions
on the faces of all hands gave mute evidence of bitter

disappointment. I had no reason to doubt the veracity of

the pilot's story until I began to suspect that perhaps he
was pulling the wool over my eyes. However, all I had to

do to set my mind at rest was to go ashore and obtain the

desired information from the ship's agents.

On the following morning, therefore, I went to the

office of the consignees, Meyer, Wilson & Company, and
to Herman Meyer, Jr., I related the circumstances of the
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race between the British Isles and the Homeward Bound,

requesting the young man to find out for me how many
days my rival was on the passage.

'Til do that at once, Captain Barker," he said, and

picking up the telephone he communicated with Mr.

Rolph of Hind, Rolph & Co., owners of the Homeward
Bound.

As I waited in suspense, a grin flashed across Meyer's

face, and when he hung up the receiver he turned to me
with outstretched hand. "Congratulations, Captain/' he

said, "the Homeward Bound was a hundred and twenty-

seven days!'
9

"Then I beat him after all!" I exclaimed with pleasure.

"I wonder where I can run across him, Mr. Meyer."

The young man scratched his head in perplexity.

"That's hard to say," he replied. "Captain Thompson is

likely to be most anywhere in Frisco; but wait, I do know

that he frequents the Olympic Athletic Club. Why not

try there after you've entered your ship at the Customs?

Come along with me, Captain," he invited, as he reached

for his hat, "and we'll do that very necessary business; then

you'll be free to try and collect your money."

Later that morning I went to the Olympic Club accom-

panied by Billy Muir, an old and highly valued American

friend. Captain Thompson was not in the building when

we arrived, but the desk clerk informed us that he was

expected within an hour. We therefore whiled away the

morning in the gymnasium and, after having boxed a

couple of rounds, went to the Turkish baths. I was gasp-

ing for breath in the steaming atmosphere of a sweat box
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when suddenly I heard a familiar voice roar, "Where's

that Limejuicer? Barker, you son-of-a-gun, come out and

face me!"

"So you did manage to get into Frisco with your old

scow/' I shouted back at him. "Just a moment till I find a

towel and I'll be after you."

Suiting my actions to the word I stepped out of the box,

dashed under a cold shower, and a moment afterwards

went over to Thompson who was engaged in boisterous

conversation with Billy Muir. At my approach he wheeled

round upon me and almost broke my ear drums with,

"By gee, if it isn't the bust-or-bend-her kid himself! How

are you, Barker?" He made a grab for my hand which he

almost crushed in his huge bony fist. "Gosh!" he went on

in the same loud voice, "I guess you've fixed me this time

all right, and you're the first Limejuicer who ever did it.

Listen, you got all the breaks though. I'll swear your ship

wasn't driven harder, and she's no faster than the Home-

ward Bound'9

"My-eye-and-Peggy-Martin!" I exclaimed. "Come on

now, no hedging, fork over my twenty-five quid."

Captain Thompson's face bore a most rueful expression

as he dug his hand into the secret depths of his pocket.

"Well, I guess you've got me," he answered; "but you

get this dough only if you treat Billy and me to a seven

course dinner at the Poodle Dog!"

"Very well, Thompson," I said, "you do look hungry,

and I don't mind helping a fellow mariner in distress.

Why, man, you've actually lost weight since I saw you in
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Antwerp. In the name o fortune, why don't you get your

owners to put some good grub in that ship of yours?"

"Good grub!" he snorted. "You Limejuicers don't

know what a good feed is."

When I got back to the ship late that afternoon with

Captain Thompson's twenty-five pounds tucked safely

away in the breast pocket of my coat, I stepped over the

gangway to be surrounded by a disorderly mob of young

newspaper reporters, who jostled me and stepped on my
toes like a pack of hungry wolves in their eagerness to

elicit information as to the details of the race.

I held aloft a wad of greenbacks. "Fellows, here's the

race wager I won from Thompson. If you want more in-

formation go aboard the Homeward Bound. Her com-

mander's weeping there now."

When supper was over that evening I summoned the

jubilant apprentices into the cabin, where I suitably

thanked and rewarded them according to my promise.

The men forward also shared in our takings, and the stew-

ard was told off to serve a good stiff drink to each of them.



Chapter 9

D URING my stay in San Francisco I spent much of my
time at the Olympic Club in company with Captain

Thompson. One fine morning my American friend urged

me to box a round with a pasty-faced, slightly built indi-

vidual who had^been exhibiting his prowess against his

own shadow. When I jumped into the ring I had it in my
mind to take it easy with the fellow, for I felt confident

that his puny looking fists would stand little chance of

denting my muscular physique. The following few

minutes, however, occasioned me a most unexpected sur-

prise. My opponent flitted about like a phantom, easily

avoiding my ill-timed blows. Then all at once I became

the center of a whirlwind of gloves that darted with jarr-

ing accuracy at various parts of my anatomy. The specta-

tors were highly amused at my discomfiture, and when it

was over someone called out, "Hey, Jimmy, you ought to

hire the captain as a sparring partner!" Thompson, grin-

ning wickedly, stepped up at that moment and introduced

me to my late opponent. "Meet the inimitable Jimmy
Britt" he said.

Several days before the British Isles put to sea I confided

to the captain of the Homeward Bound that a certain

notorious boarding house master had lured away my sec-

ond mate and that I was finding it difficult to obtain the
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services of another good man. If I had then possessed that

understanding of human nature which is acquired with

the mellowness of years I might have recalled the Britt

incident and suspected another of Captain Thompson's

practical jokes when I perceived the mischievous light in

his eyes, as he listened to my tale of woe. Furthermore, I

might also have known that he would attempt to get even

with me for the loss of his twenty-five pounds.

"Barker, my lad/' he said with an oath, "I've got the

very man for you a Norwegian! He's a tremendous fel-

low, and a splendid sailor1"

In due course I interviewed the "square head" and,

acting upon my friend's recommendation, made him sec-

ond mate of the British Isles. I had already secured a man

to take the place of the mate who was still laid up in the

hospital, so that my immediate worries were now tempo-

rarily forgotten. The new second mate was well over six

feet tall, with broad, massive shoulders, and arms long

and muscular. But what a face! it reminded me of a

crushed cabbage. The nose was broad and flat, almost

negroid in appearance; the mouth, from which protruded

a set of uneven, tobacco-stained teeth, was enormously

wide. As he stared at me with lustreless eyes, set closely

together, I realized that I had never before seen such a

forbidding creature. When he opened his mouth to speak,

however, I received the shock of my life, for a voice like

that of a little child issued from its cavernous interior.

But Captain Thompson's word was good enough for

me, so I banished my misgivings and told the new man to

bring his gear aboard and begin duty as soon as possible.
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The day before we sailed our old friend, the French

ship, Desaix, crawled into port showing the unmistakable

marks of time and Cape Horn graybeards. She looked

frightfully woebegone, and a coat of rust covered her hull

from stem to stern. She had been one hundred and sixty-

eight days on the passage!

While we were proceeding outwards through the Golden

Gate I received yet another surprise with the belated

appearance of the Crillon. Rolling sluggishly in the sea-

way she displayed a growth of grass and barnacles that

must have been a source of many bitter thoughts to her

master, for even with a fair wind she could not have

sailed much better than a water-logged derelict. How

pleased the company of that French ship must have been

to find themselves arriving in port at last! I wondered if

any man aboard her recognized the British Isles as the

ship that was so far down to leeward and standing so reck-

lessly towards apparent destruction on that stormy morn-

ing outward bound. If so there was no evidence of it,

for ne'er a flag or piece of bunting was hoisted and dipped

in recognition.

In addition to the two new officers under the poop of

the British Isles there were many strange faces amongst

the men forward. The new foremast hands had been,

signed on the articles and shipped to round out the vacan-

cies caused by inevitable desertions that took place while

we were in port. There had been no concrete reason for

these desertions, which could be accounted for only by
that prevalent inability of the lower deck men to anchor

themselves to any one ship for a full round voyage. A
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brightly lit saloon, a gathering of hairy chested seamen

and waterfront workers, a few drinks, tall stories of other

tall ships, the promise of more pay and better grub, and

the decision to desert soon became an accomplished fact.

Looking over my command and appraising each of the

new members of the crew, I could not but regret the

absence of some of those who had distinguished themselves

by their manly and seamanlike qualifications during the

passage out. Even under the most rigid control and guid-

ance I felt that my present crew was not up to the stand-

ard of the last one, and would need hard driving and good

leadership ere I would feel confident to carry sail during

the short days and longer nights of the stormy southern

latitudes.

Whether I had in the two officers lodged under the

poop deck the proper material for inspiring respect and

emulation was a matter for some little doubt. The mate,

for instance, had that very morning insisted on letting me

know that he was a count in his own right, and that he

was known to his many distinguished friends as Count

von Bignio.

"Mister Bignio" I had retorted, "I want you to know,

sir, right here and now, that I'm Count Number One, and

you're Count Number Two only if you prove worthy of it.

You're first mate on the articles of the British Isles, and

just so long as you perform your duties as such in a ready

and seamanlike manner well get along well; but doa't

let me hear any more of that 'count stuff'!"

When the canvas was being clapped on the ship just

before we dropped the tug my new second mate had dis-
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played no outstanding smartness or ability such as I had

been led to expect of him by the verbal testimony of the

captain of the Homeward Bound. To me, he appeared to

lack that spark of energy and decision which is always

part and parcel of the make-up of any second mate worth

his salt. This man was already a huge disappointment.

More than once I had been compelled to draw his atten-

tion to oversights of which even the youngest of my ap-

prentices would not have been guilty; but I tried to be

charitable, thinking that he would improve as time went

on.

Now, in the foc'sle of the British Isles was a man named

Ailing, a horny-fisted fellow who would fight anyone for

the mere fun of combat. He was a splendid sailor, knew

a good officer when he saw one, and consequently did not

hesitate to show his contempt for the new second mate at

every opportunity. One night the British Isles was run-

ning before a fresh fair wind, and I was dozing off to

sleep in my bunk when I was suddenly aroused by a most

peculiar sound. For a moment I was astounded, doubting
the evidence of my own senses; but when the awesome

noise, like the sobbing of a child, was followed by a knock

on the cabin door, I knew that I was not dreaming.

"Well," I called, visioning the presence aboard of a

stowaway, "Who's that?"

The door opened slowly, and there on the threshold

stood the oilskin clad figure of the second mate. I stared

at him in amazement when I perceived tears trickling from

the comers of his pig-like eyes. "Good God! What's the
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matter with you, mister?" I demanded roughly. "Have

you been drinking?"

The second mate snuffled. "That man Ailing, he kicked

mine pants/' he said tearfully.

"And what did you do?" I asked him incredulously.

The answer was almost like the whine of a beaten dog:

"Vhy, sir, I runned avay."

"Oh, now did you!" I roared. "Get out on deck and

muster your watch aft!"

So this was Captain Thompson's splendid sailorman!

Flyingfish rigged I dashed up the companion ladder to

the poop and called for the man Ailing. "Why did you

kick my second mate?" I demanded.

"Because, sir," came the startling answer, "the ruddy

fool let go the main t'gallant halliard when I was up on

the yardarm."

For a man-before-the-mast to criticise an officer was a

sacrilege to me. Ailing had no sooner finished speaking

than I let go and knocked three of his teeth out. The

next morning, however, I again sent for him, and when

I saw his face, which was swollen like a boiled potato,

I momentarily regretted having struck him, for admittedly

he was the best man I had. "Ailing, m'son, how would

you like the bosun's job?" I asked him.

His answer was a painful grin and a vigorous nodding.

In the presence of the mate I demoted the bosun, another

useless creature whom I had obtained in Frisco, and pro-

moted Ailing, raising him to five pounds a month.

The voyage came to an end with the arrival of the

British Isles in Cardiff, Wales. My good-for-nothing second
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mate was in such a hurry to get away that he left his pay

behind. Ailing went over the side with the rest of the

crowd in that port, and I never expected to see him again.

Several years later, however, I ran across him in Liverpool

and it was from his mouth, still missing three teeth, that

I heard about a further adventure of the former second

mate of the British Isles, an exploit unique in the annals

of the sea.

It seemed that after Ailing left the British Isles he

made a voyage to San Francisco, where he joined Captain

Thompson's ship as bosun. He had no sooner boarded

the American vessel than he discovered my former second

mate acting in the capacities of steward and nursemaid

to Mrs. Thompson's pet dog a small Pomeranian.

During the course of the subsequent voyage the Home-

ward Bound ran into bad weather. One day the after

quarters were flooded by a huge sea that swept over the

vessel's poop, and the dog was nearly drowned in the

water in the cabin. Mrs. Thompson vowed she would

jump overboard if anything happened to her beloved pet,

so the illustrious steward put the unconscious animal on a

large meat dish, took it to the galley, and put it in the

oven.

Of course, he left the door open; but unfortunately the

bosun, Ailing, a few minutes later felt a craving for a

cup of coffee. Going to the galley he struck his shin

against the open stove door and, with a lurid curse,

slammed it shut tight. He then filled up the coffee pot,

built up the fire, and went back to the foc'sle to await the

boiling of the water. Little did he dream that his visit to
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the galley was to have such monstrous consequences. He
had not been long in the foc'sle when a savage squall bore

down upon the vessel, and all hands were called out to

shorten sail.

After an absence of half an hour or so the steward

returned to the galley to see if the dog had dried out

sufficiently; but before he got as far as the galley door a

suspicious odor came down on the wind to his nostrils,

and a sizzling noise as of a roasting joint caused him to

tremble as though with palsy. When he poked his ugly

head in the doorway and perceived the closed oven he

shrieked aloud. With beads of perspiration gathering thick

and fast upon his forehead he frantically opened it, and

almost collapsed at the terrible sight which met his eyes

the dog had been roasted to a turn!

Crying and whimpering he took it aft on the dish. Mrs.

Thompson fainted dead away when he informed her of

the barbecue; but her husband flew into a towering rage.

He bellowed to the cabin boy, and ordered the cowering

youngster to set a place for one at the saloon table. Then,

with a fiendish smile, he very methodically cut the unfor-

tunate Pomeranian into morsels, forcibly sat the trembling

former second mate of the British Isles at the table, and

made him eat that roasted,animal.

I never saw Captain Thompson again, for he gave

up the sea and became a stevedore and the owner of a

trucking business in the port of San Francisco. My recol-

lections of our brief acquaintanceship are still very green,

and I often wonder how fate has dealt with him since he

coiled up his ropes.



Chapter 10

UPON finishing the discharge of her inward cargo at

Cardiff the British Isles proceeded, under tow, to Port

Talbot, where she was to load double screened best Ad-

miralty coal to be carried for owner's account to the port

of Pisagua, Chile.

Arriving in Port Talbot on a certain Friday evening,

too late and dark for me to look around the docks, I re-

mained aboard the ship and before retiring that nfght

made plans for my wife and children to accompany me on

the coming voyage. While I realized that my wife was not

particularly fond of the sea indeed, on more than one

occasion I had heard her declare that she loathed it and

hoped that none of her sons would ever become enamored

of it as I was I knew that she would raise no objection

when I should broach the subject of her sailing with me.

Tranquil and secure in my mind at the pleasing prospects

of my family being with me again, I turned in with my
thoughts aglow and a feeling of keen anticipation firing

the blood in my veins.

Oddly enough, I spent a disturbing night. I was troubled

with ominous dreams; visions of dismastings, mutiny, ship-

wreck and sudden death passed across my mind like an

appalling panorama, and when I awakened bathed in a

cold sweat during the early hours of the morning I was



Fair winds and following seas

The seas lick the weather rail and keep the decks awash as the ship ramps
and snorts along before the quartering wind.
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filled with such a strong impression of apprehension that

I could not remain abed. Slipping on my dressing gown,

I went up onto the poop where I walked to and fro until

sunrise.

In the grayness of the dawn, I perceived lying astern

of the British Isles the familiar hull and spars of the

Sylphide, ex Dovenby Hall. All night she had been load-

ing at one of the coal staithes, and there was a black

mound topping her Number Two hatch by several feet.

Being well aware of her tender qualities I muttered to

myself, "By Jove, those Germans had better be careful,

else she's going to play 'em a trickl"

The Sylphide was held up with ballast logs alongside,

and had evidently gone to her loading berth with clean

swept holds. On the starboard side, that next to the staithe,

I noticed that the chain lashings to the logs were slack;

while to port they were very tight. On this side the two

great logs, exerting a pull of about five hundred tons,

were slightly raised out of the water, the ship having an

inshore list of several degrees.

As I stood gazing upon my old command and dreaming

of those years I had spent in her, signs of activity on her

decks showed that the crew had been roused out and were

about to enter Into some work for expediting the loading.

I little imagined that the mate's plans involved the releas-

ing of the ballast logs. Such, however, was his intention,

for in a few minutes I heard the noise of the mooring

chain being thrown off and rendered round the bitts as

the logs on the high side, where so much weight was held,

were recklessly cast adrift.
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Evidently there was not even the remotest thought in

the mate's mind that he was doing anything unseamanlike,

or that he was endangering the safety of his ship; but such

was the case, for the Sylphide suddenly freed of this bur-

den, lifted herself to port, sank by that much to starboard,

hesitated for a brief moment, and then took a starboard

plunge that would have meant a complete capsize had not

the staithe been in the way to prevent that catastrophe.

As she fell over to an angle of thirty degrees her lower

main yards became jammed in the intricate structure of

the staithe. Thus she was held in her uncomfortable

position.

Involuntary tears welled up into my eyes as I watched

my old command being ill-treated by unskilful sailormen.

There lay a beautiful ship almost on her beam ends, an

object for the derision and contempt of every seaman in

the port and of others abroad who might hear of the

ridiculous occurrence.

Once before, during the very early years of her career

she was built in 1887 she had taken an unwary mate

by surprise. On that occasion she had fallen over while

discharging a jute cargo from Calcutta, and had poked her

lower yards through an umbrella shed on a pier in the

port of Liverpool.

But the present mishap was most astonishing to me
owing to the fact that the mate who was responsible for it

was the same man whom Captain Sauermilch had brought
over with him from Bremen when I was sold out of the

ship. Surely his lengthy service as mate of the Sylphide
should have made him aware of her peculiarities. With
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sighs of regret mingled with muttered words of condemna-

tion I turned away from the scene and took myself below.

After breakfast I made preparations to go ashore to the

office of my agent, and when at last I stepped onto the dock

there was much activity in the vicinity of the Sylphide.

Attempts were already being made to extricate the vessel

from her sorry predicament. Amongst a large gathering of

shouting men I noticed the portly form of my old friend,

Captain Sauermilch; he was wildly gesticulating and swear-

ing in German at his officers and the members of his crew,

for no doubt the rude awakening which he must have had

that morning had caused him deep humiliation.

At such a time I deemed it wiser not to approach him,

and I left him alone to commune with his own troubles.

However, as I turned away, I found myself wondering

how often and in what far away ports I would again see

the Dovenby Hall. I was not a superstitious man, but my
dreams of the previous night had filled my mind with

misgivings; I thought of that other occasion when my wife

and I had gazed on her in the North Pacific, and how

following that the wind had fallen away to leave us rolling

fog-bound off the treacherous shores of Tatoosh Island.

Sylphide, ex Dovenby Hall like a ghost ship she had come

and gone. Now she had appeared again, and the shadows

of her crazily tilted tophamper were etched upon our

decks.

The berths in the Port Talbot docks were occupied

mostly by sailing vessels, some of which were magnificent

ships flying the German flag. The latter were so beauti-

fully kept th^t they could not fail to attract the admira-
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tion of any seaman, no matter of what nationality. Time

and again I met the captains of these German ships when

having my meals in the dining room of the Port Talbot

Arms. They were big, strong, handsome fellows, and

doubtless men of large experience in handling sailing

vessels on all the seas of the world. They were as much

interested in the British Isles and her sailing qualities as

I was in their ships, and ofttimes during our discussions

of the merits of our respective commands words ran high

aiid sometimes passed the line of friendship.

In those days a Britisher would never admit any superi-

ority whatsoever in the German Merchant Marine, either

steam or sail; neither, on the other hand, would any Ger-

man entertain the shadow of a thought that a Britisher

could be a better seaman than himself, or that there might
be a ship afloat under the Red Duster equal to the best

under the flag of Germany.
"Look here, gentlemen," I said to them on one occasion,

"I grant that you are good seamen, that your ships are

magnificent. But did I ever tell you how the British Isles

romped away from the Preussen in the Bay of Biscay?"

"Gott-fer dammt! She never did!" roared the captain

of the Susannah. "Himmell Beat der Preussenl No, never!"

"You insinuate that I'm a liar, Captain," I said, pound-

ing the table with my fist. "The proof is in the log books

of my command."

"Der Preussen" went on the German with rising anger,
"iss der Queen of der seas! Der Susannah iss fast, but der

Preussen iss like der lightning! Mein Gott! der British

Isles!" he went on contemptuously. "Vhy, vhat a tub!"
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I leaned over the table and glared at him. "The British

Isles/' I told him, "can lick any German ship that ever

sailed salt water and that goes for your Susannah tool

Look here, you're bound for Iquique, the British Isles for

Pisagua- /'// beat you into port by twenty days!"

The Germans roared with laughter at this rash state-

ment of mine. Yes, they were certainly big men, giants

in stature; but so far as I could judge they were no more

endowed with seamanlike attributes and ordinary nouse

than I was. Furthermore, my youthful ego permitted me

to believe that one Britisher was the equal of ten Germans.

"All right, gentlemen/' I said, "laugh if you will, but re-

member 'he who laughs last'"

The ire of the captain of the Susannah had been some-

what cooled by the merriment of his countrymen, and he

now interrupted me with an amused expression on his

heavy jowled features. "Dot's der spirit, Captain Chim;

but maybe I laugh best in Iquique! Ja!"

The time arrived when I began to make preparations

for the purchase of stores and comforts for my wife and

children, the cost of which would be borne by Mr. Shute

in accordance with his practice. On this voyage I decided

to carry some livestock, and bought six dozen chickens,

two pigs, and three goats from which I fondly hoped to

obtain fresh milk for my little family. Feed for the goats,

selected upon the advice of the Welsh farmer from whom

they were purchased, was delivered and stowed away on

board. I never gave a thought to the milking of these

animals, but took it for granted that somebody*would be

able to accomplish the trick.
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The stores for the voyage were stowed away by the sec-

ond mate and the ship's apprentices, following which the

vessel was assigned to a berth where she began loading

without delay. At%another berth across the dock was the

Susannah, enshrouded in a cloud of coal dust that covered

her fore and aft^It searched every nook and cranny,

spoiled the victuals hi the galley, and even invaded the

"Old Man's" cabin.

From the Susannah's captain I learned this was the first

time his beautiful ship had ever been obliged to load a

cargo of black diamonds. In that year, 1905, the usefulness

of sailing ships was declining faster than ever. Freights

were low, and only those cargoes which were contemptu-

ously declined by steamship owners afforded them em-

ployment. The trend from sail to steam became increas-

ingly apparent in the sparse years which followed, but

there were those who continued to believe in the eventual

comeback of the wind driven ship.

Our own loading progressed, and the time came for the

selection and signing on of our crew. Crews were not en-

gaged at Port Talbot, but at Cardiff, to which seaport I

went, accompanied by Mr. Shute. Upon our arrival at the

local Marine Board offices we were shown into a room off

the main corridor of the building. Here, on a large black-

board, someone had chalked the words, "Twenty able

seamen at two p.m. for the ship British Isles!
9

There were several men around the board, and we

paused to listen to their comments. At that moment one

of them sauntered closer to it with his hands in his

pockets. "What the hell," he snorted, with a leer at his
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companions, "who's goin' to sail round Cape Stiff in an

old wind-bag? Not this bird! And unless I miss my guess,

you blokes won't neither. Let 'er rot where she liesthe

old crate!
7 '

Then, as a token of his disgust for the very

name ship, he spat a stream of tobacco juice onto the

board.

Mr. Shute clenched his little fists, as he looked up into

my face. "Captain, that man has insulted my ship. Can't

you do something about it? knock him down, and throw

him out?"

Although angered by the man's attitude, I did not feel

there was any justification for a remark from me in behalf

of the dignity of sailing ships, nor would such an utter-

ance have been prudent.

"Mr. Shute, this is a free country," I reminded him,

"and I can't strike a man for spitting on a blackboard.

By the cut of their jibs, not one of those men is a sailor.

Look at their lacklustre eyes and yellowish faces. They're

firemen and coal trimmers. A seaman would never insult

a ship in such a manner. You'd better forget it. You've

more important matters to think about. Ill attend to the

selection of my crew!"

Mr. Shute nodded in acquiescence. "I suppose you're

right, Captain," he said with a sigh. "You don't object to

my remaining with you when you pick your men and put

your questions? When you're away I always like to picture

the faces of the men who are sailing in my British Isles.

And another thing, Captain, don't forget you'll have your

wife and children with you on this coming voyage."

I obtained my crew without much difficulty or delay
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from among five hundred men grouped together in the

enclosed ground surrounding the Marine Board Building.

Standing at the head of a flight of stone steps I looked

down upon a vast sea of faces. Carefully, impersonally I

looked them over and singled out the more likely-looking

of the bunch. When I had picked the required number I

told them to follow me inside to a room where the Ship-

ping Master sat before a large desk. A desultory mumble

of voices ceased when he held up his hand for silence,

then he read out the usual preamble and the special terms

governing the agreement between the crew and myself,

including mention of the wages to be paid.

The men listened respectfully to the conditions of the

articles. When the Shipping Master put the paper down

and I began to address them, they leaned forward eagerly.

I could see that they were sizing me up, wondering what

sort of a man I was.

"Men," I began, "we are going to embark on a long

voyage via Cape Horn. We have a fine ship, and I notice

there are many Cape Horn Snorters amongst you, so

there's every reason to believe that well be a happy crowd.

I expect you," I went on, eyeing each of the men in turn,

"to spring lively at the word of command, to bear in mind

at all times the welfare of the common interest. Remem-

ber, men, one hand for the owner and one for yourselves!

All right, now, line up and step over here, one at a time."

The first of my new hands, a powerful figure of a man
who towered head and shoulders above the others, stepped
into the limelight with a grin of embarrassment on his

handsome face.
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'Tour name, age, and nationality?
"

I enquired, as I

glanced with admiration at his physique.

"I'm a Cornishman, and my name's Harry, sir/' came

the answer.

"Harry what? And your age?" I put the question some-

what testily.

But the startling reply caused a ripple of subdued mirth

in the Shipping Master's room. "Just Harry, sir I never

had no other name. I'm about thirty."

"Well, Harry," I directed solemnly, "put your name

here."

Harry picked up the pen, and, with his tongue in his

cheek, painstakingly scratched the likeness of an anchor

on the paper before him. Then he backed away awkwardly

and bumped into several of his fellows in his eagerness to

allow others to wear limelight's mantle.

A red-faced Dane, named Jansen, came next. His bare

arms were tattooed with the figures of a naked woman, a

sea serpent, a ship in the grip of an octopus, and two

clasped hands. He grasped the pen in his fist as though

it were a marline-spike and grinned sheepishly when his

efforts resulted in an X and an unsightly blot on the white

paper.

A Jew with hawk-like features and ugly, yellow teeth

then stepped up. His name was Gabriel Isaacson. He was

followed by Jerry-the-Greek, Tony-the-Chileno, and the

rest, until one and all had set their names or marks to the

articles by which they agreed to serve in the ship British

Isles for a period of three long years, no matter where she
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might go the United Kingdom excepted between the

limits of 60 north and 60 south latitude.

On the whole I considered I had been fortunate in

selecting such a crowd, for in the aggregate they appeared

to me to be a weighty lot, familiar with the smell and

customs of a sailing ship.

After I had instructed the new men to join the vessel

on the next day at seven a.m., to permit of their stowing

away their effects before eight a.m. breakfast and turn-

ing to at eight forty-five a.m., Mr. Shute and myself left

them and made for the store of Jones-the-Goat, slopchest

dealer, located on the Bute Road not far away from the

Shipping Offices.

This same Jones-the-Goat was known to every sailing

ship master, and to a large majority of those in steam,

under the British flag. Considering his numerous slopchest

transactions, and the high prices of his wares, I wondered

that he had not made a fortune; for he was not one to

liquefy his monetary profits in the ale houses of Cardiff.

My object in paying a visit to the Goat was to place

with him a large slopchest order for immediate delivery.

As a furnisher of slopchests he was as well known as Sartori,

Iquique's ship chandler, or the light-fingered Stevenson

brothers of Antofagasta. My mention of Jones-the-Goat

will doubtless revive vivid memories in the minds of ship-

masters of those days, no matter where on this earth they

may have since coiled up their ropes.

I returned to the ship late that night. On the following
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day Mr. William Rand, the new mate; Mr. Thomas At-

kinson, the new second mate; the six apprentices, Paul

Nelson, Ross Innes, Jack Pickering, Arthur Wilmott,

George Black, and William Ison a first voyager; Gron-

berg, the carpenter; and Pugsley, the sailmaker, went to

Cardiff and affixed their signatures to the articles.

Mr. Atkinson was my wife's brother, and had passed for

second mate just prior to joining the British Isles. This

dark, handsome, young man was overjoyed to learn that

his sister was to make the coming voyage, for at that time

he did not fully realize that ship's discipline would keep

them apart. Subsequent events, however, rudely enlight-

ened him, and throughout the following months at sea he

was a very lonely man.

Upon Mr. Rand's return to the ship I sent for him.

When he entered the cabin he removed his peaked cap,

and revealed his graying hair. He was thickset and his

waistline was rounded like an egg. That he had felt the

sting of driving brine was evident in the weather-beaten

appearance of his face, the skin of which was wrinkled

and leathery, and the glint in his cold blue eyes, which

were set beneath black, shaggy eyebrows. Indeed, Mr.

Rand had been going to sea for thirty years, but oddly

enough he had never had command.

Eyeing him up and down I was convinced that he was

a seaman. But there was a weakness about his face a re-

ceding chin. Perhaps, I thought, a key to his character

lay therein.

"You wanted to see me, sir?" he asked slowly.
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"Yes, Mr. Rand, start bending sail tomorrow morning

as soon as you turn the crowd to. Bend everything, includ-

ing the three courses, as loading progresses so that we'll

be able to put to sea without any loss of time. And, by

the way/' I went on, "the Susannah's almost finished. She's

to sail on the following tide bound for Iquique, forty

miles south of Pisagua. If both ships sail together we'll

make an unofficial race of the passage. The Susannah's

captain believes his ship can sail rings 'round the British

Isles. I hope we get a chance to prove him wrong.

"But, Captain," the mate said coldly, "we can't beat

her, she's one of the swiftest vessels afloat1"

"I think IVe already told you, Mr. Rand," I continued,

ignoring his attempt to dampen my enthusiasm, "that the

British Isles, although sluggish with her yards jammed
hard on the backstays, is very fast when they're checked

in a little. If we're ever in company with the German let's

hope we won't be hamstrung with our yards braced sharp

up, I've boasted about the British Isles, and I can't afford

to let the Susannah show us a clean pair of heels. Nothing
would please me more than to race her. Only one thing
will prevent us sailing on the tide following our loading
a strong SW or westerly wind blowing up the Bristol

Channel."

The mate had listened to me without the least signs of

animation; the possibilities of an exciting race with a

foreign vessel seemed to stir him not at all.

"Captain Barker," he said impassively, "I've never seen

this ship under canvas, but IVe heard about her. To my
knowledge she's made very few smart passages. Perhaps"
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here he paused and leered at me'like many men in

this life, she's less fortunate than others."

I arose from the table and stared hard at him. "I don't

get your meaning, mister/'

"Oh well, Captain," the mate explained, with a depre-

catory gesture, "just take a peep at you and me. You're

fifteen years my junior and have been in command since

you were twenty-five; I've never been master of anything.

I'm a seaman, I can navigate along with the best of 'em,

and I know ship's business; but luck has been against me.

I want to tell you, sir, that old man Shute promised me
a ship if you say a good word for me at the end of the

voyage."

"Mr. Shute is a man of his word," I replied, "and

whether or not he gives you a command will depend en-

tirely upon yourself. I hope you and I will pull together

in the best interests of all concerned. That'll do, sir."

Whereupon Mr. William Rand, successor to Count von

Bignio, muttered something under his breath, left the

cabin, and clumped out onto the main deck.

This brief interview with my new mate convinced me
that he was a man of soured disposition, a state of mind

doubtless resulting from his ill-success in the climb up
the seaman's ladder to command.

When he had departed I looked at the clock above the

sideboard in the saloon and realized that I had little time

to return to Cardiff to meet my wife and children upon
their arrival from Liverpool. I must also arrange for hotel

accommodations until our cabin quarters should be made

more comfortable. That night at the Angel Hotel my wife
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did but once express apprehension regarding the voyage.

She recounted a dream she had had on the night following

my proposal that we once again sail together. Her mind

had been left very much troubled, but I did my level best

to laugh her fears away. I drew word pictures of sailing

under blue skies, over white-capped seas; of sunny days

and moonlit nights; of an abundance of good food, includ-

ing fresh milk and eggs; and a healthful life for the chil-

dren.

My mention of fresh milk caused her to ask me if I

planned to carry a cow, and when I told her about the

goats I thought she smiled a little sadly. However, the

prospects of a pleasant voyage filled me with satisfaction,

and I was not inclined to dwell on any feminine fears.

After a day spent buying various articles which my wife

felt she would need, we returned to the Angel Hotel for

dinner, and were in the middle of the meal when the

waiter informed me that I was wanted on the telephone.

Walking over to the little cubby in which the wonderful

instrument was kept, I fiddled around with numerous
cranks and levers, at last discovering a round metal "gill-

guy" which I picked up and held to my ear.

"Hellol Are you there, Captain Barker?"

"Yes."

"Well, this is the mate. We finish loading at midnight.
I wouldn't advise you to bring your family aboard until

after eight a.m. tomorrow. Around that time the steward
will have your quarters ready, and I'll have some coal

dust washed off the decks. By the way, sir, the Susannah's

finished; she's hauled out to the pierhead, close by the
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locks, and it looks as if she's going to sail on the next

tide."

"Thank you, Mr. Rand. You can look for us at ten

o'clock in the morning. We sail at one p.m. Goodnight 1"

Returning to the table I resumed my meal and told

my wife of what the mate had said. Our children were

very much interested to learn that their Uncle Tom was

an officer aboard the ship under their Daddy. Would he

be allowed to play with them? would he make dolls and

boats?

I disliked the necessity of disappointing them, and when

my wife referred to my new second mate as "Tom," I

said to her, "Mary, you must forget he's your brother.

From the moment you join the ship hell be nothing more

to you than Mr. Atkinson, a comparative stranger. I can-

not have any family intimacies aboard the British Isles,

except those which exist between you and me and our

children. I hope I'm not causing you any pain by saying

this. If the second mate can sometimes spare a few mo-

ments for the children in his watches below I'll have no

objections.

"Just as you say, Jim," my wife answered.

She had broken her home ties, and in Liverpool had

parted from her mother, with whom she was on unusually

intimate terms. All this had cast a spell of sadness over

her which I was at a loss to dispel. I drew many alluring

pictures, but they existed solely in my own mind. The sea

had been unkind to her. On other passages I had seen her

lie in her bunk for weeks on end. In the same ship, two

voyages before, she had become so weakened by prolonged
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inability to partake of nourishment that I had shaped a

course for Madeira in order to put her ashore. A shift of

wind had prevented our making the island and had com-

pelled me to sail on with the hope that I would be able

to transfer her to a passing steamer. Not even a plume of

smoke was seen for many a long day, but I am glad to say

that in the meantime her condition had gradually im-

proved.

All the luggage brought down from Liverpool by Mrs.

Barker had been consigned to the ship and taken aboard

that afternoon, so that I was left free to pilot my family

from Cardiff to Port Talbot on the morning following our

stay at the Angel Hotel. Arriving alongside the ship these

voyagers were conducted over the rail and along the deck

to their cabin quarters where I left them. The children

were filled with wonderment at their new and unique sur-

roundings and their delight was expressed in ecstatic ex-

clamations.

The loading had been completed. In her belly the

British Isles held a cargo of nearly four thousand tons of

coal, purchased by the owner for his account and to be

carried to Pisagua without a penny's worth of insurance

coverage. When the mate and I looked at the ship's draft

we found her to be drawing 22' forward and 22' 2" aft,

which gave a half inch clearance to the center of her

load-line disc. Altogether I considered her to be in splen-

did trim for sailing; and, if favored by the Wind Gods, I

felt sure that she would give a good account of herself.

We were not yet ready to sail, for I had to visit Cardiff

again in order to clear the ship and obtain the necessary
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documents. All this took longer than I had anticipated,

so that I did not get back aboard the British Isles until

six p.m. Looking across the dock at that time, I saw the

Susannah already in motion and proceeding under tow

towards the locks. As our own tug was alongside, we cast

off from the loading berth and a few minutes later entered

the lock in company with the German ship.

The circumstance of two such ships as the British Isles

and the Susannah finding themselves about to enter the

Bristol Channel from the same lock at the beginning of

voyages to Chilean ports separated by only forty miles, was

one unique in the annals of sailing ships. Here were all

the elements of a great race! Although the Susannah had

a reputation for speed second to none among ships of her

size and rig, I had no reason to think that she would leave

us behind on the long pull down to Cape Horn and from

there to our destination. My command was well found

and well manned, and I felt that to prove her superiority

she needed no more than conditions similar to those which

might confront the German ship. So a man speculates be-

fore the beginning of a voyage, lightheartedly dreaming of

his choice among the myriad possibilities of the futurel

Time alone would unfold the story. It remained for me
as master, supported by my officers and crew, to get all

possible out of my command. A ship flying the Red Duster

was pitted against one beneath the imperial flag of Ger-

many, at a time when the rivalry between nationals under

these flags was very keen and ofttimes anything but

friendly.

There was a flurry of excitement on the decks of the
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German ship as she was towed out into the Channel. She

dipped her flag to us and was soon lost to our sight in the

fast falling darkness. The Liverpool tug Sarah Jolliffe,

which had come from that port for the express purpose

of towing us to sea, was delayed for over an hour when

her propeller became fouled by the messenger used in

hauling our towline over her fantail. They got it clear at

last, however, whereupon we pulled out of the lock into

the Channel, straightened up, and followed under tow in

the wake of the German ship. At this early stage the latter

had stolen a march on us, being better than one hour to

the good. But what is an hour of time in a passage of three

or four months?

As we continued to move through the water the light

SW breeze began to freshen, with showers of rain. My plan

was to cast off from the tug with Lundy Island abeam,

providing the wind became favorable. As an alternative,

the master of the tug had instructions to tow me to the

southward and westward, well to windward of the Scillys,

a good weatherly position for beginning the voyage. This

was found unnecessary, for ere we had come up to Lundy
the wind shifted during a heavy downpour and began to

blow quite strongly from the north.

The crew, the members of which had been working

"Coolashi" watch, was available for the loosing and setting

of fore-and-aft and square canvas. This breeze could not

be allowed to play a tune through our rigging without

some of it being used to advantage. On the course being

steered it was abeam, and with enough canvas stretched

to it the British Isles would in all likelihood speed
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through the water at a much greater pace than the Sarah

Jolliffe was capable of towing her.

I accordingly issued my orders to the mate: "Mr. Rand,

set everything but the royals, flying jib, mains'!, and cro'jik.

And warn the second mate, when he's mastheading the

upper main and mizzen tops'ls, to be careful he doesn't

try to haul those yards through the masthead sheave holes."

"Ay, ay, sir!"

And at once a torrent of orders arose from the mate's

throat: "All hands make sail! Two men aloft on the fore,

two on the main, and two apprentices on the mizzen. . , .

Loose everything from the lower tops'ls to the upper

t'gans'ls the fores'l too! Step lively there, men. Two of

you out on the jibboom and loose those jibs! . . . Bosun,

clear away those jib sheets and downhauls! . . . Mr. At-

kinson, set the main and mizzen topmast stays'ls, and don't

drag those sheets down too tight. By the time you do that

the lower tops'ls will be loosed, and you can set them too!

Take your crowd and clap everything onto her but the

mains'l, cro'jik, main and mizzen royals, and warn those

men aloft to keep off the yards while they're being mast-

headed and the gear lightened up!"

The north wind had blown the clouds away, the sky

was clear and the stars bright, so that conditions were

ideal for this first dressing of the ship in her garment of

white canvas. To the accompaniment of hoarse cries and

loud yells the lower tops'l sheets were hauled out and the

sails stretched. The upper tops'ls were mastheaded, the

lower t'gans'ls sheeted home, then the upper t'gans'ls
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were raised aloft to a chanty throatily voiced by the man,

Harry:
*

Solo "I come from the world below,

Chorus Whisky, oh Johnny, oh!

So/o That is where the cocks they crow,

Chorus Whisky for my Johnny!"

It was very gratifying to me on the poop, as I kept my
weather eye lifting during the setting of sail, to find that

the men were ready and willing to sing chanties and to

make a noise when pulling and hauling on sheets, hal-

liards, and braces. In those days every task aboard ship

was done by man power, and the chanty was like a shot

of grog to the men. Without song ships would have been

sad indeed. A numb and sulky crowd of men-before-the-

mast harbors germs of trouble, and was always looked

upon as presenting a threat which demanded instant dis-

sipation. The masters of many ships sailing the seas were

caused concern by dissatisfied seamen who expressed their

ill-humor in grim silence. To haul on a rope without an

accompanying song was an act of disregard for authority

and as such could not for a moment be overlooked. The

best remedy for surliness was plenty of work, work, work,

and many was the time when tasks of an unimportant

nature were imposed upon undisciplined characters as a

means of reminding them of their obligations on the high

seas.

The British Isles was inclined to overrun the tug as she

followed in its wake on a course that had been checked

on the chart, and the yards were therefore squared in until
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all the sails were aflutter on the three masts. This

maneuvre obliged the tug to work a little harder for its

money. Giving Mr. Rand instructions to call me upon the

raising of Lundy Island light, I left the deck in his charge

and went below to see how my little family had fared

since we had left Port Talbot. Entering the bedroom I

lit the oil lamp which swung in a bracket on the after

bulkhead, and looking over towards the bedstead I saw

my wife and two children fast asleep. Apparently the noise

made by the pounding of many feet on the poop-deck

during the setting of canvas on the mizzen had not inter-

fered with their peaceful slumbers; but later on during

the voyage my wife, roused by the sound of sailors
1

feet

shuffling and clumping in sea-boots on the deck above,

would often waken me to whisper in fearful tones: "]im,

there's a dreadful noise on the poop. Those awful sailors

are quarreling and fighting. Do go up on deck and see

what the matter is."

"Oh, that's nothing, Mary," I would invariably reply

in a sleepy voice, "the watch on deck is setting the mizzen

t'gans'l. Go to sleep and forget itl"

After assuring myself of the welfare of my wife and

children, I blew out the lamp and threw myself down

upon the settee to fall almost at once into a deep slumber;

but of the forty winks which I had hoped to snatch ere

being called I felt I had succeeded in obtaining about ten,

when the mate's loud voice, coming down through the

open skylight from the poop-deck, aroused me into instant

activity. When I appeared on deck the mate advised me
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that Lundy Island light was bearing four points on the

port bow, distant about fifteen miles.

"When Lundy is abeam, Mr. Rand," I said to him,

"we'll lay the main and cro'jik yards to the mast, stop the

ship's way, cast off the tug and haul in the tow-line. Then

well put her on course, set everything, and you can choose

and set your watches."

"Very well, sir," he acknowledged. "Shall I put the car-

penter and sailmaker on all-day work?"

"No, keep them in the watches till we get clear of the

land. You'll need all the man power we've got aboard;

she's a very heavy ship to work. We've a pretty good

crowd, eh?"

"O-o-h, just about the average," he grunted. "They

need a lot of driving, like all other crowds. I've already

had to threaten more than one of them here with the

weight of a handspike."

I was instantly alert on hearing this last remark, for I

was one of those who insisted on strict discipline at sea,

and would never tolerate the sharing of an officer's author-

ity and responsibility by any man-before-the-mast I ever

saw. "Mr. Rand," I said, "if you ever have trouble with

any of your men let me know at once."

"I won't have to do that, Captain," he answered. "I'm

man enough to keep my own end up."

"Very good, mister. Then I'll look forward to a pleasant

and quiet voyage."

At about three a.m. Lundy Island was abeam, and I

then decided to let go the tug. Signals were made to her,

our way was stopped by the backing of the main and
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cro'jik yards, the tow-line was cast off and hove in by all

hands under the noisy supervision of Mr. Rand. The helm

was put hard up, the main and cro'jik yards trimmed, and

the vessel set on a course down Channel. While we were

paying off, the tug took a round turn out of herself, and

as she steamed along our weather side her captain wished

us a pleasant and fast passage. Then she diverged from

our path to steam away on newer occasions; but before her

lights grew dim in the distance I heard a faint voice com-

ing over the heaving water: "British Isles, don't let that

German beat you! Goodbye and good luck!"

The voice trailed away into silence, but little did I then

dream that those words would afterwards resound in my
brain with an ironical ring.



Chapter 1 1

DAYLIGHT, the heaving horizon and no Susannah in

sight, tjie long drawn sighing of breaking seas, the so-

norous snoring of the lee bow wave, the groaning and creak-

ing of masts and yards, and the music of wind humming
through quivering riggingthe British Isles was at sea!

On the poop I glanced at the compass. To the man-at-

the-wheel: "Watch your steering, m'son." Then I gazed
aloft and beheld the majesty of thousands of square feet

of swelling canvas. With every stitch drawing to a freshen-

ing northerly wind which reached us from the fast blurr-

ing coast of South Wales, we raced through a lane of

colliers most of which were bound in the same direction

as ourselves.

One very optimistic steamer, closing in on our star-

board bow with the object of crossing us, was compelled
to give up that notion. He was making about two knots

less speed than the British Isles and had he carried on we
would have walked clean through him. At a moment when
the position of the two vessels was becoming critical, the

man In charge on the steamer's bridge acted; he put his

helm hard aport and thus managed to sheer c^ar of us.

Then, through a megaphone, he demanded to know what
we were trying to do, being evidently under the impres-
sion that the waters of the Bristol Channel were for his
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kind only, and that windjammers had no right to en-

croach upon his domain.

As the British Isles swept disdainfully past him our only

answer was a burst of derisive laughter from the members

of the watch on deck.

At that time sailing ships were a familiar sight in those

waters; yet we were an object of great interest to the many
steamers which we overtook and passed during thf course

of the day, and some of them were seen to raise and dip

their flags in gestures of good-will.

At the end of forty-eight hours the northerly wind

which had favored us so smilingly petered out, leaving

behind a flat calm and rough sea in which the British

Isles, without steerage way, rolled and floundered help-

lessly. The barometer, which had been steady at about

29.90, began to fall and the sky to become overcast and

gloomy, all of which presaged a southerly or SW wind.

From that quadrant a great black mass of clouds soon rose

above the horizon, bringing a hard squall which moaned

a warning of wind and yet more wind.

The yards, on the port tack, were in trim to meet this

change. The royals and mizzen t'gansl were clewed up,

and the flying jib hauled down; then all hands were called

to furl the mains! and cro'jik, and to wear ship, for by

this time the wind had veered to the WSW. Heading about

S by E A the starboard tack, we were standing over in

the direction of the coast of France when out of the low

flying clouds and heavy rain there appeared a port-painted,

full-rigged ship on our port bow.
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She was the Susannah, on the port tack, carrying lower

t'gans'ls, with mains! and cro'jik fast; she was plunging

heavily into a rapidly rising sea from the WNW and, to

us aboard the British Isles, she looked like a ghost ship, a

shadowy, filmy vision, a very part of the heaving sea, as

she staggered and struggled along enveloped in the wrack

of flying spume.

Although we had the right of way, being on the star-

board tack, the German ship was approaching us in such

a manner as to involve risk of collision. Would she at-

tempt to cross our bows, or would action be taken to clear

us without further loss of time? As I watched her with

anxious eyes I saw several figures, clad in yellow oilskins,

suddenly become galvanized into activity. One of them

ran to the lee wheel to assist in putting the helm hard up;

the others left the poop hurriedly, and a minute or two

later the after yards were squared in to the wind and the

canvas made to shake heavily. Her mizzen topmast stays!

halliard was let go and the sail hauled down, when she

was seen to begin to pay off. She sailed down towards and

across our stern, near enough for me distinctly to recog-

nize the face and form of her master, who picked up a

megaphone and called out to me: "Gott-ver-dammt, Cap-

tain, dot vas a close calll"

"Close enough!" I roared back at him. "But why didn't

you back your main and cro'jik yards?"

And as the Susannah sailed away into the gray gloom, a

faint reply reached across to me: "Too much wind and

sea!"
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Up to this time I had been unable to give my wife and

children much attention. They were very seasick and

scarcely a bite of food had passed their lips. When I went

below I found them about ready to give up the ghost. All

J could do was to administer a few drops of brandy to each

of them at regular intervals, and to hope for finer weather

and smoother seas. I washed them and made them as com-

fortable as possible, which was a most difficult task, for

the ship seemed bent on frustrating my efforts with her

violent behavior. Observing their sufferings I upbraided

myself for my selfishness and cruelty in severing them

from the comforts of shore life; but it was now too late

to repent.

I have before me an old letter which Mrs. Barker began

at the time but for obvious reasons failed to finish. The

paper on which it is written has that musty odor which is

acquired with the passing of time, and the ink has almost

faded to illegibility. A part which I can manage to read

revives my own memories of those distant years:

"Ship British Isles

At sea, 1905.

"Dear Everybody-at-Home:
To begin with, we left Port Talbot on a Friday

evening an unlucky day to sail. I was seasick that

very night, and for days afterwards. Oh, I was sick!

God forbid that I should ever have the same experi-

ence again. We ran into a nasty gale, and didn't things

fly! There was an awful mess in the cabin dead

flowers, broken dishes, and all sorts of things on the

floor.
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"The food has been terrible, too, Jim dismissed the

cook a Russian Finn from the galley. The steward is

cooking now; but he spoils nearly all the food, and

we're having queer pains. Perhaps he's trying to

poison us with his terrible concoctions.

"I do hope we have a favorable wind round Cape
Horn. After my previous experiences there I'm just

dreading it. It is hard to understand why a boy wants

to go to sea. One of the apprentices here, William

Ison, a first-voyager, is very sick and tired already.

Poor lad! He is only about fifteen years old, with rosy
cheeks and blue eyes. He says he won't make another

voyage if he can help it.

"It seems ages since I saw a woman. I'm tired of

seeing only men. . . ."

What portentous words! And the boy, William Ison!

How did he feel about sea life later on during the voy-

age, when stern necessity compelled him to go aloft to lend

a hand in the battles with frozen canvas; when the icy

gray seas kept pounding aboard to keep the decks and

living quarters in a constant state of flood; when the

crouching lion that is Cape Horn opened its mouth to

breathe forth its tornado-like blasts across the face of the

lonely southern ocean?

With the increasing wind and the violent laboring of

the ship I found it necessary to shorten her down to lower

tops'ls and fores!. So far the ship's company had proven

entirely satisfactory.

The seaman, Isaacson, iyas the first Jew I had ever seen

aboard a ship. Jews are not sea-kindly; although Noah,
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the ancestor and savior of the human race, navigated

waters never sailed over before or since. With the passing

of the ages the race has apparently discovered that it can

make a much better living ashore than afloat.

This day I had a visit from Tom Jackson, one of the

foremast hands. Coming up onto the poop, he approached

me and held up for my inspection a piece of bread known

as a "rootie". "Captain," he said, "this is a sample of the

rooties made for us by the cook and issued to the star-

board watch at noon today."

"Yes, what about it?"

"Well, just look at it, Captain, it's only the size of a

small potato, and tougher than a piece of rubber."

"You're right," I agreed solemnly, "but don't forget

this has been the steward's first baking. The weather has

been bad and even now the galley is half filled with water.

Give the man a chance, and perhaps he'll do better next

time. As an old sailorman, you must know that the Lord

provides the food, and the devil himself cooks it." With

which reminder I dismissed him.

As we were out from Port Talbot a few days only, I felt

that this was a very early time for a seaman to complain

about the grub, though heaven knows there was some

reason for it the rootie Jackson had shown to me was

little bigger than a good sized pill. Cooks in sailing ships

were more often than not a sorry gamble, and their culi-

nary attempts were perhaps a greater cause for discontent

and incipient mutiny than anything else.

The fresh gale, which had compelled a big reduction

in canvas, slowly veered to the NNW and decreased in
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strength very considerably. The British Isles, in conse-

quence, came up, and was steered on a course that eventu-

ally brought her down into finer weather. My wife and

children were then conducted to the poop where they

could enjoy the dry, health giving wind. All three of them

were considerably weakened by their spell of seasickness

and fasting, and were ready enough to eat some fresh fruit

which was placed before them. So far, so good!

The three goats which I had purchased in Port Talbot

had already become quite inured to a life on the ocean

wave. They were permitted to roam the ship at will, and

had lost no time in introducing themselves to the men

forward, who repelled their inquisitive advances with

threatening gestures and considerable abuse; for accord-

ing to stories that filtered aft, the animals much preferred

oilskins, sea-boots, and other articles of seamen's apparel
to their regular fodder, which they contemptuously ig-

nored. More than one seaman had complained to the mate

about a ruined oilskin jacket, a pair of dungaree pants
with the seat chewed out, or sea-boots gnawed till they
resembled sieves. That there was complete justification for

these grievances was plainly evident by the many half-

eaten garments which were brought aft for the mate to

behold.

I well remember Mr. Rand saying to me: "By Jove,

Captain Barker, those goats are going to prove a source of

revenue to you, for if I'm not mistaken you'll soon be

having a run on the slopchest." He paused and then asked

with a snicker, "Who's going to milk 'em, sir?"
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"That ought to be easy," I replied, "surely there must

be someone aboard who knows how to go about it."

"Perhaps so, Captain. But hasn't it occurred to you that

Mrs. Barker and the children might not like goat's milk

squeezed, even though indirectly, from oilskins and the

tops of rubber sea-boots? Why, sir," the mate went on,

"this very morning I caught one of those damned Welsh

mountain climbers eating spun-yarn, and if I hadn't hap-

pened along in time the beast would have scoffed the

whole ball. I'd be willing to bet my last fiver that it swal-

lowed at least twelve fathoms of the stuff enough to make

rackings for that main topmast stay I'm setting up."

I chuckled aloud at the mate's relation of this humorous

incident; but despite the animals* diet I was anxious to

have them milked and told him to have them brought aft

where I could supervise operations.

Away he went, and a few minutes later I heard him

detailing a couple of men to round up the freely roaming

goats, lead them aft, and there make them fast with a

lanyard. Then he shouted loud enough for all to hear,

"Men, I'm looking for a goat-milker. Who takes the job?'*

When a man named Svenson volunteered the informa-

tion that he hailed from the goat country of Norway, the

mate immediately told him off to dairy duty, conferring

upon him the title of official goat-milker.

During this ceremony the animals were standing near

the bosun's locker contentedly chewing away at some

fragments of canvas, when out of the corners of their slyly

blinking eyes they espied the stealthy approach of two

crouching seamen. Almost instantly they stiffened and
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flexed their bodies, and the self-appointed leader of the

trio made a sudden spring and hurled itself through the

air to connect with the wholly unprepared midriff of one

of the men, who gave a sighing gasp and collapsed to the

deck.

Perceiving this devastating attack the mate bellowed

for reinforcements, and in a moment there was a strug-

gling mass of men and goats on the forward deck. The

din was terrific. Peals of laughter, hoarse curses, and cries

of pain from the men, together with words of encourage-

ment from the mate all but drowned out the indignant

grunts of the animals, which were at last captured and

led aft to the quarter-deck by a panting, dishevelled crowd

of seamen. Never had I witnessed a more ridiculous com-

bat.

Quite obviously the three mute captives were in no

condition to be milked, so they were given some fodder

and left alone for a while. When they had calmed down

sufficiently Svenson was seen to approach them with a

box under his arm. This he placed on the deck, sat upon
it, and commenced to fiddle around with one of the goats

in a most amusing manner; but his efforts were entirely

in vain, and it became evident that not even a goat can

produce milk on food consisting mainly of canvas, oil-

skins, spun-yarn, rubber, and miscellaneous leather goods.

I turned away from Svenson's disappointing experiment
with the conviction that the prospects of a milk diet for

my wife and children were very slim indeed.

That night, as the mate had predicted, there was a run

on the slopchest, oilskins, sea-boots, shirts, dungarees, and
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tobacco being in great demand. Strange as it may seem,

the steward, who administered to the seamen's wants,

afterwards told me that not one of them demanded resti-

tution for personal property which the goats had so avidly

destroyed.

Despite her weak condition my wife was aware of the

efforts the mate and his watch had made in her behalf.

When I told her about the humorous side of the episode

she laughed heartily, and for the first time since leaving

Port Talbot I was elated to see the color once again glow-

ing in her cheeks.

Southward ho! With yards squared in to a spell of fair

winds, the British Isles sailed across the Horse Latitudes

and down through the NE trade belt without once being

in company with another ship. The weather was glorious,

and Mrs. Barker spent much of her time in a deck chair

on the poop, with her children playing about her feet.

Pugsley, the tender hearted sailmaker, who had children

of his own ashore in Liverpool, came aft one day with a

mysterious parcel and requested permission to see my little

daughter. When I led her forth, he doffed his "billycock"

an inseparable part of his attire and, with a bow, put

the parcel into her hands.

The sailmaker's gift proved to be a canvas doll stuffed

with oakum, its features indicated with daubs of red paint.

This creation earned for him my daughter's undying

friendship and gratitude. By day and by night it became

her constant companion, and its tarry odor, offensive to

my wife, was like a rare perfume to the child. Much to

the amusement of the after-guard she christened it "Mrs.
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Jones". Many years have rolled away since then; but my

daughter, now a grown woman, still remembers the day

when Pugsley came aft with "Mrs. Jones" wrapped up in

a brown paper parcel.

As the decks were dry, the chickens were let out o the

coops at six a.m. and permitted to strut about until six

p.m., when they would return to roost o their own accord.

These impudent fowls became very intimate with my two-

year-old son, who delighted in sitting on the deck in the

midst of them at feeding time. On one occasion my wife

called to me and asked me to come out on deck. Standing

in the companion doorway, I chuckled at the sight which

met my eyes. I might have been gazing at a barnyard

scene, for there, sitting on the deck surrounded by three

inquisitive goats and a flock of cackling fowls, my young
son was vainly trying to get his fair share from a plateful

of Robinson's Patent Groats.

So far there had been no sign, no hint of the bitter

time which all knew must lie in store for us behind the

curtain of the future. The delightful days died in haloes

of glory as the sun, dipping behind the horizon, cast gor-

geous colors on the fantastically shaped clouds. The de-

pendable trade winds blew so steadily that the braces were

rarely touched, and the British Isles continued to snore

away on an uninterrupted course to the southward.

During the dog watches it was customary for all hands

to sweat up the halliards, and this work always called for

a chanty. The Cornishman, Harry, would take the fore-

hand, as the men tailed away on the rope behind him.

Then, as they swayed their shoulders in concerted rhythm,
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he would grin broadly and launch forth into the solo of

"Jean Francois" his favorite halliard chanty:

"Boney was a warrior,

CHORUS Away aye oh!

Boney was a warrior,

CHORUS Jean Francois!

"Boney fought the Proosh-i-ans,

Away aye oh!

Boney fought the Roosh-i-ans,

Jean Francois!"

The men seemed to delight in the words "Jean Fran-

cois", which they roared enthusiastically as though proud
that they knew at least a little French. When Harry sang

the solo they would all move together from one foot to the

other, their heads nodding in time to the tune, and their

weather-beaten faces creased in broad grins of delight.

Then there were soft, balmy nights! Oh, the indescrib-

able majesty of a square-rigged ship bowling along before

the wind, with the moonbeams shedding a mellow light

on her swelling canvas! The eternal sighing of restless

waters; the weird creaking of the great steel yards and the

gear aloft, as the vessel surges with graceful motion on the

breasts of the following seas; the snore from the cutwater;

the music of wind in the rigging. On the foc'sle head a

dark figure keeping lookout; from the sidelights a green

glow to starboard and a red glow to port.

The officer of the watch coming along the deck with
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his eye on the bellying mains'l; then his voice pealing out

in sharp staccato: "Main sheet aftl"

The patter of bare feet; dim shadowy figures tumbling

out on deck and stretching away on the sheet. Then a

deep voice chantying in tones subdued, so as not to awaken

the watch below.

"Haul on the bowline, the main t'gallant bowline. . . ."

The chorus, deep and low:

"Haul on the bowline, the bowline h-a-u-l!

"Haul on the bowline, the bonny ship's a-sailing,

Haul on the bowline, the bowline h-a-u-l!

"Haul on the bowline, to Chile we are goin',

Haul on the bowline, the bowline h-a-u-l!"

From the officer of the watch: "Well main sheet 1 And

b-e-1-a-yl"



Chapter 12

DURING the whole of the passage through the fine

weather of the trade winds the ship's company had settled

down into the customary routine, and but for the failure

of the cook to make good and the little better efforts of

the steward who had replaced him in the galley nothing

of a momentous import took place.

At the same time, however, my attention had been

called to the thermometer readings of the coal stowed in

the No. Two hold. For about two weeks the temperature

had been normal and more or less the same as in the

other three holds; but upon entering into the third week

there occurred a slight change, as was indicated by the

figures chalked up on the blackboard by the ship's car-

penter. While there was no immediate reason for alarm,

one could not but wonder why there should be an in-

crease in the temperature by so much as an average of one

or two degrees daily.

More than once, when conversing with the mate, I had

referred to the warming up of the coal in the No. Two,

and had suggested that k might be only a temporary situa-

tion, the threat of which would decrease as time went on.

"I don't know so much about that, Captain," he had

replied ominously, "this coal is double screened, and

doesn't contain an over-abundance of dust; yet when it

l>49]
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was being loaded in Port Talbot rain was falling very

heavily, and you'll remember it had been pouring cats-

and-dogs for nearly a week while those open cars stood on

the sidings. Captain, wet coal in a ship's belly is very likely

to take fire by spontaneous combustion."

"Yes, so I've heard, sir," I remarked. "Anyway, instruct

the carpenter to take heat tests at noon in future, in addi-

tion to a.m. and late p.m. readings. It's only a little over

three weeks since that coal was loaded, and I cannot imag-

ine that since then it has been heating up for anything

serious. Should there be any undue rise, don't hesitate to

let me know at once."

I could not discount the anxiety growing apace in my
mind; but although I had not the slightest fault to find

with the seamanship of the mate of the British Isles, or

with his general conduct as an officer, on no account would

I share my feelings with him. The second mate, being a

relative of mine by marriage, I felt compelled to keep at

an even greater distance, and very rarely did I address him

save to issue crisp orders. To myself I admitted that he was

an efficient officer; it is a fact that throughout the voyage

he carried out his duties with credit to himself and to my
satisfaction. I had forbidden him to approach my wife and

children other than as a stranger; but from her remarks

I did learn that my wife had more than once had intimate

talks with the second mate, who informed her of Mr.

Rand's oft expressed belief that the coal in the No. Two
would take fire before ever we could get around Cape
Horn.

This somewhat annoyed me, and I felt that the mate,
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so old in years and experience, would not give voice to

such thoughts when talking to a man as young as Mr.

Atkinson, unless there were something in the back of his

mind of which I was at that time unaware. The few words

let fall by my wife warned me to be on the lookout and

to keep my eyes lifting and my ears open for anything

that might tend to demoralize the members of the ship's

company. Fire propaganda in a sailing ship on the high

seas in those days was a serious matter. In the case of the

British Isles I realized that it could easily lead to a situa-

tion difficult to control one which might result in loss of

prestige to the master, and considerable expense to the

owner, and everybody concerned.

A stubborn, defiant ship's company, supported in secret

by disloyal officers, has more than once contributed to, or

been the main cause for disaster at sea. At this time I had

no definite reason to believe that there was any such spirit

aboard the British Isles and, as I disdained the thought of

questioning either of my two officers before I had some-

thing tangible to go on, word of any apprehensions or

talked of action in case of fire did not reach me until one

memorable day nearly two weeks later.

During this period the vessel sailed through the dol-

drum belt and thence through the SE trades. Each day

the temperatures of the No. Two showed a steady and per-

sistent rise, and the increased readings were becoming so

impressed upon my mind that I could not ignore the pros-

pect of having to deal with the cargo sooner or later. I

have mentioned before that the coal in the belly of the

British Isles was for owner's account at his sole risk, for it
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was absolutely unprotected by insurance. To entertain the

thought that my employer might lose even slightly on this

venture was extremely distasteful to me.

We had reached a latitude which was approximately

that of Rio de Janeiro and were some two hundred miles

to the eastward of that port. . . . The time was a few

minutes before noon, and Mr. Rand and myself, on the

poop-deck with our sextants, were engaged in taking

sights for a meridian altitude. I little dreamt of the inci-

dents which were to take place ere the sun should reach

the zenith.

When I asked Mr. Rand what his sextant read, I thought

that he answered me very abruptly; but as I was not sure

of this I passed it by. Lowering my own instrument, I

turned to gaze along the poop and main deck and was at

once puzzled to see a number of seamen clustered together

in groups of twos and threes. For some reason work was

suspended, and activity of a character not often seen on a

ship's deck seemed to have taken its place.

"Look! What's the matter with your men down there,

Mr. Rand? Haven't you given out enough work to keep
them busy till eight bells?"

But before Mr. Rand could answer I saw, out of the

corner of my eye, Gronberg the carpenter hurrying along

the main deck. A moment later he dashed up the poop
ladder and brought himself up all standing. Looking
hard at him, for he was obviously in a state of great excite-

ment, I demanded to know what the trouble was: "What's

that thing you've got in your hand, Carpenter?"
"A broken thermometer, sir!"
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"Well, what of it?"

Gronberg seemed about to choke with emotion; for a

moment his dry lips struggled to form words, then his

answer came in a gasping whisper: "Sir, the coal in the

No. Two is on fire!"

"Coal afire in the No. Two!" I repeated. "How do you

know? Come, get a hold on yourself!"

"Well, sir" he spoke almost inaudibly "when I hauled

the thermometer out of the test pipe it was so hot it

burned my fingers. Here it isbroken!"

"All right, Carpenter. Thank you!" I dismissed him,

and away he went muttering to himself.

Then to the mate, who was standing not more than ten

feet away, I said: "Mr. Rand, you heard that?"

"You bet your sweet life I heard what the carpenter

said!"

"Then, sir, put away your sextant at once," I spoke

harshly. "Call all hands, and work the coal out of the No.

Two onto the main deck until you come to the seat of the

fire. And, mind you, not one pound of coal is to be thrown

overboard pile it all on deck, and keep it clear of your

belaying pins."

"Like hell I do!'
9 And with a leer he went on, "Captain,

there's Rio under our lee, only two hundred miles away.

You can square away and run for that port. No sirree,"

he snarled, "you don't get me sailing round Cape Stiff in

a ship filled with burning coal. And that goes for every

man aboard, even including your brother-in-law!"

The blood in my veins felt like liquid fire, and I was

unable to conceal my emotion as I again repeated to him:
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"Put down that sextant, and call all hands. Square away

for Rio, ehl There is one man aboard the British Isles who

will say when that shall be done, and that man is myself"

"You think so, do you?" he said insolently, as he glared

at me with eyes that had narrowed to slits. "Well, listen

now, it may tickle you to know that all hands are with

me when I say the word."

I said nothing, laid my sextant down on the cabin sky-

light, and went below to my bedroom, where my wife was

sewing and talking to the children. Filled with anger I

unlocked and opened a drawer, taking therefrom two

loaded revolvers, the sight of which caused her to question

me in a tremulous voice.

"Shut up!" I snapped. "This is my business. I need

none of your advice."

I did not trouble to close the door, but hurried out of

the bedroom, up the companion stairs, and onto the poop

holding the two revolvers behind me. The mate, still pre-

tending to shoot the sun, was standing at the starboard

quarter as I walked to within a few paces of him.

"Mr. Rand!"

He wheeled around with a start. "Yes, Captain?"

"A few minutes ago," I said, stepping forward and jab-

bing the muzzles of both revolvers against his belly, "I

gave you certain orders. What's the matter? You look ill,

your face is green! Now, mister, are you going 'round Cape
Horn in this ship, or is Rio still in your dirty mind?"

I meant business, and the mate knew it. He suppressed
his chagrin, and drawled sweetly, "Oh my, sir, if that's
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the way you feel about it I'll go round Cape Stiff with

you."

"Then make eight bells, and call all hands," I roared.

"You know what I want you to do."

Just what may have been the feelings of those men who

had witnessed this episode from the main deck I have no

means of knowing with certainty; but I am inclined to

believe that my attitude was silently approved, for not a

whisper of protest rose from a single throat.

After the mate had gone to carry out my orders, fleet-

ing thoughts of my first impressions of him flashed across

my mind. It was now quite evident to me why the man

had never been in command.

There was a tenseness in the very atmosphere as the

men began to attack the coal in the No. Two hold. Their

bodies, streaked with grime and sweat, glistened in the

boiling sunlight. An apprentice doled out pannikins of

water from a canvas-covered bottle to appease the burning

thirsts that the heat fostered. Men and boys worked fever-

ishly as they shovelled the "black diamonds" into baskets

which were hove up on deck. Only too well did they

realize the grim threat in that wisp of smoke which crept

up from below like a lazy snake.

In the minds of some of the "Old Timers" in the ship,

recollections of one of the most dreadful of sea tragedies

the burning of the Cospatrickwere still green. They

had listened to horrible tales of that catastrophe shortly

after it happened: In 1874 the Cospatrick left London

bound for New Zealand, with four hundred and twenty-

nine emigrants and a crew of forty-four men. All went
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well with her until she was down in the lonely South At-

lantic. Then F I R E 1 There was a panic. In a few hours

she was a raging furnace. Her decks fell in, carrying men,

women, and children to a terrible death. The captain's

wife was aboard; he threw her over the side and leaped

in after her they perishedl Two boats got away; one con-

tained thirty-nine souls, the other forty-two. The former

was in charge of the mate. They had no food and not a

drop of water. When night came on, with all its terrors,

the boats drifted apart. The one in command of the mate

was never heard from again; the other drifted aimlessly on

the breasts of the currents until at last a passing shipnot
a mirage or a phantom such as is visioned by dying men-
rose above the horizon. This Samaritan of the sea lowered

a boat, and later revealed to the world a ghastly story of

the sea. In the Cospatrick's boat only five men were found

alive. They had managed to keep the spark of life glowing

in their wasted bodies by feeding on the flesh and blood

of those of their fellows who had died.

I was determined to get at the seat of the fire in the

No. Two hold of the British Isles, and was resolved not to

comply with any more requests to put into port until I

had convinced myself that our situation was beyond the

control of the ship's company. I was shocked that the mate

should have sought to abandon the voyage at the first sign

of trouble. Life in sailing ships was an everlasting con-

flict against the elements, disgruntled crews at sea, and

drunken men in port; not to mention unscrupulous, ad-

vantage-seeking shippers and consignees.

The men of the British Isles toiled like tireless robots
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to prevent disaster, and after five days of working watch

and watch, many tons of coal lay banked on the main

deck. On the morning of the sixth day the shovels reached

a red hot mass of glowing embers which was confined to

an area of about fifty square feet immediately under the

test pipe. The hot coals were carefully hoisted out of the

hold by means of a dolly winch, and hove overboard.

Three days later the last shovelful of the pile on deck was

put below, and the hatches were once again securely bat-

tened down. One threat had been dissipated; but a new
and darker shadow, in the form of William Rand, loomed

in my mind like a storm cloud, warning of fierce squalls

to come.



Chapter 13

WlTH the incident of the fire now but a memory, the

usual preparations for bitter days ahead were made by the

unbending of fine weather sails and the bending of heavy

canvas in their places. Extra lashings were passed round

boats, spare spars, and harness casks, and the lifelines were

stretched fore and aft for the full length of the main deck.

Additional tarpaulins were placed over the hatches, and

new wedges driven home. The No. Two and No. Three

hatches, which would be subjected to the brunt of the

pounding of heavy seas, were reinforced over their entire

areas with three inch deal planking, all firmly secured in

place.

These precautions having been taken, it was thought

that nothing below the intensity of a hurricane could do

us much damage. Yet how puny and insufficient our prepa-

rations later turned out to bel Like the constant drip of

water wearing away stone, so the incessant pounding of

vicious seas can weaken the strongest structure about a

ship's deck, making abortive the greatest efforts of a crowd

of seamen.

One dirty night I was standing on the poop under the

lee of the dripping weather cloth, which afforded some

protection from the biting sting of a fresh SW gale, when

the mate's bulky figure loomed at the head of the poop
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ladder. His oilskin coat swished wildly in the wind as he

clumped over the sloping deck towards me. He took off

his sou'wester and with a curse shook the water from it

Then, with the wind threatening to snatch the words from

his throat, he shouted: "Captain, we've got a crazy man in

the port watch! His shipmates won't turn in afraid he

might get violent."

"Who's the man, Mr. Rand?" I raised my voice to make

myself heard above the wind's drone.

The mate spat to leeward, viciously. "Why, it's that

damned big hulk, Jansen!" he answered, leaning towards

me. "I've just come from for'ard this minute told him

I'd get you to put him in irons if he didn't clap a stopper

on his fooling/'

"What's he been up to?" I demanded.

"Nothing much, Captain," the mate growled sarcas-

tically in my ear, "except stabbing with his sheath knife at

shadows in the foc'sle when the lamp swings. Last night

in his watch below he went out on deck and ordered the

man-in-the-moon down to see the British Isles safely 'round

the Corner, else he'd slit him from clew to earring!"

"Well, send him to me in the morning don't tell him

what for."

Evidently with a view to exaggerating the seriousness

of the subject, the mate went on: "By God, I'm afraid to

send him aloft. If he ever went balmy up there he might

easily knock the man alongside him off the yard. There

now, that's what I think of the square-headed buggarl"

"You like hjun, eh?" In my opinion Jansen was one of

the best all-weather men in the ship.
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At about nine a.m. the next day I was on deck, during

the setting of the fore and main upper topsls by the sec-

ond mate's watch, when Jansen mounted to the head of

the poop ladder. As I approached him, he addressed me

in a perfectly rational manner: "You want to see me, Cap-

tain?"

"Yes, go down to the cabin. Ill be there in a few

minutes."

When I went below I found him standing just inside

the doorway of the main saloon; he was nervously twist-

ing his cap in his hand, and there was an expression of

wonderment on his broad, pleasant face. I sat down in a

chair by the table and invited him to come closer so that

I could talk quietly.

"Tell me, Jansen, how do you get along with your ship-

mates?" I asked in a friendly manner. "You've had no

quarrels since we left Port Talbot?"

"Oh, no, Captain, they leave me alone. I'm a quiet man.

Has anyone said different?"

"No," I prevaricated. "I just wanted to be sure I was

right in offering you a berth as bosun. How would you

like the job?"

The man before me was not long in making up his

mind. "Captain, there's better sailors for'ard than me,"

he said, with his eyes on the toes of his sea-boots. "That

big fellah, Harry, is a good man. He was bosun of his last

ship. No, sir, thank you, I don't want the job the other

fellahs wouldn't like it."

"You don't have to mind what they think," I told him.

"Now, what do you say?"
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"No, I don't want it," he reiterated a little gruffly.

"All right, Jansen. By the way, have you ever been sick

in any ship?"

"Yes, Captain, I was sick here;" and he raised his hand

to the back of his head "it was in the German ship Syl-

phide."

"The Sylphide!" I started in my chair. "What happened

to you in her?"

"It was nothing, sir a toggle fell out of the maintop
and cracked me on the head."

"Were you laid up long?" I asked, trying not to appear

too inquisitive.

"I was in my bunk two or three times, that's all. Captain

Sauermilch paid me off in Portland, Oregon said I was

crazy." He answered as though embarrassed at the neces-

sity for such an admission.

"Ever felt queer in this ship?"

The man looked up and gazed at me with frank blue

eyes: "Yes, sir, sometimes when the moon comes big."

"All right, Jansen, that will do, thank you." And when

the Dane had closed the saloon door behind him I realized

that there was some truth in the mate's story.

No bosun had been signed on for this voyage, and I

had offered Jansen the job so as to separate him from his

shipmates. As bosun, he would have taken up his quarters

in a single berth room on the port side of the forward

deck house. As he had not definitely imperiled the well-

being of any of the crew I felt I was not warranted in tak-

ing immediate action against him.

At noon that day I told the mate of my interview with
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Jansen, of the latter's rational talk, and refusal to accept

the bosun's berth. "There might be something of a twist,

Mr. Rand/' I admitted, "but not enough of a snarl in his

big dome to make him dangerous/' And with this last re-

mark I dismissed the Dane from my mind.

As the days flew by, the British Isles sailed down to-

wards the bleaker latitudes of the Southern Ocean. Soon

she began to plunge her bowsprit into the cold, green

seas that rolled up under her forefoot, always increasing

their stubborn resistance as though intent on preventing

her from making any southing.

Bigger, greener, and colder grew those massive walls of

water. Encased in sea-boots and oilskins the men cursed

and floundered in the icy water on deck as they obeyed

exacting commands from the poop. But this weather was

only a taste of what was yet to come; it was the inevitable

warning of the future struggleblood, guts, and iron

against the fury of the Horn!

When a sailing ship reaches those latitudes known to

mariners as the Roaring Forties and the Howling Fifties,

life takes on a grim sternness, for then begins the long siege.

Incessant gales that shriek and howl through the rigging,

often with hurricane force, keep the sea in constant tur-

moil. Sky and water seem a part of each other, for the

long rollers appear to lick the sullen, low hanging clouds.

The seas tower like mountains above the battling vessel

and breaking with harsh roars curl over and fall inboard

with a force that threatens to stave in the decks.

The men rarely undress; instead, they prefer to turn
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in all-standing. Water rushes over the foc'sle floor, carry-

ing with it articles of clothing, and even remnants of

meagre repasts as the vessel plunges and rolls in her

violent efforts to maintain herself. Sitting close to each

other, huddled together for warmth, the men try to stimu-

late their benumbed senses with Copenhagen snuff or a

chew of plug tobacco. Smoking is a luxury under such

conditions, for dry matches are but memories of finer

weather long since left behind . . . nothing beyond the

galley is dry! And the galley is a hallowed sanctuary; the

cook would never permit a foremast hand to cross its

sacred portals. Sometimes, however, when the coast is

clear, a courageous individual lights his pipe at the galley

fire, but as the cook tuhis to at five a.m. and knocks off at

seven p.m. such golden opportunities are very rare indeed.

Nor are conditions back aft enviable. When the map deck

is constantly full of salt water the companionway doors

commence to leak, and the sea invades the officers quarters.

Father Neptune respects no rank!

It is true that the man aft enjoys an advantage over

the man forward. The former usually provides himself

with enough clothing and comforts to protect him from

the searching elements; while the latter invariably prefers

to spend his hard-earned wages on strong drink and women

of evil reputation. At sea he will endure months of in-

describable hardships in order to be able to enjoy one or

two riotous nights ashore when his ship reaches port.

Scores of seamen became prematurely old and weak sim-

ply because they denied themselves necessities which even

the lowliest laborer on dry land would consider absolutely
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essential for making life worth-while. I have seen, standing

out in the open at the unsheltered wheels of sailing ships,

men clad in raiment too scanty to keep the warmth of life

in the body of a galley cockroach.

Shrinking from the cold penetrating blasts of a Cape

Horn gale blowing up from the ice fields, these poor

creatures have ofttimes been the objects of my commisera-

tion, and without a word of my intentions I have gone

below to choose warm articles of clothing from my ward-

robe. Returning to the poop, I have, for instance, offered

them to the man-at-the-wheel: "Here, m'son, you must be

nearly perished with the cold. Take this warm overcoat

and thick pair of pants. Get over under the lee of the

weather cloth and slip them on. I'll have a man relieve you

while you do it."

But on almost every occasion my proffered gift has been

disdainfully refused, often with the courageous declaration

that that sort of cold was no inconvenience at all, and

that if any clothing was wanted it could be purchased

from the slopchest. Rather than accept a gift from the

master of any ship, the old Cape Horn sailorman that I

knew would have preferred to endure the agonies of hell

itself. Ah, but had the gift been in the form of strong

liquid refreshment that same sailorman would have ac-

cepted it greedily. That which he could not buy, nor all

his longings produce, seemed to him of a value out of all

proportion to its intrinsic worth.

On more than one occasion when my wife has accom-

panied me to sea I have requested her to make pies or

cakes fot distribution amongst the men forward, as well
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as the apprentices aft. Such delicacies, gleefully accepted

and eaten with rare relish by the latter, have usually been

returned by the forward hands, often with a remark in

this vein: "We don't want any pies, keep 'em aft where

they belong! All we want, and all we're entitled to, is our

pound and pint."

It may be readily understood therefore that I was not

very much taken aback when on a certain Sunday after-

noon the man, Jackson, who had previously complained

to me about the size and gastronomic virtues of the cook's

rooties, came aft with a plate of steaming chicken fricassee

and demanded to know what kind of a meal that was for

a sailor. "We don't want chicken/' he growled contemptu-

ously, "give us our salt junk and Harriet Lane!"

"You /' I said to him, "if you don't get off this quarter-

deck I'll club your damned head offI"

And forward he went as far as the galley, where I saw

him pass his plateful of chicken fricassee into the cook's

hand. And thus did the man, Jackson, deny himself a

meal such as was rarely enjoyed at sea in those days.

Like all seamen of that period the members of the crew

of the British Isles, in addition to being chronic growlers,

were almost childlike in their belief in the supernatural.

It was the mate who informed me that the older men in

the foc'sle were nodding their heads gravely and painting

forbidding word pictures of the future; that Jansen was

getting on their nerves. Hints of his peculiar conduct

filtered aft through other sources from time to time, but

I still felt that no useful purpose would be served by

clapping the irons on him. Now that we were getting down
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into the more boisterous latitudes, every available pound
of flesh was needed on deck.

One day, in the presence of the mate, Jansen told his

shipmates that the weight of the sea was trying to crush

his soul. His superstitious listeners took this as an omen,
and they felt convinced that the Dane was doomed.



Chapter 14

IN spite of the gloomy forebodings of the men forward,

I cannot say that my own outlook for the future was

pessimistic. The second mate seemed to worry not at all;

but I was not so sure about Mr. Rand, who on more than

one occasion within my hearing had bewailed the neces-

sity of having to sail round Cape Stiff in a windbag for a

living, when other more fortunate lubbers ashore sat by

their firesides, smoking "church wardens", after labors

which by comparison were commonplace arid insignificant.

As mate of the British Isles, he visioned with distaste the

oft-recurring task of leading and driving a crowd of sea-

men in bad weather; during the maneuvre of wearing

ship, for instance, when decks are flooded with surging

waters, and when lubberly sailormen amongst the mem-

bers of the watch, unable to look after themselves, become

a menace to the safety of their shipmates. Mr. Rand knew

that he would often be compelled to handle and slack away

braces from dangerous positions, where the threat of in-

jury and perhaps death was always present. But such were

the risks men took when they ventured down into those

unfriendly seas to the southward of Cape Horn.

On the forty-fifth day after leaving Port Talbot, the

British Isles passed to the southward of St. John's Point,

Staten Island. On this occasion the wind was from the

[167]
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WNW, In the opposite direction to that whence it had

blown when on the previous outward passage the old

ship had so magnificently weathered the gaunt headland

by the skin of her teeth and the length of her lower yard-

arm plugs.

As we sailed to the southward and westward, the

weather took a turn for the worse; the seas rolled higher,

and the yawning hollows ran deeper than they had done

to the norrard of St. John's Point. The cold became more

searching, and the winds began to screech and howl with

increasing fury.

A hundred and fifty miles to the WSW lay Cape Horn!

The first few days spent in wrestling with westerly gales

and rugged seas did not seem anything out of the common

in these latitudes; but as day followed day and a week

passed, then a second week, without any appreciable

change or favoring slant, it was realized that our hold-up

was likely to be much longer than anyone could have

dreamt when St. John's Point was abeam.

During the first two weeks of sailing and drifting and

wearing ship to inconsiderable shifts in the gales of wind

that hurtled from the westward in hurricane-like blasts,

the courage of the men had shown no signs of diminishing.

The spilling up and furling of upper tops'ls, and the haul-

ing up, reefing and re-setting of the foresl and mains'!,

had during this period been tackled with a spirit and

vigor that was, to me, very gratifying.

These fourteen days of struggle, however, left marks on

the British Isles. She was constantly by-the-wind, on both

the port and starboard tacks, in a vain attempt to make
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westing. Each succeeding day's position, obtained by dead

reckoning, showed her getting farther to the southward,

in dangerous proximity to the dreaded ice floes. Already

her hull was being rubbed bare by brash ice; her rigging

was encased in frozen sleet; and her sails were like stiff

sheets of glass.

The third week, during which there was no change in

the vicious assaults of the elements, saw a weakening in

the united efforts of the crew. While all hands had been

struggling on the fore yard to furl a frozen fores'l, two

men in the starboard and one in the port watch had be-

come frost-bitten. In a short time their fingers and toes

were red and shrunken. Despite my treatment, which was

applied according to the instructions in the Board of

Trade's Ship Captain's Medical Guide, the affected

parts daily became worse; they changed in color from red

to white, from white to yellow, and finally to the bluish

hue of a ripe plum gangrene had set in! I expected that

the victims would lose their toes and fingers, and this

they did in a few days, becoming entirely unfit for duty.

Accompanied by Gronberg, the carpenter, I daily at-

tended these men, doing everything possible for them

under the circumstances; but surgery as performed by the

master of a sailing ship at sea was very crude, and prob-

ably no great improvement on the methods adopted by

our remote ancestors.

The difficulties of the cook in that wretchedly situated

post in the forward deck house were daily increasing, and

his capacity for carrying on was being very sorely tried.

Obliged to work nearly up to his knees in salt water, he
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began to lose courage as time went on, and only on very

rare occasions did he find it possible to make hot meals

for the ship's company. Most of the coffee, tea, and cocoa

served to the officers and apprentices was prepared on the

big square stove erected in the cabin. One dark night,

however, this stove broke adrift from its lashings and

with a violent foil of the ship hurtled through the star-

board wall of the cabin, breaking away two large panels

and splintering them to matchwood. From the starboard

side it shot across to port and there created similar havoc,

bringing itself up in the mass of wreckage, and vomiting

ashes, coal and smoke into the room where my wife and

children were lashed down in bed.

I was not a witness to the antics of this unruly stove, and

was quite unaware of its having broken adrift, and of

the damage it had caused, until I heard above the roar

of the gale the voice of an alarmed apprentice: "Captain

Barker, the stove's adrift, and the cabin's afire, sir!"

This announcement was startling to say the least. I

called to the second mate, who was down on the main

deck with several members of his watch, clearing up run-

ning gear which had carried through the waste ports and

scupper holes.

"Mr. Atkinson, get your men into the cabin at once!

The stove's running amuck!"

Hurrying over to the main companionway, I opened up
the lee door and ran down the stairs into the cabin just

as the second mate and his men entered by another door.

The scene which met my eyes was one of heart-rending

devastation. The saloon was a terrible mess; red hot coals
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were scattered about the carpets, furniture was overturned

and broken, and the air was full of soot and smoke. There

were great holes in the port and starboard longitudinal

cabin walls, while in the bedroom the big iron stove, still

smoking like a dying dragon, was lying over on its side.

After examining it I judged it had become damaged be-

yond repair, and without delay told the second mate to

get his men around it, take it on deck and throw it over-

board. Their eager responsiveness to my order was almost

child-like. With wet sacking in their hands they gleefully

gathered round that stove, and picked it up regardless of

its heat. To the words of the old chanty, "There's fire in

the main-top, and water down below", they joyfully strug-

gled to the deck with their burden, and hurled it over the

side with a united cheer.

"All right, down below, everybody! Gather up those

live coals and ashes before they do us any damage. We've

already had fire enoughl"

Needless to say, my wife and two children were terri-

fied when the stove had broken adrift and begun its wild

charges to and fro across the cabin floor; but lying strapped

in bed as they were they could only hope that the smoking

monster would be subdued ere it sought out and crushed

them. When the cabin had been restored to semblance

of order I went to the bedroom, and reassured them with

the information that the second fire threat had passed,

and that in my opinion the British Isles was about due for

a favorable slant, when we would square away and leave

these bleak seas far astern.

Temporary repairs were made in the cabin early the
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next morning. In place of the jettisoned stove a much

smaller one was erected and firmly secured in position.

The new comforter with its round top lent itself very

poorly to heating beverages, and afforded but little

warmth.

The throwing away of the "Old Man's" stove was a

source of much enjoyment to the hands forward and

caused them to forget their woes and miseries for a few

days. No doubt, they were a little pleased to know that

the members of the after-guard were now in the same situa-

tion as themselves where hot drinks were concerned.

Two or three nights later there occurred an incident

which caused me great annoyance, and on account of fol-

lowing events I feel bound to relate it.

The vessel was close hauled on the starboard tack at

the time, under three lower topsls, reefed fores'l, fore top-

mast stays'l, and single reefed main and mizzen topmast

stays'ls. Having decided to go below at eleven p. m. to

change my wet clothing and get some sleep, I told the

second mate to call me in case of any change in wind

and weather, and to pass these instructions on to Mr. Rand

at midnight.

Awakening at about three a. m. of the middle watch, I

suddenly became aware of an unusual quality in the ship's

motion. For a few moments I lay awake and wondered

what had caused it. Finally deciding that the wind must

have shifted, I donned my oilskins, and went onto the

poop, where I found a fresh gale blowing from the star-

board quarter. Peering at the standard compass, I saw that
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the ship was heading west. In the inky blackness I was

unable to see the trim of the yards, but instinct told me
that they were still braced sharp up on the starboard

tack. To a terse call, "Mr. Rand, are you there, sir?" I got

no reply.

To a second call, "Mr. Rand, where the hell are you?*'

the voice of the mate reached me from the compass plat-

form located over the after skids and between the life-

boats.

"Yes, what do you want now?"

"You farmer, when your dirty mind clears I want

you to square the yards to this fair wind/'

His answer was loudly defiant: "The wind's the same

now, Captain, as it was at twelve o'clock when I relieved

that brother-in-law of yours. If he didn't see fit to square

the yards I'm not going to do it. ... Yes, and another

little thing, I didn't square away for fear of getting too

far from the Falklands or from Cape Town for that

matter for this old wagon's never going to get around

Cape Horn!"

What I said and threatened to do to that mate is un-

printable.

The yards were squared in, and the fore, main, and

mizzen upper tops'ls set to this fine breeze, which lasted

but a few hours. At sunrise it petered out, and by nine

a.m. there was another gale howling through our rigging

from the westward. When I questioned the second mate

about the direction of the wind at midnight, he very con-

fidently told me that the vessel had at that time been dose

hauled, making about three knots dn a SW course, arid as
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I had left word that, in case of a change, West was the

course to be steered, I could judge for myself whether

there had been any truth in the mate's assertion.

Being quite satisfied with Mr. Atkinson's explanation,

I felt it necessary to summon the mate into my cabin.

When he came in I told him that he was becoming a men-

ace to the ship's safety, and that I would take strong meas-

ures if he persisted in his attitude.

His excuses for his conduct of the night before were

weak enough, and he begged me to forget all about it. He

had been discriminated against in favor of the second

mate, he felt, and this thought had worked on him to such

an extent that he had failed to realize the seriousness of

his offence. He appeared to be so sincere that I had no

alternative but to say, "All right, mister, well wipe the

slate clean once again; but I want you to understand that

111 soak you to the limit next time!"

"You'll have no more trouble with me, Captain!" With

this remark Mr. Rand strode across the cabin, opened the

door to the alleyway, and clumped away to his room.

I have never met an officer with mind so warped as Mr.

William Rand had shown his to be by his words and

actions. It seems remarkable that he had not better suc-

ceeded in sowing seeds of disaffection amongst the men.

Instead, the stout-hearted fellows in each watch appeared

as reliable as ever.

The ground we had gained with the fair wind was lost

again in the course of a few days. Incessant gales had

continued to rage. Sails were split and torn to ribbons in

the fierce squalls, and a brand new lower tops! and a
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reefed foresl were lost completely. ... A sudden blast,

a thunderous report, and the canvas was blown intact out

of the bolt ropes to be whipped away, writhing madly, far

down to leeward where it disappeared in the racing mist

of spume and sleet.

One night, after having wore ship with all hands dur-

ing a hard westerly gale, I found myself talking to Mr.

Atkinson behind the weather cloth, which afforded us

both some protection from the sting of driving brine.

The second mate was made fast to the pin rail with a line

round his waist, to prevent himself from being hurled

down to leeward and overboard as the ship swaying

wildly, rolled sometimes to an angle of forty degrees. I

had been impressing him with the necessity of keeping

his head up, when I happened to peer to windward. At

that moment the moon, which had been hidden behind

a thick blanket of scurrying clouds, broke through a rift

to reveal a scene which caused me to gasp with astonish-

ment and awe. . . . There, stretching endlessly north and

south, a mighty wall of water, towering high above its

fellows and making them appear insignificant by compari-

son, was rolling towards the British Isles.

So far as the ship was concerned nothing could be done,

for she was hove to under fore and main lower topsls, and

a storm fore topmast stays'l. The helm was hard down, with

relieving tackles hooked onto the tiller; under which con-

ditions the duty of the man-at-the-wheel was simply to

stand on the grating, gripping a spoke tightly in each

mitten-covered hand. Making a lee drift of seven points,
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she was creating that swirl and smooth to windward which

has often proved the salvation of sailing ships.

The graybeard was racing towards us at a speed of not

less than forty miles an hour, and only a few minutes

would elapse ere it reached us. The members of the

second mate's watch, down on the main deck clearing up

running gear, were in imminent danger of being swept

away to death.

"On the main deck therel Let everything stand! Jump
into the rigging quick! Climb high, and hang on for

your lives!"

In response to my orders, I had the satisfaction of seeing

dim forms mounting the ratlines to the maintop. When I

felt sure that everybody had left the main deck I again

turned and looked to windward, where I saw that the space

between us and the onrushing wall of water had greatly

decreased. I then ran to the wheel, urged the helmsman to

hang on, and myself grasped the spokes to await the inevi-

table impact. The suspense was an agony to me, as I

thought of my family lying helpless in the cabin below.

The colossal graybeard seemed to approach with tantaliz-

ing slowness during these last few moments; but finally

the ship slid down into an enormous hollow, and the water

to windward, rising like a frowning cliff and blotting out

the moon, cast us for perhaps a split second into deep
shadow. . . .

Thoughts flashed through my mind: 'The end of the

voyage for us all the old ship's gone!"

The foaming crest rose and curled over with a vast sigh,

and in the curling seemed to touch the tips of the lower
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yardarms. My God, what a sea! The ship fell over so far

and so deep down to leeward that I expected her to turn

turtle. There was a terrific roar. Thenchaos! The ship

was completely engulfed in the swirling maelstrom fore

and aft. Overwhelmed by that depth of water, not a

single elevated structure along the whole length of the

decks could be seen. That the helmsman and myself were

not swept overboard like match sticks seemed miraculous

to me, for the sea had rushed over the poop more than a

fathom deep. I raised my bruised body from beneath the

smashed wheelbox. The helmsman was jammed hard un-

der the tiller and relieving tackle; but apart from being

half drowned he appeared to have suffered no serious

injury, for he pulled himself from his uncomfortable posi-

tion and with nothing more than a throaty curse resumed

his station at the undamaged wheel.

As the ship and her crew recovered from the great shock,

I heard the faint cries of a man in dire distress. Not from

any one caught and bodily injured on the main deck did

those pitiful wails come but, even above the droning of the

wind, from out of the darkness far down to leeward. . . .

Whoever he might be he was doomed, for we aboard the

British Isles were helpless to render any assistance. The

condition of the ship was at this moment unknown, but

there certainly lurked in my mind the thought that she

might be in a state bordering on foundering.

I managed to crawl over the slippery poop and haul

myself up to the weather rail, from where I was at first

but dimly able to discern my surroundings. I pictured the

hatches stove in and great volumes of water pouring un-
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obstructed down below, and in spite o the deck being

filled to the toprails it was immediately necessary to ascer-

tain if what I feared had occurred. Calling to the second

mate to accompany me, we both plunged into the swirl

on the main deck and at considerable risk of being washed

overboard worked our way forward along the lifeline as

far as the main hatch. Upon making an examination of this

vulnerable spot we discovered that the reinforcing deal

planks had all been carried away, and the tarpaulins

underneath them completely ripped from between the

battens and restraining wedges. The narrow wooden strips

which had covered the crevices between the hatch sections

were also missing, with the result that many tons of water

had been and were still pouring below.

Mr. Atkinson, up to his waist in icy water, was holding

desperately to an athwartship lifeline when I yelled to

him: "Mister, there's no time to be lost. Call those men

out of the rigging! We must get tarpaulins over this hatch

at oncel Turn out all hands this is a job for everybody!

When the carpenter shows up/' I continued to shout so

as to make myself heard, "tell him to sound the pump
wells, and report to me! This job is in your hands until

the mate relieves you! Do you understand?"

The second mate was a good man. "Yes, sir!" he shouted.

"Very well. Now I'm going aft to see if my family is all

right. My God, look here/' I pointed with my free hand

"all the boats have been swept away!"

As I made my way aft the immensity of it all was almost

overpowering. The moon shone in and out of patches of

cloud that scurried madly to the eastward. Up aloft there
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was a clanking of chain sheets and heavy gear, a creaking

of blocks, and a fierce drone. The wind was fitful; it would

suddenly sink to a wild moan only to begin shrieking like

a witch a moment later. The seas to windward rolled on

in an eternal procession, their foamy crests towering up
into the night to stare threateningly down upon us. Often

they would rise high above the rail, hang poised for a brief

instant, and then thunder aboard. The water on our decks

rushed about with the force of a cataract, but through it all

the old ship seemed to be bearing up well.

When I got back to the poop I discovered that the main

saloon skylight had been stove in like an eggshell. With

horrified thoughts of my wife and children, I scrambled

below only to be met with a scene that caused a lump to

rise in my throat. From the outer door at the foot of the

main stairway I called out in a loud voice: "Mary, are you

all right?"

My wife's reply, faint though it was, reassured me; and,

wading through water three feet deep, in which settees,

cushions, books, and various articles of furniture were

rushing across the cabin as the ship rolled, I made for the

bedroom door, opened it and stepped inside. Striding

across to the bed on which my wife and children were

lying strapped down, I lost no time in assuring them that

everything would be all right, that the worst was over.

Then I went out and mustered three apprentices to bail

out the cabin. While this was being done the acting stew-

ard assisted me to make my family more comfortable. Dry

blankets were found and exchanged for the sodden bed-
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ding, and I gave my wife a teaspoonful of brandy, at the

same time marvelling at her fortitude and cheerfulness.

Being anxious about the condition of the main hatch,

I again went forward to learn what progress the mate and

his men had made, and whether there was any further

reason to fear immediate danger to the ship. It was with

a feeling of intense relief that I found that Mr. Rand's

men had successfully covered the hatch despite the great

volume of water on deck.

Now feeling free to make my rounds, I groped along the

starboard side of the forward deck house, where I soon

discovered two heavy teak doors missing, leaving free ac-

cess for the sea, which rushed in and out of the yawning

doorways. Stepping into the foc'sle, I saw that the longi-

tudinal bulkhead dividing the starboard from the port

foc'sle was partly demolished and the bunks attached to

each side likewise wrecked. In addition to this interior

damage, all three skylights on the deck above had been

swept clean away from their fastenings. Of the boats which

had been between the chocks on the skids and secured

with extra lashings, there was not a vestige to be seen.

I worked my way still farther forward to have the satis-

faction of finding the No. One hatch intact. Returning

along the lee side, I looked for damage to the bulwarks;

but happily found none. Then, thinking of the vulner-

ability of the coating around the main lowermast, I exam-

ined this weak spot in the light of the moon and discov-

ered it to be badly ripped. With a few shouted words to

the sailmaker and a couple of men, I ordered them to

repair this damage with new canvas. It was evident that
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many tons o water must have poured down into the ship's

belly through the space between the mast and combing.

So far the carpenter had been unable to obtain soundings

of the pump wells; but I knew by instinct that the ship

now had less freeboard than before that giant sea had

almost disastrously overwhelmed us.

Looking up to where the port and starboard lifeboats

had for a number of years rested on the after skids, the

sight of buckled davits, empty chocks, and the ends of

broken lashings met my eyes. The British Isles was with-

out a single boat!

I had not discovered any defects in the standing rigging,

though I felt sure that when daylight and perhaps finer

weather should permit a more detailed survey, some dam-

age would manifest itself.

I returned to the poop and had not been there long

when the mate came up the ladder to inform me that no

more water would find its way into the ship through the

main hatch that night. He slipped and slithered over the

deck towards me; his oilskins, held together with soul-

and-body-lashings, rustled in harmony with the soggy

squelching and the dull clumping of his sea-boots. He

held to a rail stanchion with one hand, and raised the

other to his lips. "I don't know how much sea is already

down there," he shouted, "but you can bet your life,

Captain, it's plenty!*' His next words were snatched out

of his mouth by the wind that shrieked more wildly than

ever at that moment'The carpenter can't keep his sound-

ing rod dry with the decks full like this. Looks as though

we won't know the worst till the weather moderates, and
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we can open up the ventilator leading down to the pump
wells." I saw his lips working, then a moment later his

words hit my ear like an echo: "How's your family? Cape
Horn's no place for women and children or men either

for that matter!"

The expression on the man's face, as I saw it beneath

his dripping sou'wester, seemed to convey a rebuke; but
I ignored it. I pulled myself towards him. "Mr. Rand,
when those boats were swept away we lost a man. He was

keeping lookout on the fore deck-house. Find out who he
was. Poor devil!"

The mate's answer was clarion-like with a lull in the
wind: "Well, Captain, he's not the only one who's going
to lose the number of his mess on this God-forsaken pas-

sage! With one man dead and three down with frostbite

we're pretty short handed, and there's been enough dam-

age done this night to warrant you putting in to a port
of refuge. What's the matter with the Falklands?"

"Mr. Rand, we're bound for Pisagua!"
"All right, Captain, you're the doctor; but, for myself,

I know when I'm licked/"



Chapter 15

I decided then and there that under no circumstances

short of a total dismasting or united mutiny would I falter

in my determination to make westing, double the Cape,

and successfully arrive at our destination. I now knew that

Mr. Rand was not of the same mind as myself, and that

only under pressure could he be prevailed upon to carry

out his duties.

I could find no fault with the readiness and vigor with

which he had tackled the job of covering the No. Two

hatch; but then, had that covering not been effected his

life would have been just as much at stake as the lives

of all others aboard. I feared the man not at all, for I felt

quite capable of dealing with him; but I realized that

should he ever muster enough courage to poison the

minds of the men against me, I would have some difficulty

in registering my authority as master, and might even be

compelled to abandon the voyage.

At last, when daylight appeared in the lowered sky, the

mate and myself were enabled to make further examina-

tion of the vessel. In addition to the losses and damage

already referred to, we discovered that the jibboom was

fractured just outside the gammoning band, and that it

had taken a decided tilt upwards through an arc of about

fifteen degrees.
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This was serious enough, but it was not all, for above

the eyes of the lower rigging the fore lower mast was also

found to be fractured. The staggered rivets which had

held an iron strap over a butt had worked so loose that

they had actually fallen out of the rivet holes at the point

of fracture, while the strap itself had entirely disappeared.

With the mast thus weakened it was quite evident that it

could no longer be relied upon to hold up under the

pressure of wind-filled sails from the lower topsl to the

royal. Indeed, it was little short of a miracle that the

whole tophamper from the fracture upwards had not al-

ready gone by the board.

The fore lower tops'! was immediately clewed up and

furled, remaining fast all that day until our preventive

measures were finished. At the time of our discovery of

this grave damage the mate annoyed me by purposely em-

phasizing the seriousness of our situation within the hear-

ing of the men. However, I successfully counteracted the

effect of his words by giving him definite instructions for

the securing of the mast.

I ordered him to unshackle a shot of heavy chain cable,

rouse it aloft, and make the two ends fast to the mast with

a wire lashing through the big links, midway between the

eyes of the lower rigging and the lower tops'l yard. On
deck the bight of the chain was set up with tackles rove

through fish tackle blocks, and the lower of these hooked

to a chain bridle passed through the two most convenient

scupper holes on the starboard side.

While this work was being done my thoughts kept re-

verting to the Susannah, and I felt sure that she had long
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since doubled Cape Horn. I remarked on this to the mate,

saying that our own ill luck would probably enable the

German ship to beat us into port, discharge her inward

cargo, and perhaps be half loaded before we sailed out

of these infernal regions. His reply was short and surly:

"The Susannah has a reputation, Captainl"

Late that same day the mate came aft to inform me that

the foremast had been secured; he admitted the job to be

a good one, and the best measure we could have resorted

to under the circumstances. "Shell stand up now all

right," he growled, "if we don't go piling on canvas."

Owing to the continuous assaults of the weather since

I had heard the despairing cries of the man who had been

washed overboard from the fore deck-house, we had given

scarce a thought to that poor fellow, and not until the

best part of a day had been spent in securing the foremast

and jibboom did Mr. Atkinson, when snatching a cold

meal with me in the pantry, mention that the lost man

was "Santiago", a Chileno, who had been an unassuming

but nevertheless valuable member of the ship's.company.

All our livestock had also vanished.

I was about to go on deck again when Gronberg came

along to report that he had succeeded in obtaining sound-

ings and that his rod gave indisputable evidence of two

feet nine inches of water down below.

"Two feet nine inches!" I exclaimed. "Are you sure

about your soundings?"

Gronberg nodded his big square head vigorously. "I

jammed a piece o rubber hose into the sounding pipe and
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lowered the rod down through it. Tried it three times

the same every time, sir!"

Dismissing him with a word of thanks, I went forward

and told the mate to get steam raised on the donkey boiler,

rig up a messenger to the pumps, and make an attempt to

pump the ship out. This he tried on the following day;

but, as the suction pipes and sump boxes were choked

with fine coal dust, the task had to be abandoned.

The opportunity for clearing these obstructions did not

present itself, for as the short days and the long nights

came and went the bad weather continued to rage; the

seas were undiminished, and gale after gale smote us from

the westward until the unspoken fear of being disastrously

overwhelmed chilled the heart of every man aboard.

In their gloomy little world below the poop deck my
wife and children continued to exist. My assurances to

Mrs. Barker that we would eventually succeed in working
our way into finer regions seemed to give her courage.

For weeks neither she nor the children had been on deck,

neither had they seen the face of the sun which had re-

mained hidden behind leaden clouds during all that time.

I have often wondered since then how my wife, a fragile

little woman, was always able to greet me with a smile,

no matter how violent the ship's motions or how loud and

fierce the gale. The children were perhaps too young to

be greatly impressed with the gravity of our situation all

my little daughter's waking moments were occupied i&

company with the indispensable "Mrs. Jones"; while my
baby son, up to this time, seemed to have done nothing
but sleep peacefully throqt&h all our storm and strife.
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During this trying period Jansen, our reputed crazy

man, had behaved himself as only a real man, and a sane

one at that, could have behaved under such circumstances.

He and the man Harry were always in the forefront of

their shipmates when all hands were called oiit to perform

prodigious tasks. Harry, whose songs lightened their bur-

dens and infused courage into their drooping souls, was a

veritable tower of strength. Jansen was less emotional than

the simple hearted Cornishman, but his grim and reckless

courage was not one whit less inspiring to those of his

fellows who appeared to be almost ready to accept defeat.

Now that I can look back over a long period of years at

sea since those days, I assure myself that I have never yet

met the superiors or even the equals of those two lower

deck men who in their watches below lay on squalid

"donkey's breakfasts" in the bunks in the port foc'sle of

the British Isles. With nothing to inspire them, no ambi-

tion to lead them to more responsible and better paying

positions, their lusty manhood and superb courage had

nevertheless enabled them to carry on through days of

bitter suffering without ever once stopping to complain

against their fate.

As time went on the hours of the watches on deck

seemed like endless periods of purgatory to all hands.

Sail after sail had been lost when the men, while strug-

gling on the yards with the frozen canvas, had been un-

able to snatch and claw them from the jealous grip of

fierce, successive squalls. During a certain never-to-be-

forgotten middle watch, with the vessel under lower tops'ls
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and close reefed fores'l, the wind increased in force, bring-

ing with it a blinding sleet that cut into the bearded faces

of the men on deck like a whip lash. Huge, indistinct

outlines showing through the darkness betrayed those

great seas into which the British Isles labored sluggishly,

her decks full to the top rails.

The mercurial barometer, which for several weeks had

been slowly pulsing between 27.50 and 28 inches, took a

dip to what was the lowest reading I have ever seen in all

my career at sea, for when I went below to look at the

instrument I found that the mercury had actually dropped

to 27.30. For a few moments I suspected that the chamois

bag containing the mercury had developed a leak. How-

ever, this was not the case, for when I unscrewed the pro-

tective cap at the base of the instrument I found the bag

to be intact. We had already had our fill of gales and

storms, but so far we had been spared the weight of a

hurricane. I knew, however, that such a barometer read-

ing presaged wind of tremendous magnitude.

Returning to the deck, I found that the wind had indeed

increased very considerably during my brief absence be-

low, and that the old ship was making extremely bad

weather of it. Fearing to lose the fores'l, and at the same

time wishing to relieve the vessel of the fast piping wind

in the belly of that reefed canvas, I gave orders for all

hands to shorten sail. I then made my way to the wheel

and, with the blast now threatening to choke me when I

opened my mouth, I bellowed in the ear of the helmsman:

"What's she heading, Jackson?"

"Sou* by ^srest, sirI" the half dozen creature answered
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through chattering teeth, as the icicles on his beard glinted

in the dull glow of the colza-oil-filled binnacle light.

By this time shivering men were clustered together un-

der the lee of the fore deck-house awaiting orders. Sud-

denly the mate's voice reached me above the screeching

of the bitter wind: "Haul the foresl up!"

Cursing unrestrainedly, slipping and floundering in the

icy water about the fore fife rail, the men groped in the

blanket-like blackness for the clew-garnets, buntlines, and

spillinglines which were tailed out and hauled tight across

the deck on both sides. Satisfied that there would be no

confusion amongst the men in getting hold of the right

gear, the mate ordered the second mate and an able sea-

man to stand by to slack away the tack on the foc'sle head.

On the main deck at the capstan to leeward two seamen,

under the weather eye of the mate, slacked a couple of

fathoms on the sheet The heavy serging of this wire round

the capstan caused a tremor throughout the ship which

was distinctly felt aft on the poop, and for a moment I

thought something had carried away.

Then I heard the mate shouting: "The starboard watch

man that weather clew-garnet, and the port watch together

on those weather buntlinesl Are you ready? Slack away

that tack! Haul away on that weather clew-garnet, star-

board watch! You, port watch, put your beef on those

buntlinesl Let go that tack!"

With that consummate seamanship which I had never

denied to be one of Mr. Rand's outstanding qualifications,

this huge sail, in spite of being filled to bursting point

with a wind blowing seventy miles an hour, was hauled
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up to the yard with never an alarming flap or the loss of

a single rope yarn!

"Now, get aloft and furl it!" roared the mate.

The men filed into the rigging and began to climb

aloft. The force of the wind was terrific; it flattened their

oilskin clad bodies against the shrouds and ratlines and

forced the breath from their lungs. Between the lower

shrouds and the fore yard, at the point where the men

step out across space to reach the yard, there was some

momentary hesitation, for the mate down on deck was

heard to bellow, "If some of you damned farmers up there

need a lantern to light the way to that yard I'll send one

to you by the 'Old Man's* baby son. Get out there and

furl that sail!"

At last, in imminent danger of being pitched headlong

into the foaming sea some sixty feet below, they groped

their way out on the yard which jerked and creaked with

the violent motions of the ship. The heavy storm canvas

often thrashed back over the yard, and the men crouched

down at such moments to avoid being hurled to death.

When it whipped forward again they spat on their numbed

hands and clawed at its brittle belly.

The second mate was aloft encouraging them. "Roll the

cotton, bullies," he yelled. "Now she comes!"

For three long hours they struggled with the frozen can-

vas, and only after their gnarled and calloused hands were

cut and bleeding was it finally captured. The second mate

afterwards told me the story of what had occurred up
there. . . . When the sail was up on the yard a man sat

down on the footrope to pass the gasket to a waiting hand,
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a hand invisible in the darkness; but after much unsuccess-

ful fumbling someone else began to curse impatiently:

"You shopkeeper! get a move on blast you!"

Thus roughly admonished, the man on the footrope

made another effort to flick the gasket; but at that moment

his bleeding fingers slipped from the icy links of the lower

topsl sheet. He lashed out blindly with both arms in a

vain effort to save himself, and a wild, agonizing yell

escaped his lips to rise above the roar of wind and sea,^

as he hurtled down into the blackness beneath.

The poor devil might just as well have fallen into a

cauldron of molten steel for all the chance he had. No

one wasted a breath by shouting, "Man overboard"! Un-

der such conditions it would have been a mockery. Even

if the lifeboats had not already been washed away, they

would have been of no earthly use on such a night. The

men on the footrope huddled closer together, as the sav-

age wind tried to tear the oilskins from their backs.

Working silently, they finished the task which sudden

death had so rudely interrupted.

Back aft on the poop I had thought I heard a voice

cry out to me pitifully: "Captain, don't let me go! my
sea-boots! help! help! help!

"Did you hear anything, Jackson?" I had demanded of

the helmsman.

"Plenty wind, sir that's all!"

After three hours of battling against numbing cold and

stinging sleet, the soul-weary men climbed down from

aloft. Then, cautiously dinging to the lifelines, they pulled

themselves aft, groped up the poop ladder, and thence
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down the companion stairs to the square above the laza-

rette, where I served out tots of rum. As the spirit brought

a flush to their faces, Jansen detached himself from the

group and, in a rational but loud, hollow voice, began to

address me: "God almighty, Captain, we've had a tough

job. Here, look at my bloody fingers only three nails left!"

Out of the whole crowd he was the only man who had

spoken; the rest hung their heads in such a despondent

manner that I felt convinced that they were hiding some-

thing from me. Then I remembered that despairing cry

I had heard on the poop, and the sudden realization of its

meaning chilled me. "I'm sorry, men! Who was it?"

Jansen again spoke for his shipmates, and his words,

uttered in a reproachful tone, seemed to burn themselves

into my brain: "Sir, it was that axe-faced fellah; that ]ew>

Isaacson!"

I was momentarily dazed with this news. . , . Another

man gone, and to think that less than an hour ago he had

appealed to me to save him from that terrible weight of

water in his sea-boots which was relentlessly dragging him

down to oblivion in the wake of the British Isles. No, I

had not been mistaken about that faint, wailing cry. It

seemed hard to realize that so much ill-fortune had at-

tended us since rounding St. John's Point; but the drip-

ping figures grouped before me under the light of the

oil lamp, and the infernal hum and din of the weather

without, were evidences enough of the grim reality of our

situation. And the man, Jansen, had uttered his first words

of complaint "Here, look at ray bloody fingers only

three nails left on 'em!"
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Chapter 16

ONLY too well did I realize that Jansen's reluctantly

voiced complaint was the expression of a seaman who had

almost reached the limit of his endurance. Now, if his

thoughts ran in such a vein, I felt sure that the rest of the

men, perhaps with the exception of the man Harry, were

in a far worse frame of mind, and that they would soon

try to persuade me to run for a port of refuge. Indeed, on

several occasions during the previous week faint whispers

betraying such intentions had reached me.

There was no doubt in my own mind that the initial

idea had been suggested to them and fostered by Mr.

Rand, whom fortune at this time seemed to favor. I knew

that one more tragedy would be enough to arouse all

hands against me. However, I believed that the worst had

already been experienced, and that a brief spell of fine

weather and a reasonable slant would entirely alter the

common outlook.

With this thought in mind I was determined to oppose

any antagonism to my will in the carrying out of what I

considered to be my bounden duty. Furthermore, as an

experienced seaman, I realized that the ship, with her

freeboard greatly decreased owing to the added weight

of water down below, had much more chance of surviving

the elements* onslaughts while hove to than if she were

[>93]
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squared away to the eastward. To have resorted to the

latter course would have meant foundering in the tremen-

dous following seas; whereas our only salvation lay in con-*"

tinuing to meet those relentless head winds. In the best

interests of all concerned I was, therefore, determined to

carry on. During the whole of this period I did not spare

myself; being just as often wet, cold and stiff as any fore-

mast hand, and only occasionally did I go below to snatch

forty winks.

I knew that the men of the British Isles blamed me for

all their woes, and I learned that I was often the subject

of their unreserved condemnation when they were able

to muster together in the questionable shelter of the

foc'sles. If the curses and threats of vengeance which they

heaped on my head had ever materialized I would now be

a thousand fathoms beneath the sea.

On the day following the loss of the man Isaacson from

the fore yard the wind, which had been blowing^ great

guns from the westward and rolling up seas mountains

high, altered in direction and blew with the same force

from the NNW. The ship came up to W by S on the

starboard tack, and under fore and main lower tops'ls was

sailed full-and-bye for some hours. Reaching above the

horizon on our starboard side, the snow covered peaks of

Staten Island, distant about thirty-five miles could be dimly

seen.

We had been through nearly six weeks of unabating

hell, and here we were no more than fifty miles SW from

St. John's Point! The position obtained by taking cross

bearings of the two extreme points of the island differed
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very little from the position by account. Forty days in

making fifty miles! However, with the change of wind to

the NNW and the slim chance of the westerly sea going

down, all hands hoped that we would make some progress

in the right direction before being again held up.

Just on the stroke of eight bells in the afternoon of

this same day, I was below in the cabin attending to the

wants of my family when the mate called down the com-

panion stairway that there was a strange vessel on our

starboard quarter. Going on deck and focussing my glasses

on her, I saw that she was braced up on the starboard

tack, under considerably reduced canvas. Over her three

lower tops'ls she was carrying close reefed upper tops'ls;

while forward there was a little pocket handkerchief of a

fore topmast staysl; and between her fore and main masts

a double reefed main topmast staysl. All her courses were

furled.

What a difference there was between us! I felt pretty

glum when I looked at my own ship, battered and toil-

worn after weary weeks of struggle against monstrous seas

and remorseless gales which had left very little canvas

aloft to sheet home and set. The yards above our lower

tops'ls were now draped with streamers of frozen canvas

that whipped about and whined in the gale.

As I cast my eyes to windward my heart sank, for the

stranger was heading off to the SW and perhaps making
three and a half knots into the heavy head sea. To all

appearances she was without a scratch and had not as yet

lost a single rope yarn. I correctly guessed that she had

rounded St. John's Point but a few days before, and that
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her captain and company had not up to the present been

faced with any of those trials and vicissitudes which had

barred our progress.

At first there was great speculation aboard the British

Isles as to who the stranger might be; but as she was

sailing two knots to our one her identity was not long in

doubtMarion Lightbody, Captain Cordiner's trim four-

poster! She was a most magnificent and never-to-be-forgot-

ten sight as she heaved and rolled past us into those

tremendous seas. Sometimes she slid down into a waiting

gulley until only her upper yards were visible to us; then

she would rise high on the breast of a wall of water and

disclose the sleekness of her dripping underbody from her

forefoot to well abaft her foremast. An albatross soaring

above her stern lent a wild and lonely aspect to the awe-

inspiring scene. Away she sailed, being soon lost to our

sight when she dipped behind the horizon, which was

fore-shortened by the heavy seas and the lowered, leaden

sky.

What a void the disappearance of the Marion Light-

body left in the pit of my stomach! How I envied her,

and how I cursed our own misfortunes! For a few mo-

ments I was almost inclined to follow the line of least re-

sistance by squaring away and running before the droning

gale. To have done so, however, would have been to dis-

regard all the fundamentals of sound seamanship, and I

was compelled, much as I loathed the bleak outlook, to

carry on the struggle to win westing.

The Marion Lightbody had gone, leaving the British

Isles wallowing in her wake like a derelict with only her
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fore and main lower tops'ls set. More canvas could not be

carried; not only because it was becoming as scarce as hen's

teeth, but also because of the fact that even if we had

had it to bend aloft, such an extra burden on the vessel,

with her alarmingly decreased freeboard, would have

driven her beneath the seas.

All our attempts to rid the holds of the invading water

failed until we were blessed with a day of comparatively

fine weather which permitted the carpenter and two men

to gain access to the pump wells. A partial clearing of the

sump boxes and suction pipes was effected, and the

soundings in the well were subsequently reduced to

twenty-four inches with a corresponding increase in free-

board. This little success acted as a tonic to nearly every

soul in the ship, and fended off for a few days the issue

between the foremast hands and myself.

Temporary repairs had long ere this been made in the

damaged foc'sles, and the open spaces which had once

been covered by skylights had been boarded over and

made water tight. As there were no blankets carried in

the slopchest of the British Isles, I had no means of fur-

nishing watch below coverings for the men, other than

to hand out both new and used canvas which at least kept

from their bodies the chilly salt water that persisted in

seeping into their bunks.

The ship's cook had finally become accustomed to work-

ing in a galley half full of rushing water and, using his

utmost agility and skill, was able to prepare and serve

out hot meals from time to time. Conditions in the culi-

nary department could have been very much more serious.
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The crew realized that they were by no means confined

to their pound and pint, and full bellies tended to dimin-

ish their resentment against the "Old Man".

In addition to the repairs forward, the wrecked sky-

light on the poop had also been covered over; but it was

in no condition to withstand the assaults of any more seas

that might come hurtling over the whaleback and across

the poop-deck. Two apprentices, each taking four-hour

watches, spent most of their time in the cabin bailing out

and swabbing up water that found its way below.

The slant which favored the Marion Lightbody and

permitted her to sail well nigh one hundred miles to the

WSW was not of the same value to the British Isles; for

after we had made a maximum of fifty miles the wind

changed and came out again from the westward, to howl

as hard and loud as ever before. By this time Mr. Rand

had not only verbally acknowledged defeat, but had done

so more conclusively by taking to his bunk and groaning

with well simulated pain. In his own words, he was so used

up as to be utterly unfit to come on deck; his toes were

about due for frostbite, and indeed he insisted that his

finger ends had already been attacked. When I examined

him, however, I found nothing much wrong with him

other than an all too ready willingness to give in and say:

"Captain, look at me, I'm all in! Go ahead, sir, I can't

help you any morel"

With Mr. Rand no longer keeping a regular watch it

devolved upon me to take up his duties in addition to my
own. Amongst the apprentices in the half-deck there was
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one, Paul Nelson, a fine upstanding young fellow of

superb timber and unbounded courage. I called this lad

aft and explained to him that I needed the assistance of

one like himself to carry out my orders and be a leader

amongst the men on occasions when it was absolutely nec-

essary for me to be on the ship's poop. "Nelson, m'son," I

said to him, "there may be times when you'll feel doubt-

ful of your ability to carry on; but you must ignore the

criticisms of the men, and grin at wind and weather.

Morally and physically you have my support. I'm plac-

ing the utmost confidence in you/'

"You may count on me, sir," he answered.

This likeable boy, lost in the War long afterwards

when his ship was torpedoed and sunk by a German sub-

marine, thus became one of my mainstays.

In spite of his age, old Pugsley, the sailmaker, had not

once complained of being unfit to work at his trade, nor

had the fiercest gale been able to dislodge from his head

the black "billycock" which he wore sleeping and waking.

As he was always hard at work from six a.m. to six p.m.

repairing sails and making them ready for rebending

when needed, I felt I could not spare him for work on

anything else and even begrudged the time he took for

meals. He performed great tasks with the palm and needle

which he plied with a dexterity that gave evidence of

the many years he had spent in Liverpool sail lofts. I

often heard him boasting of the number of yards of can-

vas he could sew together when piece work was the prac-

tice.

With as many men as could be spared from the deck,
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Pugsley had coped with the ever-increasing volume of

torn and tattered sails which were often unceremoniously

bundled down the hatch into the sail-locker. Sails that

were nothing more than the tattered skeletons of what

had once been brand new lower and upper tops'ls were

slowly but surely remade until we again had canvas to

bend in the places of those sails now aloft which were

hardly fit to stretch to the weight of a gale. These repairs

and renewals ate up all the bolts of new canvas which had

been placed aboard for the round voyage, so that it be-

came necessary to cut out cloths from some of the fine

weather sails which, had they been sent aloft, would not

have stood the gaff of a gale of wind for the length of a

watch, let alone gale after gale in succession for weeks

on end. All possible in the sailmaking department was

being done; yet there remained a great deal more to do

than ever old Pugsley and the sailors under him could

possibly accomplish.

Not long after my conversation with Paul Nelson, a

serious accident befell the seaman known aboard and

hitherto mentioned as Jerry-the-Greek. The carpenter was

serving out fresh water by the main fife-rail at the time,

and the ship was behaving badly. Jerry had already made

several trips forward with the water buckets, and was on

his way to the port foc'sle with the final bucketful when

the ship took a violent lurch and picked up a sea which

filled her decks to the rails. The Greek attempted to reach

the lifeline, but ere he could do so he was swept off his

feet and carried partly through one of the waste ports,
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the door of which slammed down on his left leg. His

cries attracted the attention of the carpenter and others

who were standing on the life-rail and clinging to the

cro'jik braces. Despite their own danger of being washed

away, they worked their way down to the bulwark and

after some difficulty released the Greek's leg which was

held fast between the heavy iron door and its framework.

Being below at the time, I did not witness this accident.

However, upon being advised of the unfortunate occur-

rence by Gronberg, I immediately accompanied the latter

forward to the port foc'sle, where I found that the injured

seaman had lapsed into insensibility. My examination

proved beyond doubt that his leg was terribly fractured,

and that he would never again turn to aboard the British

Isles. Although I subsequently attended him constantly,

I could do little to alleviate his dreadful sufferings, and

when one morning I discovered the presence of gangrene

in his wound, I became convinced that his end was but

a matter of a few more days. Despite my efforts to arrest

it the decay progressed, and my horror may be imagined

when on one occasion, as I was unwinding the bandages,

the entire calf of the leg fell away from the splintered

bone. The sight momentarily sickened myself and Gron-

berg, who was standing by to lend a hand. "My God,

Carpenter/' I exclaimed, "what can I do with a leg like

this?"

"Why, sir/' came the emphatic answer, "you can cut

it off!"

"Gut it off?* I was astonished at the very suggestion.

"How can I do that?" I said uneasily. "I'm no surgeon."
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Gronberg averted his eyes and a deep sigh escaped his

lips. "Well, sir, if you don't" he spoke apathetically*'he

will certainly die; and if you do well, hell have a fight-

ing chance."

"Get a couple of men, Carpenter. Lift the Greek out

of his bunk, spread him out on the table and lash him

to it."

"So you will tackle it, eh, Captain?" the carpenter mur-

mured almost inaudibly.

"That is my intention. . . . Get the cook's meat saw

and a large knife; sterilize them in the galley boiler."

It was not easy to give these orders while leaning against

the bulkhead in that dismal foc'sle "Put a poker in the

fire 111 have to cauterize the stump."

The Greek was quite unconscious of my decision to

deprive him of his left leg. Before the operation his face

and lips were like those of a dead man, and the beating

of his heart was so faint that I could scarcely tell whether

there was any life left in him at all. When Gronberg re-

turned after an absence of nearly half an hour with the

sterilized instruments, I nerved myself and proceeded

with my task, severing the leg just above the knee. Then,

taking the red hot iron from a man standing by, I cauter-

ized the stump, hoping that by so doing the gangrene

would be permanently checked. Having suitably covered

the burnt flesh with cotton wool and bandages, I felt that

I had done the utmost possible under the circumstances,

and fervently hoped that Jerry would survive the crude

operation. He was lifted up and again placed in his bunk,

where a silent prayer was breathed over him, not only by
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me, but by Gronberg also, for I saw his lips working and

his closed eyes.

Jerry-the-Greek was put into his bunk as a dead man

is put Into a coffin; but the operation performed with a

meat saw, a butcher knife, and a poker actually saved his

life. I did not, however, succeed in arresting the slow but

sure progress of the gangrene, and when we arrived in the

port of Pisagua, another operation was found necessary.

Jerry actually survived this second trial and three months

afterwards I saw him away on a steamer bound for Liver-

pool, where he called upon Mr. Thomas Shute, the owner

of the British Isles. Mr. Shute was so taken with the

Greek's account of his sufferings and his survival that he

pensioned him for the remainder of his life and, for all

I know, Jerry-the-Greek may be alive to this day.

The aforementioned NNW gale did not last long, and

ere we had made fifty miles to the westward it blew itself

out and we found ourselves wallowing in a huge cross

sea. Advantage was taken of this opportunity to send down

the remnants of the fore and mizzen upper tops'ls, fore

and main lower and upper t'gansls, and also to bend to

the gaunt looking yards that canvas which the sailmaker

had repaired. Bending these six square sails in fine

weather a four hour jobtook not less than twelve hours.

The men appeared to be worn out and lacked that eager-

ness to work which is the natural outlet for the bounding

energies of the lofig voyage mariner. Even those two lower

deck sailormen, Harry and the big Dane, seemed slow and

sluggish, as if weighted down with diving suits and leaden
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shoes. Bearing in mind all the hard work the members of

the ship's company had been called upon to perform and

the exposure and misery to which they had been subjected,

I could not bring myself to upbraid or condemn any one

of them.

Swearing and threatening, pleading and coaxing, the

second mate, ably assisted by his recently acquired and

enthusiastic lieutenant, Paul Nelson, at last succeeded in

leading and driving the crew to the completion of the try-

ing job of bending the six newly repaired sails which,

however, could not be set, for the barometer was still be-

low 28".

Stretching across the whole of the western horizon was

a wall of thick black clouds that appeared no less solid

than the visible outline of an elevated country. For a few

hours following the gale from the NNW there had been a

lull in the weather, but no corresponding rise in the mer-

curial barometer or the aneroid which, in its downward

readings, had kept pace with the mercury and had been

very low throughout an equal period of time.

All signs pointed to further tempestuous weather and

high seas, and I was becoming disturbed by the thought

that perhaps we were no longer in condition to withstand

more buffeting. The increasingly apparent lassitude of

the men was evidence enough of their waning strength

and dangerously diminishing courage. And so far as they

were concerned, I fully realized my obligations. Should we

be unfortunate enough to encounter another long spell

of wild weather, I felt that I might have no alternative but

to wait and watch for an opportunity of squaring away
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for Port Stanley in the Falklands, or even for far off Cape
Town. Up to this time I had never permitted myself to

think much about this latter possibility; but I must say

that my determination to stand on had become somewhat

weakened.

Our immediate fate was securely held in the laps of the

Wind Gods.

While lying to under three lower top'sls and fore top-

mast staysl we were struck by a terrific squall from the

WNW. This was the forerunner of even more ferocious

blasts, and the storm which followed blew for a whole

week, severely trying the endurance and dampening the

fortitude of the men. Knowing the value and inspiration

of a tot of grog to seamen, I had formed the habit of

serving out three-fingers to every man at eight p.m. It will

be readily understood, therefore, that the striking of eight

bells at this time of day was eagerly listened for. It was

the signal for the men to work their way aft into the mess

room, where they were received by the steward who, under

my supervision, gave each man the shot of fire water which

was to bolster his constitution for the next twenty-four

hours.

For a while this unusual liberality in serving out grog

was looked upon with great enthusiasm; but as time went

on it came to be accepted and tossed off as the regular

thing. Furthermore, its value was soon lost, for it incited

much quarreling. Each man accused the other of getting

more than his share, and the blows which were occasion-

ally struck threatened to put more foremast hands out of
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commission. This situation could not be toleratedno

more grog was served out, and the bickerings ceased.

When the long lasting storm had about blown itself

out, I ascended the companion stairs to the poop at mid-

night to relieve Mr. Atkinson, who had been on duty for

six hours. Now, as it was my custom when taking over

the watch from the second mate to make my rounds of

the -deck in order to make sure that no further damage
had been sustained, I looked at the compass, took in the

hazy outline of the canvas aloft, and then descended the

poop ladder with some difficulty, for the ship was rolling

heavily and her decks were awash. Getting down to the

lower step, I plunged my sea-boot-encased foot into the

water, but instead of meeting the firmness of the deck

planking I felt an object which was peculiarly soft. In-

vestigating it carefully with the toe of my boot I was

suddenly chilled with the realization that I was almost

standing on the body of a human being.

Flashing the dim rays of my bullseye lantern onto the

poor fellow, I was horrified to find myself staring into the

mute, upturned face of the man Harry. For a few minutes

I wasted time in endeavoring to haul him from under the

step, but he was so tightly wedged there that my efforts

were fruitless. I needed assistance and that very quickly.

The second mate had just gone below, and I knew that

he would be available for a quick call. Hurrying to the
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companionway, I called out: "Mr. Atkinson, if you're not

turned in I want you on deck at once,"

The answer came almost immediately: "Ay, ay, sir!"

Within a few seconds the second mate was on the poop.

"Has anything gone wrong?" he asked.

"Nothing wrong with the shipnothing more," I an-

swered through clenched teeth, as I flashed the light from

my bullseye in his face, "but the man Harry is tightly

wedged under the bottom step of the ladder. He may be

dead. Get the watch aft."

The second mate bellowed for the watch; then we both

went down the ladder and after a few moments succeeded

in hauling Harry's inert form from under the step. We
carried him onto the poop deck, where we laid him as

gently as possible beside the mizzen lowermast. Passing

the turn of a rope round his waist to prevent him sliding

across the poop, I awaited the belated appearance of the

straggling members of the watch on deck. When they

mustered aft, I spoke to them at once: "Men, your ship-

mate, Harry, has been hurt. I want you to carry him below

to the mess room where I can make an examination of

his injuries."

The news of this latest calamity must have been a

crushing blow to those men. Responding in grim silence,

they stooped down, picked up the inert form, and stagger-

ing and stumbling under its weight, made their way along

the poop deck and descended the companion stairs. They
entered the mess room, placed their still burden on the

table, and held it there while I, by the dim light of the

wildly swinging lamp and the yellow rays from the bulls-
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eye at my waist, sought for signs of life in Harry's body.

After removing his oilskins, which were pitifully held

together with soul-and-body-lashings rope yarns and re-

moving the thin wet covering beneath them, I found sev-

eral fractured ribs on both sides and the left arm and col-

lar-bone broken. Upon making an examination of the

head, I was greatly concerned to find a crescent shaped

break in the skull, extending no less than five inches from

tip to tip, and although his heart was still beating very,

very faintly, this discovery convinced me that Harry would

shortly give up the ghost. While I practically despaired of

saving his life, I did not neglect first aid. In the presence

of the second mate and two seamen who had remained

aft to assist me after the rest had been dismissed, I shaved

the head, applied adhesive tape over the fracture, and

bandaged it. The broken ribs, arm, and collar-bone were

suitably treated, after which Harry was carried to one of

the spare rooms and placed in the lower berth.

Leaving an apprentice, William Ison, to watch over the

injured man, I returned to the deck to ponder with no

little bitterness on the agonies and horrors that had be-

fallen us. At intervals throughout the night I went below

to look at Harry and to ask Ison, if the poor fellow had

shown any signs of returning consciousness. The appren-

tice's answer was always the same: "He's never moved I

haven't even seen him breathe, sir!"

At six a.m. I had an irresistible impulse to have another

look at the man who was evidently beyond all human

aid. Accordingly I again went below to find that what I

had feared had happened Harry's indomitable spirit had
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left his battered body to wing its way alone, like the soli-

tary albatross, between those wild Cape Horn seas and

bleak gray skies.

In the bunk in the spare room a dead body lay await-

ing a shroud. Turning to Ison, I spoke mechanically:

"Harry is dead. You don't have to watch here any longer.

. . . Leave the room, and if it's your watch below go

along and get some sleep."

I clumped up to the poop, and sent for the sailmaker.

"The man Harry is dead, Sailmaker." My voice sounded

strange to my own ears. "When the second mate comes on

deck at seven bells, he will let you have two men to help

sew a canvas shroud around the body. The burial service

will be at four p.m. If you need any more assistance, you
can ask for it."

Pugsley groaned aloud; he seemed utterly crushed.

"My God, Captain, what foul Jonah signed the articles of

this ship in Cardiff? I've never seen the likes before no,

sir, not in all my long years afloat." The sailmaker's voice

quavered as he shook his Neptune-like head. "All right,

111 do my job." He clenched his gnarled fists till the blue

veins on the backs of them seemed as though they would

burst. "Why couldn't it have been one of those other fel-

lows instead of the best man forward?"

At seven bells of the four-to-eight watch the second mate

came on deck to relieve me. I then advised him of Harry's

passing, and remarked that I had already given the sail-

maker his instructions. "You can have the body removed

to the mess room," I said; "Pugsley will have more room

to work there. At eight bells muster everybody aft on the
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poop. I want to tell them personally that Harry's gone to

Hilo, and that the burial service is to be read at four

p.m."

"Ay, ay, sirl" The second mate's face was chalky white;

he was suffering from rheumatism, and under normal con-

ditions would have been in his bunk. "This last gale of

wind," he began, "has been very cruel to us, Captain

Barker. With the mate finished, and that last crop of laid

up sailors, we have now got only seventeen men all told,

including yourself, sir, to work this big ship"

"Well?"

"Oh, no complaint," he assured me hurriedly. "I didn't

think there was any harm in reminding you how short

handed we are. If you can carry on, sirwell, then, so can

I. But what is to become of your wife and children?"

"My wife and children have been uppermost in my
mind," I replied, "that's why I'm carrying on. . . , I'm

going to put them ashore in Pisagua. Look here, son, I

can't believe that you're ready to give in. You've been my
mainstay," I went on, unconsciously squeezing his arm till

he winced, "and if you carry away, the consequences

might be serious."

"This damned rheumatism gives me hell sometimes, but

I'm keeping my head up, sir," he said with sincerity. "I'll

stand by you all right."

Going below to the bedroom, I found my wife propped

up with pillows. She appeared to be very much agitated,

and at once asked me in a weary voice what further

tragedy had come upon us. "Oh, nothing, Mary," I an-
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swered evasively, "just another sailorman with a broken

leg/'

She fixed her eyes on my face, and I suddenly realized

that she was fully aware of the truth, and that to attempt

to pass the matter off lightly would serve no useful pur-

pose. "Well, yes," I admitted gruffly to her unspoken ques-

tion, "Harry died sometime before six o'clock/' For a

moment I buried my face in my hands. It seemed hard to

realize that there would be no more of his rousing

chanties, that never again would he take his natural place

before hand on a rope, or sit astride a weather upper

topsl yardarm hauling out and passing the reef earring.

After eight bells had been struck at eight a.m. I again

went onto the poop, to find all the available members of

the crew mustered around the mizzen mast. Moving for-

ward until I was face to face with them, I spoke as fol-

lows: "Men, no doubt you all know that your shipmate

Harry was killed on deck last night by a heavy sea. The

body is now lying in the mess room, ready for the shroud.

If any of you wish to look at him before he's sewn up, you

can do so. The service will be read at four p.m. Every

able man is expected to be here. That is all. . . . The

port watch may go below/'

To the second mate: "Mr. Atkinson, loose and set the

reefed fore and main upper tops'ls, and single reefed main

topmast stays'l."

"Ay, ay, sir!"

I then went below to the mate's room officially to ad-

vise him of Harry's death, and to tell him that it would

be necessary for him to be on the poop during the burial
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rites. However, he assumed an expression of great distaste

and said: "Focus your lights on me, Captain. Don't you

see I'm too sick a man to come on deck for anything but

my own burial? If things get any worse, you'll be passing

me over the side too. I'm afraid I won't be able to man-

age it."

"Anyway, Mr. Rand," I said, mastering an impulse to

haul him out of his bunk, for to my mind his alleged

sickness was much exaggerated, "you will make an effort,

sir."

But his answer was a growl, muffled in the depths of

his damp pillow.

Between noon and the time set for the burial, the wind

backed to the NNW and the ship came up and nearly

headed course. White flakes began to fall heavily out of

a gloomy, snow-charged sky that hastened nightfall, and

by the time everything was ready darkness had set in.

Hurricane lamps had been hung in the mizzen rigging to

shed some light on the dismal scene. I cast my eyes over

the faces of the company mustered on the poop, and upon
failing to find the mate called out in a loud voice: "Are

you present, Mr. Rand?"

"The mate's not here, Captain," several men assured

me.

Now as I had very strong reasons for desiring Mr.

Rand's presence on the poop, I sent Mr. Atkinson below

with a terse message. After a few minutes' absence he re-

turned and informed me that the mate still considered

himself too done up to come on deck. This annoyed me
no little; but as I was anxious not to lose any more time I
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turned my attention to the grim business in hand, and

said to Mr. Atkinson: "All right, make sure it's properly

weighted, then have your men bring it up here under the

lee of the skylight."

There sounded a low rumble of voices and a shuffling

of feet as a number of men carried the shrouded corpse,

draped with the ensign, up the companion stairs and out

onto the poop deck. The yellow glow from the hurricane

lamps revealed the oilskin clad figures; the sou*westered

heads; and the despondent, bewhiskered faces. Although

there was a lull in the wind, the sea was high, and the

vicious rolling and lurching of the shipto say nothing

of the snow on deck made it difficult for a man to stand

upright.

My voice seemed to resound in my head like an echo

in a cavern, as I commenced to read the sombre words of

the burial service. The still burden was lifted to the taff-

rail, the ensign was drawn away, and at my words, "We

consign this body to the deep," the grating was slowly

tilted, and with a sharp, sighing sound the body slid down-

wards and plunged over the side into the depths.

Thus departed the man who had the sure-footedness

of a cat aloft; the most powerful man in the ship; the in-

imitable chanty singer; the man who knew neither his

last name nor his exact ageHarry, the jovial Cornishman.

"Amen," I said at the end. "God bless you and good-

bye, Harry."

"Harry, Harry1" someone shrieked hysterically.

Jansen was one of the men who had held the grating.

As the wind commenced to moan through the rigging with
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an eerie sound, he spoke in hollow tones: "No more

chanties!"

For the purpose of lifting the men out of their gloom
I began to bark orders: "Put those hurricane lamps away

place that grating where it belongs!" To the apprentices:

"Two of you boys up on the mizzen upper topsl yard and

loose that sail!" To the second mate: "Before you send a

man to relieve the wheel, set that reefed mizzen upper

topsl!"

I had looked at the standard compass and seen that the

ship was heading course with her canvas clean full. Here

was a slant at last.



Chapter 17

TWO or three nights after the burial I went on deck to

relieve Mr. Atkinson. Stepping over the companionway,

I noticed that he was not on the poop, and assumed that

he was making his rounds of the main deck. I had not

been waiting long when I saw him climbing up the poop

ladder; but instead of coming to me at once he hesitated

in such a peculiar manner that I became curious and

called out to him: "Is anything wrong, mister?"

At that he clumped towards me, but even then seemed

loath to speak. "Nothing else has carried away, sir," he

ventured finally. "There's more wind, and the glass is be-

low 28" againthose reefed upper tops'ls are still set."

"What's the matter with you?" I demanded irritably.

"It's just something I heard up forward," he muttered

evasively. "I hardly like to tell you about it."

"Out with itl"

"Well, Captain, there's talk in the foc'sles that you

buried the man Harry alive!'*

I was astounded. "Buried Harry alive!" I exclaimed.

"Who started that?"

"I'd rather not say, sir," he answered, with a tremor in

his voice.

"But what are your own convictions?"
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The second mate laughed bitterly. "The poor devil was

dead and no mistake."

"You'd better go below and get some sleep/' I said.

Left alone on deck for a period of six hours, I had

plenty of time to think about what the second mate had

told me. It was ridiculous, of course. What about Pugsley,

Gronberg, and the two seamen who had enshrouded and

weighted the corpse? Surely they would never have so

treated a living man! I could not make myself believe that

any one of the seamen forward could have been base

enough to invent such a story. Yet I knew that as a whole

they were in a mental condition which would make them

pliant material for some more designing creature to work

upon. I had a suspicion as to the origin of the report, and

determined to get to the bottom of the matter at the

earliest opportunity.

At daylight I advised the second mate to send word for-

ward that all hands, except those laid up, were to muster

aft in the mess room at four p.m., this time having been

chosen so that watch-below rest would not be interfered

with. Accordingly at eight bells I was sitting at the head

of the mess table when the men, with expressions of

mingled misery and bewilderment on their gaunt faces,

filed into the room.

"Keep away from that doorway, men! Stand out in

single file on the port side at the other end of the table,

so that I can see every one of you/'

To the second mate: "Mr. Atkinson, you will stand at

my left hand. By the way, where is the mate? Go along
to his room and tell him I want him here."
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Mr. Atkinson went out quickly, but a moment later he

came back and said, "Captain Barker, the mate says he's

too ill to leave his bunk."

I therefore dismissed Mr. Rand from my immediate

thoughts, and with an official log book open before me

raised my eyes and looked long and hard at the faces be-

yond the foot of the table. Then I began to address them:

"Men, I won't waste words. I understand that some of you

think I buried Harry alive a serious accusation to make

against a shipmaster/' I paused and stared at them coldly.

"However, let me remind you that four of you men sewed

the body in a shroud. . . . Think that over for a moment.

Anything you have to say will be entered in the official

log book. Every man will sign it. By raising your hands

you will register your beliefs, and not the dirty suggestions

of the man who is absent from this room. If you think I

buried Harry alive, up with your right hands!"

The men looked at me with tired eyes. Each shaggy

head was shaken listlessly. No hand was lifted aloft, but

significant glances were exchanged and fists clenched

spasmodically. Led by the man Jansen, they seemed to be

edging closer to me as I sat in my swivel chair holding a

revolver in my hand. Seeing the Dane nod his head and

glance briefly towards the doorway behind me, I swung

half round to see the mate standing there shaking his fist

and making unmistakable signs to the men.

"Come in here, you," I shouted.

"Like helll" he snarled. Then, to the men: "Now's

your chance, get him!" But instead of leading them he
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ran along the alleyway, entered his room and locked the

door.

By this time the men had gathered in a semicircle

around the table and had cut off the exits from the room.

It was a critical moment, and I began to think that the

British Isles might soon be squared away for Port Stanley

or even Cape Town. However, I did not intend to be

bullied into submission after all we had already been

through. "Stand back from that doorway, men/' I said

harshly, at the same time letting them see the gun in my
hand. "These westerly winds cannot last forever."

"Neither can we, Captain/' several of them answered in

unison.

"We've had enough," Jansen put in. "If you don't

square away, sir, then we will."

"But that would be mutiny; you'd better not try any-

thing like that not in a British ship. Listen to me. As

sailormen, you must know that to run before these tre-

mendous seas would mean our certain destruction in our

present condition. No, I tell you we will carry Onl"

Almost before I had finished speaking a low rippling

murmur suddenly increased in volume to a fierce rumble

of excited voices. "I'm damned if we do," someone said

menacingly.

Just then, however, my little daughter happened to

enter the room and standing in the midst of the group
held up for the sailmaker's inspection the partly dismem-

bered and sadly bedraggled canvas doll, "Mrs. Jones",

with a childlike request that he repair it for her.

The men had fallen back in deference to the child, and
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when she smiled at them they seemed to be very much

embarrassed. Realizing that they had been thrown into

a hesitant state of mind, I sprang up from my chair, and

ran down the alleyway to the mate's room without a hand

having been raised to bar my way.

"Mr. Rand/' I called, "open up this door; I want you

in the mess room/'

There was the sound of shuffling from within. "You

know damn well, Captain," came the answer, "that I'm a

sick man/'

"By God, you'll come out, sir!" I shot the lock off his

door, which almost at the same instant fell open with a

roll of the ship. The mate was considerably cowed by my
action and offered no further opposition. He walked along

the alleyway meekly, and when I saw that he had taken a

suitable position in the mess room I pointed to him and

addressed the company: "Is this the creature who tried

to make you believe I put Harry away alive?"

Several of the men, casting furtive glances at the mate,

nodded their heads and somewhat reluctantly acknowl-

edged that he was the guilty party. "Well, then," I said,

"the charge against me is ridiculous, and every man here

will sign this log book. You can step up one by one." To

old Pugsley, who had since led my daughter out of the

room: "And by the way, Sailmaker, 'Mrs. Jones' is evi-

dently not feeling too well her stitchings are coming

adrift. It's up to you to do a good job on her."

That tenseness which had seemed almost suffocating

before my little daughter entered the room with her can-

vas doll was no longer in evidence, and at my mention of
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"Mrs. Jones" the expressions on the gaunt, heavily

bearded faces became less strained. At a word from me

the second mate was the first to sign the log book, which

contained a brief statement to the effect that Harry was

quite dead when I committed him to the deep. Paul Nel-

son and the other apprentices then stepped up to the

table. Jansen came next and affixed his X, together with

the inevitable blot on the white page. Soon every man

present, excepting Mr. Rand, had set their names to the

statement. To him I said: "Come here, you; pick up this

pen and let's have a look at your signature."

The mate did as he was ordered; but when he stepped

back from the table he said sneeringly: "Listen, ship-

mates, this doesn't mean anything; it's all pantomime.

The Captain's forced my signature almost at the point of

a gun."

"That's enough from you, sir," I stopped him at once.

"You will go to your room and remain there." Then for

the benefit of all present I went on: "Any further com-

plaints will be made ashore in Pisagua not here. Keep

your chins up, men."

Without another word I dismissed them and, seem-

ingly crestfallen, they pulled themselves together and went

up onto the poop and away forward. At my bidding

Jansen had remained behind for a few moments so that

I could question him about the mate's visit to the foc'sle;

but as I fully expected, he was extremely reticent to go

into any details about the affair. The record of the con-

versation between Mr. Rand and the crew is therefore

lost forever in the mists of the past; but it is not very dif-
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ficult to imagine what was said in the foc'sle of the

British Isles on that bleak night off the pitch of Cape
Horn. . . .

... I can picture the rays of a blackened oil lamp cast-

ing a dull glow on the haggard features of the men as

they lounge about in their damp, rank smelling quarters.

A deep voice mutters savagely: "Buried alive, eh? Well,

that's a nice how-de-dol"

Then the mate speaks authoritatively: "Yes, Harry was

put away alive all right. Are we going to take any action?*'

"We must do something!"

"Well, then, bullies/
1

the mate cunningly follows his

advantage, "well clap the irons on the 'Old Man* and I'll

run for a port of refuge. What do you say?"

Stern visaged, they cluster around him and enquire in

strained voices: "What's your plan, mister?"

The answer is given in a rasping whisper: "Right after

supper the 'Old Man* usually talks to his wife and kids in

the saloon. See? Tomorrow at six p.m. we burst in and

lock him upl That's easy, isn't it?"

"But what about the second mate and that Paul Nel-

son?" someone asks cautiously.

"Oh, them!" the mate speaks contemptuously. "Any-

how, lads, they're fed up, tooelse they're not human."

Mr. Rand's conspiracy had completely failed, and I

felt quite sure that the wind had been taken out of his

sails. No doubt some old time sailing ship men will

wonder why I did not clap the irons on the man, for in
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all conscience he had deserved that degrading punishment

on more than one occasion. It must not be forgotten, how-

ever, that he was a certificated officer, indeed held master's

papers, and perhaps for that very reason I was far more

lenient with him than I would have been with any other

man aboard. Furthermore, I knew that ever since the in-

cident of the fire in the No. Two he had been weighted with

a feeling of inferiority, due in some measure to his own

realization that he had set at nought the traditions of the

sea. For the reason that I had always held the whip hand

over him I forebore to take drastic action, but now for-

bade him to leave his room whether he wished to or not.

In the morning after the somewhat dramatic episode

in the mess room the ship was making a good six knots

with a beam wind. Just before eight bells I was pacing the

poop when Jansen came aft to relieve the wheel. He
mounted to the head of the ladder, but there he paused
and muttered something in a low voice.

"What's that you say, Jansen?" I called out.

With a somewhat sheepish grin he came towards me
and asked if I would listen to him for a moment. "Every-

thing looks all right with the fellahs for'ard," he began

confidentially. "They're willing to keep going if we get
a slant."

"And if we don't get a slant?" I demanded.

"Oh well, sir, it will be the same to them either way
now. All they want is to get into some port, and Pisagua's
as good as any. None of us really believed that crazy stuff

about Harry; he was dead all right. We were in a bad
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state of mind and ready to listen to anything. No, Captain,
there'll be no more trouble with us."

"We've got a little slant now/' I said cheerfully, "and

if it keeps up we'll more than double the Horn by tomor-

row noon. It's up to us all to keep a stiff upper lip for

a while longer. Very well, Jansen, you'd better relieve the

wheel/'

Only a few hours had passed since the Dane was about

to lead his shipmates in a rush to overpower me and put
me in irons, and this probably would have been done if

it had not been for the timely intervention o a child and

an oakum-stuffed, canvas doll. Little did I dream that the

gift old Pugsley had brought aft to my daughter weeks

before was destined to play such an important part in the

lives of all of us aboard the British Isles. I, for one, have

never been able to forget "Mrs. Jones".

Ever since Jansen had told me of his discharge from the

Sylphide, I had kept my weather eye on him; but he had

always conducted himself in a rational manner. Neverthe-

less, it had come to my knowledge that the men still per-

sisted in their superstitious beliefs that the Dane was due

for some misfortune ere we sailed out of the regions of

the albatross. But the British Isles was enjoying a slant,

and as I looked at Jansen's stalwart figure standing at the

wheel I dismissed morbid thoughts of further hardship

and tragedy from my mind.



Chapter 18

THE slant referred to in the previous chapter acted like

a charm on the various members of the ship's company.

I soon let it be known that we had at last doubled Cape

Horn, but that there were still many long miles before us

ere we could bear away and reach for lower latitudes to

the norrard. In the forty-eight hours that the Wind Gods

smiled upon us the British Isles made nearly two hundred

and fifty miles on a due west course which, considering

the crippled state of the ship, was very good progress.

She was in no condition forward to carry a big press of

canvas; in fact, nothing could be set on the foremast

above the reefed upper topsl. As the damaged jibboom
could not be relied upon to support the fore topmast,

t'gallant mast and royal mast, the head sails, excepting

the inner jib and fore topmast staysl, had to be unbent

and put below; the stays were unrove, passed through the

hawse pipes and set up again with heavy luff tackles. In

proportion to the area of canvas now carried on the fore-

cast it became accessary to reduce sail on the mizzen. It

was therefore left to the mainmast to support the greatest

spread of sail.

The general morale seemed vastly improved with the

advent of the fair wind, and there was even a lilt in the

yo-hoing of the forehanders when they bent their backs
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on a rope during working ship. However, had we but

known that immense difficulties were yet to be overcome,

there would have been less elation fore and aft.

Alas, our good fortune forsook us, to be followed by

incessant westerly gales that seemed to mock our puny

attempts to head reach to the westward. With each pass-

ing day the odds against the British Isles ever making port

lengthened, for the crew became weaker and the ship

therefore harder to manage. Sometimes the wind would

take off, its violence diminishing to a mere breeze until

all hands expected a favorable change. Instead, its mourn-

ful moan would again increase till it screamed and roared

with a force that threatened to tear the masts out of her.

Occasionally I would find that the vessel had actually

made ten or fifteen miles of westing in twenty-four hours

of sailing by-the-wmd; but the next day I would plot our

position on the chart only to discover that the meagre

advantage had been lost. At such moments the task be-

fore me seemed hopeless, and I would be sorely tempted

by an inner voice to call all hands, square away and run

with a fair wind for finer weather to the eastward, where

we could heave to, repair our battered bodies, dress up

the ship in a new suit of canvas, and thus rejuvenated

begin anew our endeavors to sail to about eighty-one de-

grees west. However, with a muttered oath I would leave

the cabin, go on deck with my face towards the sleet-laden

wind driving us hard away from the direction of our desti-

nation, and feel more strong than ever the need for

standing on. Better far to hope for another slant than to
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give in, turn tail, and perish with a foundering ship after

weeks of bitter trying!

The mate had been confined to his room for over a

week when one morning he got word to me through Paul

Nelson that he badly desired to speak to me. Accordingly

I went along to his room, unlocked the door, and de-

manded to know what he had on his mind.

"Captain/* he answered humbly enough, "I want you
to let bygones be bygones. Let me resume duty, sir; I'm

ready to take my watch on deck again. For the rest of the

passage, no matter what happens, I'll help you to get the

ship along. A few days ago, sir, I heard you passing the

good word along to the crowd that we had doubled Cape
Stiff and would soon be in a position to work our way to

the norrard."

Although greatly amazed at the mate's change of face,

I was nevertheless willing to permit him to resume his

duties. "All right, sir,
1 '

I said to him, "relieve the second

mate at noon, and carry on like a man and a seaman. You
will be careful to make no references whatsoever to any-

thing that has occurred in the past/'

With Mr. Rand's resumption of duty it was no longer

necessary for me to keep watch-and-watch with the second

mate, so that I was now able to devote more time to the

disabled men laid up in the port and starboard foc'sles.

Another able seaman, sixty-year-old John Lindstrom, had

fallen a victim to frostbite. His case was infinitely worse

than any of the others, and it was with the utmost dif-

ficulty that I was able to arrest the gangrene which at-
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tacked his toes. His agony was intense and he remained

in his bunk for the rest of the passage.

Ten weeks had elapsed since the British Isles had passed

St. John's Point, and in that interval of time the assaults

of the elements had accounted for all our casualties which,

summed up, were as follows:

Four men, including Lindstrom, permanently laid up
with bad cases of frostbite.

Nine men completely exhausted with rheumatism,

severe colds, etc.; some of these slowly recovering.

One man, Jerry-the-Greek, leg amputated.
Three men dead: "Santiago", the Chileno, swept away

by a heavy sea; Isaacson, lost overboard from the fore

yard; Harry, killed by heavy water on deck.

Those of the crew who had remained on duty through-

out practically the entire period of bad weather were far

from being in robust condition; indeed, the devilish suf-

ferings and hardships which they had endured had doubt-

less left an impression on their minds which the passing

of many years would be unable to erase. Most of them

suffered from great raw sea cuts which were never given

a chance to heal. The second mate winced with the pain

of rheumatism every time he moved, while the apprentice,

William Ison, often had asthmatic attacks which left him

speechless for hours at a time.

At last the British Isles was sailed and driven to a

position well to the WNW of Cape Horn. Seventy-two

days had dragged slowly by since we had left the latitude

of fifty south in the Atlantic, and in all that time we had

made a paltry six hundred fifty miles. Just after seven bells
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on that particular morning, I was eating breakfast in the

mess room when the steward told me there was a sick man in

the alleyway who needed my attention. Hastily gulping

down a mouthful of insipid, lukewarm coffee, I stepped

out of the room to find the man Jansen, "leaning against

the wall panelling. "Hello!" I exclaimed. "What brings

you aft at this time of the morning?"

"There's a bad ache in my head again, Captain." The

Dane raised his hand to his forehead, which was wet with

perspiration in spite of the cold draught blowing down

the alleyway.

I told the man to follow me into the cabin, and as the

usual remedy for minor ailments aboard ship in those days

was an enormous dose of laxative, I doctored my patient

accordingly. "Here you are, m'son," I said, holding up a

tumbler which contained about two ounces of castor oil,

"close your eyes and drink this down."

"I thank you, sir," he said, pausing to gulp down the

nauseating liquid and smack his lips with evident relish,

"but I don't think this stuff can do me much good. . . .

My head aches where the toggle hit me.
9'

"What toggle have you had an accident?"

"In the Sylphide, sir," he reminded me.

At that I recalled my previous interview with him.

"Well, if you didn't come aft for medicine, what do you
want?" I demanded somewhat sharply.

Jansen seemed embarrassed; he twisted his sou'wester

in his fingers, and looked away from me as he replied:

"Sir, my sea chest in the foc'sle is half full of water. Will

you keep my papers," he put his hand into his pocket
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and drew forth a canvas bag "in your safe, sirwill you

please?"

"Yes, 111 keep them for you. Are they important?"

"Not to anyone else, sir. They're just my discharges, the

only things I own."

"Well, Jansen, m'son, they'll be here when you come for

them," I said, little realizing what the immediate future

was to bring forth, and that the pathetic little canvas bag

was never to be reclaimed. Locking away the Dane's treas-

ures, I promptly forgot all about them and devoted my
time to more important matters on deck, for the British

Isles was now running to the norrard with yards squared

well in to a very strong SW wind that promised to de-

velop into a heavy gale.

Not until midnight, however, were all hands called out

to shorten sail. The mains'! was handed, the main lower

t'gansl furled; then the mizzen upper topsl yard was

lowered away, the downhauls, braces, and halliards hauled

tight, the sail spilled up, and the men sent aloft to furl it.

Just before the mizzen topsl was tackled I told the mate

that I was going to snatch a wink of sleep and asked him

to call me in the event of a change in the weather. Going

below, I wasted no time in throwing myself full length

on a thwartship settee and falling into a deep, dreamless

slumber. How long I had slept I had no idea when sud-

denly I was awakened by a hoarse cry that penetrated my
brain as though it came from afar off:

"Man overboard!"

Being at the moment bewildered, I did not instantly

realize the significance of that cry; but upon hearing the
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same dread words again, followed by a shout from the

throat of Mr. Rand "On the tops'l yard there, come down

on deck. . . There's a man over the side!" I staggered

to my feet and hurried from the cabin to the poop deck.

The mate was surrounded by a crowd of frantic seamen.

"By God) men" he was shouting, "we can't do anything.

. . . We've no lifeboat; and, even if we had, it would

be useless in that sea."
,

At that moment I broke in on the mate's wailings by

calling out: "Whoever the poor fellow is, he's gone! . . .

Send those men aloft to pick up that tops'l before it's

blown to ribbons; we haven't another sail we can bend

to that yard."

"Ay, ay, sir," the mate grunted, and sent his men back

aloft.

Action was the only thing that would arouse them out

of their benumbed state of mind. In their efforts to sub-

due the wildly threshing canvas on the tops'l yard they

might perhaps temporarily forget the loss of their ship-
mate.

Who was the lost man? ... No name had been

shouted above the howling of that raging wind.

I asked the mate: "Who was it?"

"Nobody seems to know yet, Captain. It was one of the

men on the weather yard arm," he answered. "I think

it was that crazy Dane."

"Not Jansen!" I exclaimed. "You must be mistaken,

Mister." It was almost beyond my belief that the best man
left in the foc'sle had been snatched away to disappear for

all time into the greedy maw of the sea. I went on a
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little fiercely: "Jansen was too good a seaman to go like

that."

"Well, Captain," the mate answered gruffly, "I've lived

long enough to know that the best always go first/'

"But your conclusions, sir, are damned peculiar."

Half an hour later I was standing close by the man-at-

the-wheel when the mate's figure loomed up beside me,

and as the light of the binnacle fell on his face I saw his

expression of grinning derision. "The men are down on

deck, and they've just checked up," he said. "I guessed

right, sir the man was Jansen"

Then it was true that Jansen had lost the number of

his mess. As I looked back over the stormy past, I found

myself thinking that perhaps I should have fully expected

this latest tragedy. The older men in the port and star-

board foc'sles had forecast it long ago with nodding heads

and veiled mutterings. And the victim himself had felt

only too strongly that he would never see the dawning of

another pay day; his own words to his shipmates had been:

"The weight of the sea is trying to crush my soul." What

had prompted him to entrust his papers to my keeping

on the day before his death, like the landlubber ashore

who, when threatened by the clammy hand, feverishly

makes his will? The presentiment of his end must have

been strong upon him.

Instead of expressing regret, the foc'sle hands openly

condemned the Dane for having been a Jonah, the in-

fluence responsible for all their woes and sufferings. As

far as the afterguard was concerned, however, the passing

of Jansen was considered an irretrievable loss.
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"Fair wind! At last a fair wind!" The cry was echoed

along the decks of the British Isles.

"Square the cro'jik yard!"

The men responded as though inspired with new life;

feverishly they worked; shouting and laughing, they

jostled each other good-naturedly as they hauled away

on the braces.

"Set the courses!"

"Courses, sir!" repeated the second mate.

Soon the crippled vessel was speeding through the water

under courses and lower topsIs, with a sonorous snore to

her lee bow wave. At lastlong last she was leaving bad

weather astern.

The British Isles sailed over a broad expanse of salt

water until, upon arriving on the parallel of Valparaiso,

she encountered a flat calm which lasted for three days,

As the weather was comparatively warm, the sick men
were carried out on deck to bask in the sun; and for the

first time in many weeks my wife and children appeared
on the poop. No one would have thought by the chatter-

ing and playfulness of those two children that the ship had

gone through such a gruelling time. Innocent of disaster

and death, they were as much a tonic to those of us who
heard their laughter as were the warm rays of the sun.

It was with a feeling of intense eagerness that my poor
wife looked forward to our arrival in Pisagua, for I had

promised to send her and the children home to England

by passenger stearher via the Straits of Magellan. During
this period of relief from bitter struggle against odds that

had ofttimes seemed insurmountable the whole world
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seemed to be transformed, and when on one occasion my
little daughter, while playing on the poop, rapturously

exclaimed, "Look, Mother, the sun is shining on Daddy's

water!" the man-at-the-wheel actually laughed aloud.

Wafted on the wings of light, fair winds, the vessel

sailed up the coast of Chile and finally hove in sight of

her port of destination, Pisagua. She had been one hun-

dred and thirty-nine days on the passage.

What a woebegone appearance she must have presented

to the harbor authorities as her sails were bunted up and

her anchor chain roared down through the hawse pipes.

The vessel's sides were red with rust, for she had been

rubbed clean of paint by the brash ice that had time after

time surrounded her in those cold southern seas. The

hitherto mentioned damage to the foremast and jibboom,

together with divers other scars, caused her to look as

though she had just emerged from a naval engagement.

Furthermore, her freeboard was actually less than four

feet due to the accumulation of water down below.

I afterwards learned that amongst the "Old Timers"

ashore there were grim speculations as to the probable

injuries and loss of life sustained by the members of the

ship's company. Being without lifeboats, it was impossible

for me to communicate with those on terra firma; but it

was not long ere a boatload of Chilean port officials, ac-

companied by an English speaking pilot, put off from the

mole and boarded us. They were soon in possession of the

grim facts which I have related in previous pages, facts

that stamped that voyage of the British Isles as being one

of the most memorable of the latter days of sail.



Chapter 19

IT was mid afternoon when I stepped ashore in the

port of Pisagua. Without loss of time I made straight for

the British Consulate, where I briefly outlined the events

of the voyage and requested that arrangements be made

immediately for a medico to go off to the ship and render

aid to my incapacitated sailors. The Consul told me that

doctors were very scarce in that part of the world, but

assured me he would do his best to secure one.

Later that afternoon, after I had attended to ship's busi-

ness and cabled Mr. Shute of our arrival, I again called

on the Consul. He advised me that he had succeeded in

inducing a medico to accompany me aboard the ship, but

that the man demanded a fee of five hundred pesos in

advance.

"That's all right, Consul," I said, "well give him a

check. I must have someone to help my men."

There was a short wait until a dapper little Chileno

entered the Consular office to be introduced to me as Dr.

Cosoro. The doctor seemed to be a very excitable person,

for he gesticulated frantically as he began to let me know
in broken English that he wanted five hundred pesos in

his pocket at once, else he would not put off with me to

the British Isles. However, when a check was given to him
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for that amount he ranged alongside me, patted my arm

affectionately, and indicated his willingness to proceed.

Losing no more time, we went off to the ship in the

pilot boat, and no sooner had we stepped on deck than

I led Dr. Cosoro to the starboard foc'sle door. "You will

find three men in there, Doctor," I said. "I want you to

look at them."

"No importante, Capitan," came the astounding reply,

"marineros hospital manana." And backing away from the

door, he indicated that he had finished with the men in

the starboard foc'sle. He then walked 'round to the port

foc'sle door, but simply would not step over the threshold.

"Ah, mio Capitan," he said, smoothing the palms of his

hands together, "marineros mucho bueno, hospital ma-

nana."

"But, Doctor, are you not going to do anything now?"

"No, no, no, Capitanl no importante!" And with a ges-

ture of finality Dr. Cosoro faced about and walked to the

gangway which he descended to the waiting boaj;. A few

minutes later I saw him stepping ashore at the mole.

Going below, I sent for the mate to whom I said: "Mr.

Rand, the Chileno who just left the ship is the doctor in

charge of the local hospital where the sick men are to be

taken tomorrow. You will have them all ready."

"Leave it to me, Captain. . . By the way, I suppose you

know Lindstrom is getting worse."

"None of the poor fellows is improving," I said gravely,

"and may God help them when they get to that hospital.

I'm afraid they'll get little enough attention from the

humans who maladminister the place."
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On the following day I accompanied the eight men as

they were carefully placed in a boat and taken ashore.

At the mole they were transferred into rough, two wheeled

conveyances which bounced and jolted over the cobble-

stone streets to the hospital. I was on hand to see that my
men were admitted, and refused to leave until I had been

assured by a villainous looking creature, to whom a paper

peso was probably more valuable than a human life, that

they would soon be all right under the skilful surgery of

Dr. Cosoro and the tender care of the attendants.

Upon arriving back at the office of the Consul, I found a

cablegram awaiting me. Tearing it open, I read: "Captain

Barker, British Isles: Susannah arrived Iquique seventy-six

days-Shute"

Now, in behalf of interested parties in Iquique, the

Consul had already asked me if we had sighted the Susan-

nah during the passage, for she had not arrived in Iquique
or any other port and was considered by her owners and

agents to be long overdue. I had told him that we had

been in company with her only once, when crossing the

trades some few days after sailing from Port Talbot.

Mr. Shute had evidently been misinformed, so I lost no

time in advising him of the facts and of the grave doubts

which were felt for the Susannah's safety. I subsequently
learned that the captain of the German ship, after battling

for several weeks off the pitch of the Cape, had despaired
of success and decided to square away before those seem-

ingly everlasting westerly gales. The Susannah ran her

easting down, rounded Australia, sailed over a vast expanse
of* storm-racked Pacific Ocean, and finally arrived in the
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port of Iquique after a passage of two hundred and seven

days.

Having done all possible for my men, I now gave some

thought to my family. The German Kosmos liner Esne

was in port and, as she was about to sail for home, I booked

passages in her for my wife and two children. We had been

in Pisagua less than a week when I bade them goodbye,

and as it happened I saw them no more for two long years.

After watching the Esne steam out to sea with my loved

ones, I went to the hospital, where I learned that Jerry-

the-Greek had survived a further amputation and was

slowly recovering; that John Lindstrom had died of ex-

haustion; that four men who had lost their toes from

frostbite would get well; and that another man, Mason

by name, was not expected to live.

Those who were able begged me to arrange to take

them back aboard the British Isles. With vivid adjectives

they described the appalling conditions in the wards, the

cruelties and abominations beyond belief. "Oh, Captain,

take us back, else well all die here like dogs/' one of them

wailed. "There, sir, look at Mason," he went on, indicating

a cot opposite his own, "there's a horde of flies around

him now. . . . Hell be a stiff before sunrise tomorrow.

Poor old Lindstrom, too, the flies tortured him to death,

and not one of these hospital devils did anything for him.

Take us aboard again, Captain."

"I can't promise to do that," I was obliged to reply;

"but I'll go to the Consul immediately; he might be able

to get you all transferred to Iquique. , . ."

When next I visited those men, another of their number
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had passed away. Mason, aged about sixty, had reached

his limit in the morning following my previous visit, his

end having been hastened by a dense mass of flies. There

were no ceremonies, no last rites. Stripped of its earthly

covering, his body was thrown into a wooden cart drawn

by mules, a cart that had more than once threaded the

course round the mountainside with similar burdens. Poor

old Mason deserved a better fate and a more Christian

grave than the pit he was hove into to sink beneath a bog

of quicklime that slowly consumed his remains.

At length Jerry-the-Greek was well enough to face the

world again, and as I have previously mentioned he was

shipped back to Britain, where he related the story of his

terrible experiences to Mr. Shute and was pensioned off

for life. The other former members of the ship's company

gradually recovered, though they could not be transferred

to Iquique; but several months had elapsed and the Brit-

ish Isles was well on her way to Australia ere they were

able to take leave of Dr. Cosoro and his satellites.

From Pisagua the British Isles proceeded to Callao,

where she arrived after a fair passage and came to anchor

in the bay, just clear of the drydock. The yards were sent

down, the jibboom lifted out of the ship, and the foremast

made ready for permanent repairs.

The mate concentrated his talents on this work, which

was well underway when on a certain morning he came

along to the cabin with the request that I look at his back.

"Captain, I don't know what's wrong with me; but I'm

suffering agony, and the pain's all between my shoulder-

blades/'
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"Take your shirt off, sir, and let me look at you," I said.

My careful scrutiny, however, revealed nothing more than

a minute pimple. "I don't see any inflammation, Mr. Rand;

but if you're in great pain I'd advise you to go to the

hospital,"

"Oh, no, you don't get rid of me so easily as that, Cap-

tain Barker," he answered with a leer. "You one time

poked a gun in my ribs and forced me to sail round Cape
Stiff against my will. I had no choice then, but I have

now. . * . I'm staying. The articles I signed were made out

for three years, and if the voyage lasts that long then you'll

have William Rand as mate. This pain is bad enough,

but it's nothing to the hell I suffered off Cape Stiff."

The mate left the cabin and went forward where he

began to bellow at the men so loudly that I concluded his

expressions of profound misery had been a little feigned.

In the light of later developments, however, I must say

that his capacity for assimilating punishment was so great

as to be almost unbelievable.

Less than two days after I had first examined him, he

again came to me, this time in a very agitated state of

mind, saying: "By God, sir, I take back all I said about

not going to the hospital ... I must go. You'll take me,

eh?"

"Of course I will," I answered, telling him to have the

gig, which we had secured in Pisagua, made ready.

We were rowed ashore and I took him straight to the

hospital, where I obtained the services of a Dr. Barton,

an Englishman. The examination was over sooner than

I expected, but the doctor's grave expression when he
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reentered the room in which I was waiting led me to think

that Rand was in a bad way. "Is it serious?" I asked.

"The most enormous carbuncle I've ever seen, Captain/'

Dr. Barton said quietly. "The man will die unless he

undergoes an immediate operation. Shall I go ahead?"

"Dr. Barton/' I answered, "Mr. Rand has a wife and

two children. If there's a chance of saving his life by

operating, do so at once."

"Then, sir, I will need your assistance, for I have only

one attendant on duty in the hospital. ..."

Dr. Barton did a shipshape job. The cavity was filled

with antiseptic sponges; the wound was bandaged; and the

mate of the British Isles was carried to a cot in a long ward.

To the doctor I said: "Is it possible that a man can live

after such a frightful operation?"

"Who can say?" he answered. "If he's still alive seven

days from now, 111 concede him a fighting chance. When
do you sail, sir?"

"In about two weeks for Australia!"

"Then you'll need a new mate. If Rand survives, he'll

be paralyzed"

The British Isles sailed away from Callao, and not until

nearly two years afterwards did I return in her to that port.

We had been lying at anchor for only a few hours when

my steward came into the cabin to inform me that there

was a man outside who seemed very anxious to see me.

Walking along the alleyway, I stepped out on deck only

to stop dead and gasp with utter astonishment, for there,

standing less than a couple of fathoms away, healthy as
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ever, was none other than my old mate, William Rand.

"Captain Barker!*' he exclaimed, hastening towards me

with outstretched hand, "I've come to ask you to bury the

hatchet."

Deliberately placing my hands behind my back, I con-

templated him in deep silence. In that moment memories

that I had tried to banish forever from my mind flooded

in upon me: the fire down below; "Santiago," Isaacson,

Jerry-the-Greek, Jansen; and the incident of the man

Harry. As though from a great distance I heard Rand's

voice: "I was in the hospital five months, but I'm now fit

as a fiddle. . . . Yes, and I'm captain of an oil tanker

operating on the Peruvian coast. Why don't you quit this

old windbag and go into steam like me, Captain?"

"No, you can't dig a hole deep enough to bury that

hatchet/* I said suddenly. "Leave my ship, sir!"

Without a word Captain William Rand turned away.

For a brief instant he paused on the gangway platform

and pulled the brim of his hat down over his eyes. Then

he began to descend the ladder and his burly figure was

soon lost to my sight as it disappeared below the t'gallant

rail. I never saw him again.

A certain Captain Fancy relieved me in 1909 when I

left the British Isles to take command of a Liverpool

tramp. From sail to steam was a radical change, and it

was with a feeling of profound sadness that I gazed long

and fondly on my old command, as I thought, for the last

time.

Less than a year had slipped by, however, when my
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employers ordered me to Hamburg to negotiate the sale

of the ship Falls of Dee. One day, while walking along the

docks in the vicinity of a big shipyard, I discerned the

spars of a vessel that were at once strikingly familiar. With

my ears resounding to the infernal din of rivet guns

driving home what the German workers were pleased to

term "nails in England's coffin", I rounded a sombre ware-

house and suddenly found myself confronted with the

words, BRITISH ISLES, painted in bold black letters

under the gray counter of one of the finest ships that ever

sailed salt water.

Recollections of the years I had spent in her were re-

called to my mind with startling clarity. Never again

would I stand on her poop deck beneath a spread of swell-

ing canvas, and a by-the-wind flutter of her mizzen royal.

Times had changed; the world was relying on the power
of harnessed steam to drive its ships across the turbulent

oceans.

Twenty-four years of my active life afloat have come

and gone since I last saw my old command; but I have not

forgotten how she once showed her flashing heels to the

proud Preussen. Long I wondered what had since become

of her. Had she at last succumbed to the vindictive moods

of the fickle Wind Gods and plunged down to the open
sea chest of Davy Jones or had she been condemned to

groan her last years away in some remote bywater, for-

gotten by mankind?

1933 A.D. In South America, at the mouth of the River

Plate, a battered hulk is to be seen sadly riding at anchor
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at the mercy of the ravages of time. A ghostlike stillness

enshrouds her, and the eternal lapping of the muddy water

against her rusty hull is gradually accomplishing that which

mighty Cape Horn graybeards strove to do in vain. This

is the hulk Olivos, ex British Isles & lonely relic, symbol of

the vanished days of sail.





A Record of Captain Barker's

Cape Horn Voyaging

22

TOTAL 41
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A Glossary of Nautical Terms

appearing in this book

Backstays

Ballast logs

Belaying-pin

Billycock

Braced up

Brassbounder

By-the-wind

Cape Horn snorter

Cathead

Catted

Close-hauled

Coal staithe

Wire ropes, abaft the shrouds, which

support the strain on the masts

Built up baulks of timber lashed along-

side an empty ship to prevent capsiz-

ing

Bars of wood or iron to which running

gear is made fast or belayed

A derby hat

A square-rigged vessel is said to be

braced up when her yards are on the

backstays to a wind before the beam

An indentured apprentice in a square-

rigged sailing vessel, so called for his

brass-buttoned uniform

See close-hauled

A terrific squall, often thick with snow

or sleet

A short projecting baulk of timber

which serves to suspend the anchor

over the bows

Term used when an anchor is made

fast to the cathead

A square-rigged vessel is close-hauled

when sailing on a wind with her yards

braced sharp-up on the backstays

An elevated structure used for loading

coal into ships
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Colza oil

Coolashi watch

Courses

Dandyfunk

Dog watches

Doldrum belt

Eighty-nine forty-eighter

Fife-rail

Four-masted barque

Four-poster

Trapping

Full-and-bye

Gammoning band

Half-round

Handspike

Glossary of Terms
A vegetable oil formerly used in bin-

nacle lights

A term used when no regular watches

are kept and all hands stand by for

a quick call

Fores'l, mains'l and cro'jik.

Pulverized ship biscuits mixed with

water or molasses and heated in the

galley stove

The time between jour and eight PM.
divided into periods of two hours each

The calm, sultry latitudes which lie

between the north-east and the south-

east trade winds of the Atlantic and

Pacific Oceans

A hit or miss navigator of whom there

were many in the days of sail

A heavy wooden rail on each side of

the mast, fitted with belaying pins to

which running gear is made fast

A vessel square-rigged on the fore,

main and mizzen mastsf fore-and-aft

rigged on the jigger mast

A sailing vessel with four masts.

Usually a barque

A lashing

A square-rigged vessel is said to be

sailing full-and-bye when she is being

steered on a wind with her canvas full

A metal band or chain lashing used to

secure the bowsprit to the stem-head

A shaped plate curving inwards from

the side of the ship to the poop deck

A rounded length of hard wood with

one end squared. Used by seamen for

heaving lashings tight and setting up

lanyard rigging
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Harness cask

Headreaching

Head wind

Lazarette

Leeward

Liverpool pantile

Marline-spike

Monkey gaff

Monkey poop

Nouse

Overlooker

Poop

Pound-and-pint

A receptacle of slate or teakwood con-

struction in which salt beef or pork is

kept soaking in brine

A square-rigged sailing vessel is said to

be headreaching when shortened down

to lower tops'ls and lower stays'ls, with

her yards braced sharp-up on either

tackf and making way through the

water when the wind is violent but

' the sea not sufficiently heavy to necessi-

tate her being hove to

A wind which will not permit a ship

to sail her course

A compartment for provisions located

below the cabin quarters in the after

end of the ship

Pronounced "looard" The direction to

which the wind blows

A round, thin, ship biscuit of concrete'

like hardness

A sharp pointed steel spike used by

seamen for opening the strands when

splicing wire rope

A small spar, twelve to sixteen feet

long, fitted above the mizzen cross-trees

and secured by a lift and two short

stays. Used for flag signalling purposes

So called for its slight elevation above

the level of the main deck. See poop

A colloquialismcommon sense

A British term for marine superintend-

ent

The raised structure of the deck aft.

Beneath the poop are the officers'

quarters

Determined by Act of Parliament and

the whole-hearted approval of ship-
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owners, the scanty rations allowed to

the man-before-the-mast

Rackings Lashings round two parts of a rope

Red Duster The British mercantile ensign

Reef earring A length of heavy point-line used in

reefing a sail

Relieving tackle Pronounced "relieving taykle." In bad

weather, a tackle hooked onto the

tiller beneath the wheelbox to prevent

the wheel from kicking when heavy

seas slam against the rudder

Ring rope A chain used in securing an anchor to

the cathead

Rootie A small, rubber-like loaf of bread

served out three times a week to each

apprentice and man-before-the-mast

Seventeen knots and a Chinaman A picturesque expression which origi-

nated aboard the fast tea clippers in

the China trade

A chain used in securing the shank

of an anchor to the ship's rail

A fifteen fathom length

Wire ropes which support the lateral

strain on the masts

The ship's store of articles such as

clothing, tobacco, etc., which the crew

may purchase and charge against their

wages

A handy, portable block with a side

opening for inserting the bight of a

rope

Rope yarns made fast over the sea-

man's oilskins around his wrists, waist

and ankles

This term is used among seamen when

they imbibe strong drink

Shank painter

Shot of chain cable

Shrouds

Slopchest

Snatch block

Soul-and-body-lashings

Splicing the main brace



Spun-yarn

Square yards

Taffrail

Three-masted barque

Toggle

Trick

Truck

Waste-ports

Weather-cloth

Whaleback

Windward

Glossary of Terms [25 1
]

A line composed of three strands spun

from old rope yarns

When a ship is running dead before

the wind, her yards are laid at right

angles to her fore-and-aft line

The rail round a ship's poop
A vessel square-rigged on the fore and

main masts, fore-and-aft rigged on the

mizzen

A rounded piece of hard wood, about

eighteen inches long and four inches

in diameter. Mostly used in setting up

lanyard rigging

A two-hour spell at the wheel

A flattened wooden sphere on the top

of the mast, fitted with two sheave

holes for signal halliards

Hinged iron doors in a ship's bul-

warks through which heavy water on

deck is released

Canvas stretched on the windward side

of the poop to afford some protection

from the weather

See half-round

Pronounced "wind'ard." The direction

from which the wind blows












